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Front cover photo: A climber exits a formation called
the Bumper on Hawks Cliff, on the Green Pond
Mountain escarpment in northern New Jersey.
This climb is rated class 5.8.
JOHN ANDERSON

Back cover photo: Jia Jung celebrates walking alone
to the summit of the highest peak in the lower 48 of
the United States—Mount Whitney.
COURTESY OF JIA H. JUNG
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The Long Way Home

When We Can’t Go

D

o you you know this place?” a new friend asked. I shook
my head. We stood looking at a framed assortment of photos showing
a stream, forest, and cabin. “It’s the Dead Diamond River.” He’d beckoned
me down to the basement level of his house to show me this.
The sandy New Hampshire river he gestured to in the photos winds
through a large reservation known as the Second College Grant (owned
by Dartmouth College) and on to Lake Umbagog. Dan had first explored
“The Grant” as a college student. It had captivated him. Some years later,
his old friend Ron had lured him back. “I again fell in love with it,” he
said. He’d taken his family and friends once or twice a year. They’d slept
in cabins, canoed the rapids, bushwhacked up mountains, and watched the
Northern Lights.
Even after surgeons removed a benign brain tumor, he’d returned. “It
became not every year, but most years, for the last decade or so.”
Dan lingered over—almost leaned into—the framed collage. The Grant
connected him to himself in a way other places did not. He’d served as a
captain in the U.S. Army during the Tet Offensive, in the bloodiest year of the
Vietnam War, 1968. “I had never been able to open up to myself, or anyone
else,” he said. “The Grant was the place where that started happening.”
The sky is dark up there; he’d gazed at Orion, which reminded him of
watching the Southern Cross, a constellation he could see only in Vietnam.
He saw moose climb partway up a ridge, hang up above a ravine, and turn
around. He’d thought he could read their emotions: “As in, ‘Oh, damn; what
do I do now?’ So I was contemplating that, and it probably brought out,
‘Gee, life is about being thwarted and then finding alternate pathways.’ And
that described experiences that I had had in life. Yes, that’s how we stayed
alive, in my opinion.”

“

He hadn’t been able to go lately.
He’d undergone rotator-cuff surgery and discovered a heart-valve problem.
He had to visit a hospital regularly for physical therapy. At home, he still
6 Appalachia
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mowed grass, cut tree limbs, and fixed furniture. But the last time he had
gone to the Dead Diamond River, with his daughter and two friends in 2013,
they’d set out up a steep trail. “I was the leader. We were climbing a mountain,
not a big mountain. I couldn’t go on. I had to stop. I told the others where to
go. I said, ‘I’ll wait here.’ When they went on, I sat on a rock and cried.”
He was losing something he loved. He’d pushed his body against
the unyielding rocks until his body said, “Stop.” People measure themselves
against mountains, but the mountains just are.
	I told him that I understand. Going up the mountains trains me in living
deliberately, doing one task at a time, accepting what I can and can’t do. I
hope that those habits bleed into my usual life. I have struggled over the trails;
those struggles form me.
But I don’t fully understand. I’m a decade and a half younger than he. I’ve
fooled my muscles and joints into thinking they’re still near to youth. I’ve
beaten some of the odds by climbing up rocks year after year. I’m addicted,
and this addiction delivers peace and understanding.
Dan said, “It’s the adrenaline I miss.”
His wistfulness evokes what Wendell Berry talks about in his poem, “The
Thought of Something Else”—“that old dream of going, / of becoming a
better man / just by getting up and going / to a better place.” Is it the place
that transforms us or the idea of it? When our bodies tell us to stop, what
we miss is the freedom to seek change. But the change happens inside. It was
happening again in that basement.
—Christine Woodside
Editor-in-Chief

summer/fall 2015 7
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The Rusty Pitons
In New Jersey, evidence of rock climbing 75 years ago
John Anderson

8 Appalachia
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N

ine years ago, when New Jersey authorities started
granting permits to explore the state’s northern crags, rock climbers
pulled themselves up the rock and noticed rusty gear fixed in it. And they
realized that they were not the first.
	On the southwest end of Musconetcong Mountain, they saw rusty, 1940era pitons sticking out. They saw decaying iron rings and flat pitons in the
rock of Green Pond Mountain. In these and many other cliffs in New Jersey,
history may have missed the reality of technical climbing in the Highlands,
in the northwestern part of the Garden State. Why? Scattered papers, articles,
and the hodgepodge of old climbing gear left pounded into the glaciated rock
formations all prove that climbers haven’t ignored New Jersey.
Legal limitations held climbers back between the 1950s—when a state
administrative code outlawed rappelling on state lands—until 2006, when
the New Jersey State Park Service reopened access through a waiver system.
Formerly closed sites on New Jersey’s crags reopened for climbing nine years
ago. The rusted iron rings and forged pitons inspired me to write this narrative
of New Jersey’s rock climbing heritage. This story includes climbers who may
have trained members of the 10th Mountain Division. Very, very cool.

Clues to Early Highlands Tramping
Hill tramping in Wales in the early 1900s led to ever evolving “contemporary”
roped rock climbing techniques. Those who tramped and hiked around North
Jersey before 1920 used those early climbing techniques to ascend ridges and
summits. I have seen the evidence 45 miles west of Manhattan. There sits
Cranberry Ledge, known locally as Panther Ledge. In the early 1970s, John
Maurizi and his friends climbed in this 60-acre quarry. Between that time
and 2006, a private landowner restricted access. Who climbed here before the
1970s, no one knows. However, found on a Cranberry Ledge roof today is a
line of four 1930s- or 1940s-era square-cut bolts.
Could it have been Fritz Wiessner? Conventional wisdom holds that in
1935, the noted climber Wiessner spied something to the northwest while
climbing on the Hudson Highlands’ Breakneck Ridge. The story goes that
he viewed a white escarpment—the Shawangunks of New York—and soon
The angles and overhangs on the cliffs of Green Pond Mountain make for intense technical climbing—rated 5.8—and the chance to revisit history. In this rock, climbers have
found rusty gear dating to World War II. JOHN ANDERSON
summer/fall 2015 9
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after, he started exploring that range, which became hugely important for
technical climbing. It seems likely that he must have climbed on the cliffs of
New Jersey, which lie so close to the Hudson Highlands. At the time, Wiessner
had just recently immigrated to the United States from Germany. He
operated the Wiessner Ski Wax Company. Wiessner was not the first person
who bridged skiing and climbing for recreation, but his impact on modern
climbing is unparalleled. Wiessner was the vanguard catalyst of American
climbing. No document exists placing him on a New Jersey Highlands climb;
still, I think it’s likely that Wiessner and his compatriots visited these climbing
areas that were so close to those New York cliffs we know they explored.
Could he have been one of the climbers placing hardware in the Highlands?
If so, when did he do that?

American Indians and Early Trampers
Native people’s rock shelters and other traces of tribal inhabitants who
traversed the Highlands remain. Climbing or bouldering at those sites is
rightfully illegal. Indian footpaths became Colonial cart paths for iron-ore
miners. The Highlands had the ore, luxuriant forests, fast-flowing streams
from which canals were dug, and the proximity to markets. On today’s trails
leading to climbing sites, evidence of America’s early iron industry can still
be seen.
We have proof that hikers explored the New Jersey Highlands in the
mid-1800s. The author of an April 1860 Harper’s Magazine article on Green
Pond describes taking the stagecoach from New York City to the stage
stop in Newfoundland Gap, where lodging was available in the hamlet of
Newfoundland (the site is now the New Jersey Transit bus stop). The author
then presents his multiday hike among the iron forges and furnaces of Green
Pond with the assistance of a local guide. His pen-and-ink illustrations
highlight Green Pond and nearby cliffs and are accompanied by an account
of climbing along Green Pond’s ridgeline.
	If one hikes, today, from the bus stop at Newfoundland to Green Pond,
one crosses a meandering river valley with its marshy floodplain then travels
through an expansive talus field, until one arrives along the shores of Green
Pond Lake as did our 1860s author. The undisturbed, expansive, liberal, and
forested inspirational views that accompany an ascent of the Green Pond
escarpment remain the same as a century and a half ago.

10 Appalachia
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An 1874 New York Times article directly states how one can take public
transportation to Newfoundland and do a circuit hike at the Green Pond
cliffs. The article appreciates how the cliffs are home to one of the largest
colonies of mountain laurel (Kalmia latifolia) in the Highlands. Today, in the
early summer months, the Green Pond precipice is prolifically blanketed and
fully covered by mountain laurel, adding to Green Pond Mountain’s natural
beauty and wild character.
Guy and Laura Waterman in Yankee Rock and Ice (Stackpole Books, 1993)
refer to climbers exploring the Timp Face and on the Ramapo Torn in 1908.
A documented climbing injury, rescue, and evacuation can be found in an
August 1909 edition of the New York Times:
The rugged side of the steep cliff rising from the shore of the little lake
at Newfoundland, N.J., where the United Boys Brigade of America has
its Summer camp, has proved a temptation to every youngster in the
camp, and when nearly every other boy in Company C of Hackensack
had climbed to the top of the cliff fourteen-year-old Waite Broughton...
the youngest and smallest member of his company, would no longer
be denied. . . . Even as the older boys watched, helpless to assist, Waite
lost his balance . . . and pitched backward down the side of the cliff, his
small body crashing through underbrush and shrubs and rebounding
from rocks upon which the boy struck in his fall.1
	In the early 1900s, New York Governor Theodore Roosevelt and
New Jersey Governor Foster Vorhees joined a growing chorus of interested
citizens who became the vanguard of advocates for designating the Hudson
and North Jersey highlands as attractive destinations protected for outdoor
recreation. The highlands served as an escape for thousands flocking from the
oppressive heat and crowding of nearby cities. By the 1920s, local hiking clubs
had established trails. Major William A. Welch, the engineer and first general
manager of the Palisades Interstate Park, made trails that grew to nearly 400
miles in length. By 1931, a loose coalition of local and regional trail clubs
joined under the umbrella of the New York–New Jersey Trail Conference
(part of the Appalachian Trail Conference), which stewarded the trail system.
This group has partnered with state park agencies and hiking clubs to establish
and preserve a network of more than 2,000 miles of public trails in the region.
1

“Boy Soldier Falls Down 180 Foot Cliff,” New York Times, August 12, 1909.
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Wiessner and other climbers followed these trails around the New York
City metropolitan area and among its lush crags and associated hills. Some of
these hills hosted ski areas. Most of them are now closed.
An early documented reference to climbing at Green Pond,
New Jersey, using “modern” roped techniques dates to the weekend of
April 7 and 8, 1923. Appalachia Bulletin’s issue of April 1923 (XVI no. 8)
announced that the Appalachian Mountain Club’s New York Chapter would
run a weekend excursion to Newfoundland, New Jersey. It would be a short
“rucksack trip” in the state’s northern mountains, in the vicinity of Green
Pond. Climbers would scale rock; “trampers” would hike. Participants should
expect “rough going.” The trip would cost $9 a person, including room and
board at the Newfoundland Inn at the base of the cliffs.
The 1921 edition of The New York Walk Book has a pen-and-ink sketch
of two people using a rope while out tramping on a Highlands trail. This
follows a specific written account of climbing the Palisades and at the Timp
Crag. There is also mention of other sites where rock climbing took place.
	Newspaper articles of the 1920s identify “rock-climbing clubs” in New
York City. These types of documented references attest to cragging, tramping,
and climbing in the early twentieth century. The description of a climbing
route of the era was simple: “Scramble, than climb along a narrow ledge.
Near the top requires some care.” Note that today the moves on the same
climb are rated 5.6. “Some care?” Indeed—a fall here would be roughly
60 feet.
	In September 1926, Raymond H. Torrey celebrated a wild hiking area in
the Highlands in the New York Times. He wrote, “Other sites for climbing
are found in and around the Highlands, notwithstanding the discomfort
to reach.” That was then, this is now. And in summer 1927, the New York
Times reported that rock climbing had come over from abroad and taken
hold of adventurers near the city: “When one goes tramping in our own
Appalachians, even in our own Interstate Park, nowadays, one is likely to
meet a rock-climbing party,” the reporter wrote.2
“Wild Hiking Region Lies Two Hours Out: Hills Near Greenwood Lake Offer Skyline Ridge
Paths—Up-tilted Ledges Provide Climbing Opportunities, Ruins of Abandoned Settlement,
and a Labrador Effect.” New York Times, September 12, 1926. “Thrills in Rock Climbing:
The Newest Sport Finds Hazards Near New York—Every Cliff a Challenge.” New York Times,
August 7, 1927.
2
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	In November 1927, Lincoln O’Brien, Robert Underhill, and Percy Olton,
climbing compatriots of Kenneth Henderson and members of a local New
York City–area hiking club, published an article, “Rock Climbing in the New
York Highlands,” whose source I have been unable to pin down. Photos show
a double bowline tie-in. (Underhill wrote about that rope technique in 1931
in the Sierra Club Bulletin.) The climbers wore suits while doing high-quality, hard climbing. Some of these routes climbed then are rated 5.8 today.
The article is one of the earliest references to roped climbing taking place in
the Highlands.
By the mid- to late 1920s, and into the 1930s, car trips to the Highlands were
commonplace. Oil and car companies heavily promoted motor trips out of
the city with brochures, maps, and photos. New immigrants from Scandinavia
and Switzerland were attracted to the landscape of the Highlands because
it reminded them of home. Some of them settled among the Highlands’
glacier lakes. These people are believed to have brought winter sports—
ski jumping, cross-country and downhill skiing, ice hockey—and cliff climbing to the Highlands.
	In 1936, Hugo Meury, a Swiss immigrant, opened Craigmeur Ski Area,
New Jersey’s first ski area, on Green Pond Road. Men who enlisted in the
10th Mountain Division skiied there. After World War II ended, these
veterans were influential in promoting skiing and mountaineering in the
United States.
	In June 1938, Olton published “New York Rock Climbs” in Appalachia
(XXII no. 1). The long article detailed many climbing routes in the Highlands
over the border in New York.

10th Mountain Division’s Influence
Most climbing in the New Jersey Highlands takes place on cliffs lower
than 70 feet high, and climbers before World War II developed particular
techniques for the unusual terrain. It started when trampers around the crags
encountered a short cliff and, to get over it, used elementary mountaineering
techniques. These pioneering climbs were rarely recorded, but Henderson’s
1942 Handbook of American Mountaineering (Houghton Mifflin), the
definitive manual of the time, proves that New Jersey was a training ground
for those who formed the 10th Mountain Division during World War II. We
know this because the book defines short-rope leads as only 80 feet long for
two people. Only on low cliffs such as the Highlands would such a length
summer/fall 2015 13
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work. In 2015, still, 80 feet is the ideal rope length for New Jersey’s crags. The
longer ropes common today come in handy only on the few Highlands cliffs
higher than 200 feet. Chapter 16 of the 1942 Handbook (called “Mountains
of the Western Hemisphere”) references the Appalachian Mountains being
subdivided to “the highlands of the Hudson and the Reading Prong that have
many good trails and faces for rock climbing.”
The 10th Mountain Division training encompassed basic rock climbing (elementary mountaineering) techniques, fundamental skiing, and cold
weather survival. The division fought to decisive victories in the mountains of
Italy in 1944 that directly led to the end of the war in Europe.
Craigmeur, local ski area for those who trained in the 10th Mountain
division, offered night skiing and a ski jump in the 1940s. Some division
veterans belonged to the Watchung Amateur Ski Club, which also used the
mountain. It is highly likely that these skiers also did technical climbing here.
Photos of any such activities and records of participants were lost when the
ski lodge burned in 1964. I’m still looking for primary sources that would
place division soldiers directly on the cliff, actually climbing.
	One we know skied in the Highlands was Torger Tokle, an Olympiccaliber athlete and record-setting ski jumper who ski jumped at Craigmeur
before World War II. Tokle died in 1945 while serving in the 10th Mountain
Division on Italy’s Hill 928, William Lowell Putnam’s book Education of a
Mountain Fighter (American Alpine Club Press, 1991) reports. Tokle’s family,
settled now within distance of these Highland slopes, recalls that Tokle was
not a climber.3
	Other veterans of the 10th Mountain Division—William Boddington,
Arnie Kirbach, Sr., Erling Omland, and others—skied with the WASC and
other groups that explored the Highlands areas of New Jersey and New York,
but it is unknown if these veterans climbed in the area. Conventional wisdom
remains open to further research.
During World War II, Omland taught rock climbing in the 10th
Mountain Division’s Camp Hale. Omland also frequented the ski slopes of
Craigmeur—but I have found no definitive record of him rock-climbing in
Putnam, who died on December 20, 2014, at age 90, helped found the Mount Washington
Ski Patrol, held offices in the American Alpine Club and the Appalachian Mountain Club—
Putnam served on the Appalachia Committee in the 1950s and wrote many articles for the
journal—and had a long, distinguished history of alpinism tramped around the Highlands.
In his book, Putnam notes he bunked below Tokle when they trained in Colorado.
3
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the Craigmeur/Hawks Cliff area. Nevertheless, Omland does mention in
some of his correspondence that he had a cousin who climbed. And so I
wonder if Omland was making a reference to climbing here with his cousin
in his book, Hill Echoes (Marshall Jones, 1995). After completing a three-pitch
climb in Colorado with two other members of the 10th Mountain Division
who were also members of the WASC, he reported that the following
conversation took place: “Helluva fine performance, quite a contrast to the
ballast cliffs at Watchung (NJ).” There is no established record of Omland or
a cousin climbing at Hawks Cliff, but Union County’s Watchung Mountain
Reservation has established climbing sites—and I wonder.
Charles Woudenberg left his hometown of Paterson, New Jersey, for
Colorado Springs after World War II. Woudenberg, a member of the 10th
Mountain Division in Italy, was also a member of Putnam’s command during
the war. Paterson has fine diabase cliffs and is but a short scamper to Green
Pond and the Highlands. It is unknown if Woudenberg climbed. It is plausible
that discussions between Putnam and Woudenberg about areas in the New
Jersey Highlands took place, yet for all of the reasons one might imagine, they
are lost in the gray mists of history.
There is documented proof that climbers placed iron at eastern Pennsylvania
climbing areas in the 1930s and the 1940s and that climbers explored the
Hudson Highlands and in the Shawangunks from the 1920s on. New Jersey’s
top climbing areas—Green Pond, Craigmeur, and Hawks Cliff—lie directly
between these two regions, abutting the Hudson Highlands. Can one place a
direct connection between 10th Mountain Division veterans and climbing at
Hawks Cliff or on Green Pond? It is highly suggestive, by the location of the
climbing gear found on the cliffs and placed via a climbing mindset woven
into the regional climbing history, that some veterans may have climbed
on Green Pond Mountain. Access to the cliff from the bottom of the ski
runs is easily achieved via a short 20- to 30-minute walk. Further research
is underway to clarify these and other elements of Green Pond’s climbing
history. Who placed the gear found at Craigmeur remains a mystery.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that the North Jersey Caving Grotto used
the cliffs in the 1950s to film a movie on caving and climbing techniques. In
the early 1970s, John Rogers, whose family owned a Route 23 liquor store,
photographed his climbs on Green Pond’s eastern cliffs. Steve O’Keefe,
Michael Schneider, and others climbed on the cliffs and crags in the early
1980s. Steve’s out-of-print climbing guide (of which I have a photocopy)
covers the eastern end of Green Pond Mountain. These eastern routes are also
summer/fall 2015 15
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documented by Paul Nick and Neil Sloane in their guide, Rock Climbing New
Jersey (Falcon Guides, 2000).4

The Rolling-to-Rugged Highlands
Most of New Jersey’s climbing today occurs in the North Jersey Highlands, a
20-mile-wide band of ridges running northeasterly from Phillipsburg to the
New York border, encompassing about 900 square miles. This terrain ranges
from gently rolling to rugged. In a state known for its developed corridors,
the Highlands include more than 130,000 undeveloped acres. The Highlands
elevation averages 1,000 feet above sea level, with massive exposed craggy,
parallel running ridges, talus-covered bedrock, and deep discontinuous
valleys. The Delaware River splits the western Highlands at the Delaware
Water Gap; the hills here include the Kittatinny Range and Wawayanda,
Hamburg, Sparta, and Musconetcong mountains. Farther to the east are the
Central Highlands Mountains: Bearfort, Kanouse, Copperas, Green Pond,
Bowling Green, Schooley’s, and Allamuchy. The seven-mile-long Greenwood
Lake divides the Highlands. East of the lake, the more or less isolated hills of
the Eastern Highlands group into the much-admired Ramapo Mountains.
The Ramapo Torne folds northward into the Hudson Highlands, enclosing
Breakneck Ridge and the Timp, Dunderberg, and Bald mountains. Steep
Highland gradients and watersheds are cut by four major watersheds whose
flows are captured by the reservoirs serving Newark, Jersey City, Hackensack,
and other cities. The Green Pond Outlier belt of Paleozoic sedimentary rocks
bisects the Precambrian crystalline rocks of the Reading Prong (Highlands
Province). Over the border into New York State, the Hudson River pierces the
eastern border of the Highlands. The ridge now called the Hudson Highlands
is flanked by the United States Military Academy at West Point and Storm
King State Park.
Climbers find, less than an hour’s drive from New York City, crags
and ridges 700 to 1,000 feet high, and here along the bases hide pockets
for climbing and bouldering. Guidebooks to this area include Jon Crefeld’s
The Powerlinez: Bouldering and Climbing in Ramapo’s Torne Valley (2011) and
Marty Molitoris’s An Ice-Climber’s Guide to the Catskill Mountains (Alpine
The Green Pond Cliffs were featured in the AMC’s magazine AMC Outdoors in 2006: “New
Heights,” by Tim Sprinkle, featured photos by climber Matt Calardo. The cover shot showed
a climber on one of Green Pond’s classic 5.10 routes.
4
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Forty-five miles west of New York City stand bands of cliffs in the Highlands region.
This map shows several of the popular climbing areas described in this article.
APPALACHIAN MOUNTAIN CLUB/ABIGAIL COYLE

Endeavors, 2014). Yankee Rock and Ice (the Watermans’ book) provides
excellent climbing background on the nearby Hudson Highlands. National,
state, and local agencies and private landowners work collaboratively, for the
most part, to safeguard the Highlands as they strive to achieve a sustainable
balance between preservation and economic development. In the entire
Highlands region—both the Hudson and North Jersey stretches—geology,
history, commerce, and tradition anchor climbing.
Colonial America’s surveyor general, Robert Erskine, a resident of
Ringwood, drew military topographic maps that could be considered New
Jersey’s first guide to climbing areas. The maps showed strategic overlooks
where Continental sentries watched and set signal fires marking any advance
of the British Army. Erskine’s maps detailed overlooks and crags and defined
the Pequannock River’s Newfoundland Gap.
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Climbing routes scale Windbeam, Kanouse, Green Pond, and Copperas
mountains and a cliff known locally as Tory Rocks (northwest of Windbeam
Mountain). The Highlands, looking over undisturbed ridges and valleys, feel
so remote, but 45 miles to the east rises the New York City skyline. This
reminds us that this remoteness is modern. New York–New Jersey mass development eroded and, in some cases, denuded the Highlands forests—until the
modern movement to protect them arose.

Climbing Today on Green Pond Mountain
Of all the grandeur found on these rediscovered cliffs, Green Pond Mountain’s
beauty tells the most dramatic story of the past come alive. Not quite a
century ago, summer resorts near Green Pond Mountain offered “guided
excursions to the cliffs.” Such getaways were acclaimed destinations offering,
as advertisements promised, “the curative power of Green Pond to promote
rest, offer recreation and a change of the environment.”
Green Pond Mountain offers a change of environment. This mountain
is, for New Jersey, extremely remote. Green Pond Mountain (elevation 1,289
feet) is edged by the elbow of the Pequannock River, which flows south,
piercing the Highlands escarpment at the Newfoundland Gap (elevation
724 feet). Northeast of the gap runs the ridge that merges eventually into
the Shawangunk Ridge. Southwest of the Newfoundland Gap, Green Pond
Mountain reaches to the Delaware River, 55 miles distant.
Climbing here today is a serious undertaking. First, you need a parking
permit obtained from the Newark Watershed Development Corporation
office in West Milford. You might have to park at a Newark Watershed
parking area to gain legal access to a climbing area on state lands. Remember
that any rescue effort here will take time.
Green Pond Mountain features two notable bands of cliffs. The eastern
end of the precipice is known as Green Pond cliffs. Visible from Green Pond
Road, County Route 513, these cliffs stand mostly under 150 feet. They are a
“pudding stone” pink granite conglomerate that provide pitches 80 feet or
so in length. Below the cliff is an expansive talus field that drapes over the
underlying bedrock. Loose rock is present. We have found old pitons in this
cliff directly behind the old Newfoundland Rail Road Station, directly next
to roads and long-established hiking trails. Obviously, someone was climbing
here long before today.
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	Nearly two miles west along the Green Pond ridge lies Craigmeur, site of
the former ski area, also called Hawks Cliff. This escarpment flanks a stratified valley formed by glacier drift. These cliffs rival those at the Delaware
Water Gap. Federal, state, and local agencies manage public lands in and
around Green Pond Mountain. Patterns of legal access to the area evolved to
the current permit system. Climbing is prohibited on the area’s federal lands.
This section of cliff ranges from 180 to 220 feet in height and exceeds
2,000 feet in length. At the base of these cliffs is a wonderful, large, and
complex talus field. The adjacent talus field woodlands and the associated
clefts along the Highland Ridge place one in a forgotten and remote corner
of New Jersey.
	Over the years, despite the risk, surreptitious climbing took place at
Hawks Cliff. The remoteness, the undeveloped nature of the area, and the
risk of potential trespassing fines and possible confiscation of climbing gear
held climbers in check. In 2010, when access expanded, climbers bridged firstknown ascents and explored the cliffs. In doing climbs along the escarpment,
they found ring and iron pitons from the 1930s or 1940s. Also found on a
ledge in this area, buried under leaves, was a World War II-era carabineer
stamped “USA.” Farther down the cliff, climbers found a well-worn, threestranded, gold-line rope from an earlier era.

Climbers pulled this rusty piton and ring from rock of Green Pond Mountain in northern New Jersey. Obviously, someone was climbing there a half-century ago.
JOHN ANDERSON
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When and who placed these recently exposed bits of gear is
an unknown. On many a sunny autumn day out on the Highland ridges one
can hear quite clearly the “clink,” “clink,” “clink” of a hammer driving a pin
echoing from out under an overhang or out around a Highlands corner and a
muted “belay-on.” When approached, nothing is present except a line of old
rusted square-cut bolts.
	New Jersey is an important climbing center—not just for those of us who
love it today, but for its place in climbing history. And it remains a place that
looks and feels wild, where climbers explore in the traditional manner. As
Dr. Robert Dickinson said in 1930, “Discovery is supposed to involve remoteness.” If those rusty pitons could talk. . . .

John Anderson is a lifelong New Jersey resident, a climber since 1974, and
registered nurse. He welcomes correspondence at ingvarja@verizon.net and
extends thanks to “Wood Gnome,” Michael Schneider, researcher Christina
Batal, Liz Holste, Laura Waterman, George Hurley, and the historical commissions in Rockaway Township, West Milford Township, and Kinneleon
Township, for help dissecting Green Pond’s climbing history; and those
who served in or were associated with the 10th Mountain Division during
World War II. For a list of references Anderson consulted, see outdoors.org/
appalachia.
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The Swift River
In the sun-punctured stream
water dances to gold cups and vases,
dazzled over by mobbed mayflies,
the adult spinners living
only minutes, at best, days.
But I search for fish,
the unseen darknesses,
guarding themselves under the shelving,
resting from old competitions,
or bullying insults nosing the surface
beyond their zone. The flash
in air of a mermaid trout free
of the landing net. Furtive marches
perhaps too deep to identify,
shifting plates of the dead leaf bottom.

No one near. Not the friend
who left me the fly box, nor the beloved
who bid me, “Great Birthday, so useless!”
The child waiting at home with the present.
Where the Swift River slides swifter, swifter,
I cast the water-heavy line,
gliding down at pools
and dams and eddies and oceans.
I reel for the leap of the strike.
Francis Blessington

These whitecaps the rocks endure
will stream when I am not, I who
could stumble off this rock into
the Swift River and fall deeper than thought,
only the cork rod handle twisting
above this peaceful eddy.

Francis Blessington’s poems have appeared in Arion, Arizona Quarterly, Denver
Quarterly, Harvard Magazine, The Sewanee Review, Yale Literary Review, and Yankee,
among many others.
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Master of Path Grading
An appreciation of J. Rayner Edmands
Christine Woodside
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T

he few who recorded their experiences with John R ayner
Edmands in the White Mountains of New Hampshire around 1900
said he was tall, bearded, and very long-legged. He dressed like a dandy, with
knickers and a woven red sash. He strode purposefully and spoke kindly to
kids who stayed at the Ravine House in Randolph. He led groups of men
and women on camping trips to the Perch, a shelter he’d built below Mount
Adams. When campers folded blankets “wrong,” he’d demonstrate the
“right” way. He told campers that they must wash their dishes using sand
and no soap, directly in a stream.
This image fights with the idea I developed of him after I hiked his graded
trails in the Whites. In August 2011, I convinced a group from a family camp
that we should climb the Edmands Path up Mount Eisenhower. I’d traveled
most of the trails in that area, but never this route from valley to summit. The
elevation gain on the slope matched the quick scrambles of the Whites, 2,450
feet to the ridge, but as the trail approached treeline, it evened out. And the
rock steps were small, like indoor steps. The treadway was smooth. I stepped
on neatly intertwined, flat-topped rocks, fit in with each other like a jigsaw
puzzle of paving stones. Many seasons of frost heaves had jumbled some of
the stretches. But its integrity held. No glacier had magically molded this
treadway. This was no accident, obviously. I knew I wanted to know the man
who’d done this.
This was a man who around 1888 started making new paths in the White
Mountains that followed the contours of the land. He adjusted the Israel Ridge
Trail on Mount Adams, and he moved the Valley Way up Mount Madison.
He made a route up Mount Pleasant (now Eisenhower) and set a route that
wound calmly below the summits of Mounts Washington, Jefferson, Adams,
and Madison.
Path building in the Whites started about 175 years ago as an exercise
in moving people on horseback up to the ridge (such as the Crawford Path
from Crawford Notch to Mount Washington and Fabyan’s Path, today’s
Ammonoosuc Ravine Trail) and—more often—marking the scrambles.
Jonathan G. “Jock” Davis built the Tuckerman Ravine Trail, the most famous
route up Mount Washington, “for the more hardy and adventurous,” as
William Nowell had predicted in a report in Appalachia (June 1877, I no. 3).
Around the same time, Eugene Beauharnais Cook and William Peek, summer

John Rayner Edmands followed the contours of the land whenever he could. Left, the
Gulfside Trail below Mount Washington. JERRY AND MARCY MONKMAN
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friends in late middle age, explored and built straight-up-the-incline routes
such as the Air Line Trail up Mount Adams. Edmands didn’t want to do that.
He wanted something that the latest rains wouldn’t run straight down.
And so I read up on the life of Edmands, an engineer who
served as president of the Appalachian Mountain Club in 1886. After age 40,
until his death at 60 from a stroke, Edmands devoted his summers to making
good trails. Edmands designed, secured funds for, and oversaw the crews who
built graded paths some people called boulevards. His trails also included
the Randolph Path, the Gulfside Trail, the Westside Trail, and others. His
dedication put him in the middle of the movement to protect the forests of the
White Mountains. Edmands and his trail friends were appalled when logging
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The Edmands-designed paths in the northern Presidential Range are shown here in
darker lines. LARRY GARLAND/AMC
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companies felled entire areas, slash caught fire, and rain eroded trenches in
the barren land. “One of Mr. Edmands’s reasons for so rapidly developing the
path and camp system on the Northern Slopes was his hope that so great an
interest in, and love for, these forests could be aroused,” wrote Louis F. Cutter
in a 1921 tribute (Appalachia, August 1921, XV no. 2). “That means could
be found for purchasing and preserving the most beautiful parts before the
forests should be made into lumber and pulp.” Edmands followed the logic
that has guided many conservationists in history. Building trails gets people
into wild areas. People who get into wild areas will fight to preserve them.
Sadly, he died a year before Congress passed the Weeks Act, which protected
the Whites against reckless logging by creating a national forest.
Edmands believed that the best trail or the most adventurous route
was not the hardest scramble. This philosophy conflicted with those of his
contemporaries, the region’s other major trail makers, icons such as Davis,
Cook, Peek, and Warren Hart. Hazel de Berard recalled in Appalachia that
Edmands began staying in Randolph at the Ravine House—a lodge situated
with a view of King Ravine on the north side of Mount Adams—and passing
time in Durand Hall, also in Randolph, early in the 1900s, when he spent
summers scouting trails and directing crews that built them. “All of us, old
and young, were familiar with every foot of the ground he was covering,” de
Berard wrote (December 1956, XXXI no. 2). “His particular interest was in the
grading of these paths, for he was determined to make them so smooth that
anyone’s mother could walk to the summit of Mount Washington without
the slightest difficulty.”
	I call that hyperbole. De Berard often wrote wryly. (She wrote a poem for
the journal called “The Lament of the Soft-Boiled Egg.”) It was in character
for her to make some fun of Edmands. She was not a historian of trail technique; she was a comedian. Laughing at their obsessions in the mountains
was a hallmark of early Appalachia writers.
Edmands’s methods marked a watershed in the Whites, proving that trails
need not be rough underfoot. Women trampers kept themselves from tripping only by hitching up their long skirts. Navigating giant boulders and
ledges created problems. “I invented a system of tying a strap around my
hips and hauling up a fold of skirt through it,” de Berard wrote, “in front
when going uphill, in back when coming down. The hem frequently caught
on rocks, especially when I took a wild leap, or attempted to do so. . . .
With the new Edmands paths, beautifully engineered, everything changed.
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Large flocks of the hitherto ‘un-mountain-fahig,’ both male and female,
streamed up the mountains like a transplanted tea party.”
Could she have meant this? De Berard’s recollection of Edmands and his
purposes remains one of the few stories about Edmands. If he aimed for a
boulevard, why did he? No one climbing any slope in the Whites could be
called someone who took it easy. The mountains are not just hills. Using de
Bernard’s verbiage, no trekker then, even in long skirts, would be “un-mountain-fahig.” No climb in the Whites is a tea party. On Edmands’s paths, after
his crews finished levering the giant flat-topped rocks into place, the mountain trek eased. Men and women could make faster time. They might look
around at the views, occasionally, because on an Edmands-designed path,
they wouldn’t trip.
An early tragedy, the death of his wife, turned Edmands
toward trail work, and the trail work itself was so onerous and endless that,
I believe, it may have killed him at age 60, before his time. “For months he
had workmen laboring on this mountain thoroughfare,” his obituary read,
“which has attained the dignity of a boulevard across the hills. All this work
was done by Mr. Edmands at his own expense, for pure love of the mountains
and the desire to place them within comfortable reach of other enthusiasts.”
Edmands had grown up in Boston and graduated with a civil
engineering degree in one of the first classes at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. He worked his longest stretch as a librarian at the Harvard
Observatory. He married Helen Atkins on October 26, 1885, in the Atkins
mansion on Commonwealth Avenue in Boston. Only three years later, his
wife and baby died—his wife a week after giving birth, and their infant
daughter, a month later. This sorrow freed up his time; he did not remarry,
but he spent a lot of time guiding friends in the mountains. And he liked
graded trails. He visited the Rockies in 1888 shortly after his wife’s death and
was impressed by the switchbacks. “The graded mountain trails made by
miners and others in Colorado were a revelation to him, and he saw at once
that similar paths could be made here,” Cutter wrote.
	In 1891, Edmands began building shelters and making trails in the
Whites. He believed, his contemporaries thought, that the Whites should be
accessible to “persons unequal to very rough and vigorous exertion.” This may
not capture the whole context of what he thought. Edmands climbed with
very hardy women such as Harriet Freeman, a conservationist and strong
tramper, and Emma Cummings. Cummings wrote detailed letters describing
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The Edmands many people knew was the gregarious guide. Above, he strides with his
long legs across a porch in Randolph, New Hampshire, sometime in the 1890s. AMC

a trip Edmands led up to the Perch for her, Freeman, and Freeman’s nephew
Frank Clark “Fred” Freeman in 1902. Edmands spent so much time on the
slopes that he obviously really understood their contours, and how rain acted
on them:
Mr. Edmands throughout the day called our attention to many interesting geological facts, such as the abandoned course of a brook, the
water having been diverted at some time in another direction. A deep
pool of water is generally to be seen at the foot of a waterfall, free from
rocks, because the force of the water has pushed them ahead, until an
accumulation of these rocks forms a barrier across the stream and they
can be pushed no further.1
1
See Arthur Stanley Pease, Sequestered Vales of Life. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1946,
page 69.
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Twine by the Mile
Edmands developed a method of scouting routes using a large ball of string.
He tied the string to the trees, leaving it loose in case he had to cut or reroute.
He hired local farmers, loggers, and carpenters to grade the paths, make water
bars, and lay rocks to his specifications. He taught them to cut carefully into
large tree roots, allowing the path to remain smooth but not killing the tree. In
1892, he started working on trails above treeline, including the Westside Trail
and the Gulfside Trail below Mount Washington. Today these trails provide
a gradual route between Lakes of the Clouds Hut and Madison Spring Hut.
Cummings wrote, “He related an amusing story of going into a store in
Boston and asking the clerk for the price of string by the mile. The clerk
replied that they usually sold it by the pound. . . .”
Edmands told such stories in the mountains because he wanted to show
trampers a great time. He helped people of means and influence, such as the
Freeman-Cummings party, safely into the mountains, where they’d fall in
love with them and want to protect them.
But if he was a master at guiding and path making, Edmands was a shy
activist. A movement to protect the forests had started; in 1902, the local
Forest Commission had formed and met in Intervale, and a group had
lobbied Congress in Washington. Freeman’s prolific correspondence with the
Reverend Edward Hale reported this. In August 1902, Hale wrote to Freeman
that the meeting was “a perfect fiasco.” They fought over whether the
New Hampshire legislature or Congress would support forest conservation.
“And so it ends that this board, formed since only to make a National Appeal,
is to make none till it has waited until the Legislature has failed again,” Hale
fumed, going on to flatter himself and criticize Edmands. “Young James is the
only man of sense and courage in the company beside myself. Your cousin
Edmands talked a great deal, but is utterly afraid to do anything.”
That’s not exactly accurate. Hale had a mountain named after him, but
Edmands had made paths—as fast as he could, before lumber companies
obliterated them. He finished several of the paths—the Randolph Path
rose gradually from the Ravine House to the Israel Ridge above treeline on
Mount Adams. As logging advanced, he abandoned others such as a route he
called the Highland Path that would have started at the Bowman trailhead
and approached Adams from the west. “But it was not completed when the
lumbering supervened,” Cutter wrote. “Parts of the trail still exist in the forest, but much of it has been utterly destroyed.”
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Edmands began to urge his crews to work faster, trying to stay ahead of
the timber cutting; “he hastened the work, using less permanent construction
than he might otherwise have employed,” Cutter wrote, “and for this reason
he invited to his camps and entertained there persons who might, he thought,
help to lead public opinion.” On the northern slopes of the Whites, Edmands
believed his work came too late, and so he turned to the Bretton Woods area.
He restored the old Fabyan Path but relocated most of it, laying out a route
up Mount Pleasant (what’s now Mount Eisenhower) that, on the high slopes,
followed the contours of the land.
	In his 1921 tribute, Cutter said that he thought Edmands would return
to the northern slopes after he finished the trail up Pleasant. But Edmands
sickened. Doctors sent him to Florida to convalesce, but while on that trip,
he had a stroke and died. What he left behind was a web of trails that have
endured amazingly well for more than a hundred years. One section of the
Gulfside Trail never got graded. It’s at just that point of the trail where I
start thinking that I can’t make any time on this trail. Then I realize that the
rocks lie scrambled, as nature left them. On the rest of the Gulfside Trail,
the surface is practically flat. That and the frequent cairns, another Edmands
trademark, have largely survived.
Edmands hadn’t made easy paths for those who would sip tea. Just the
opposite. Edmands took the hard road, putting his own health at risk so that
trails would endure. His paths have lasted through a century of storms and
frost heaves. Some of the trail blazers he knew had created paths following
streams or the fall line of the slope—fastest way up, no grade, easy to mark,
and easy for a storm to destroy. For them to debate with Edmands about
which trail wore well strikes me as absurd.

Christine Woodside is the editor of Appalachia. Thanks to Sara Day, author of
Coded Letters, Concealed Love (New Academia Press, 2014), for providing excerpts
of letters from Emma Cummings; to Judy Hudson, archivist of the Randolph
Mountain Club and author of Peaks and Paths: A Century of the Randolph Mountain
Club (2010); and to Carl Demrow, for a better understanding of the trails.
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Emerson and the
Environment
The beginnings of American naturalism
Michael Popejoy
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“

T

he first in time and the first in importance of the influences
upon the mind is that of nature.” You might be surprised that
Ralph Waldo Emerson said this. Emerson is characterized primarily as a
transcendentalist and idealist, not a naturalist. We might most immediately
think of Emerson for his doctrine of self-reliance and as a bulwark of rugged
American individualism. When it comes to nature, we often appeal to
another of the Northeast’s most celebrated figures, Henry David Thoreau,
with whom Emerson was good friends. However, Emerson himself left
no shortage of footprints on the landscape; he took a walking trip to the
Connecticut River, spent time in the White Mountains and the forest north
of Bangor, Maine, and was part of an early expedition into the heart of the
Adirondacks, to name a few. During an 1832 trip into the Whites, Emerson
wrote, “The good of going into the mountains is that life is reconsidered.”
	Not only did Emerson spend quite a bit of time out in nature, but he also
thought and wrote extensively about the natural world. Emerson can be seen
as offering a philosophical foundation for the subsequent development of
American naturalism, which was picked up by the likes of Thoreau and John
Muir and further developed in their own distinctive ways.
	I will sketch that philosophy, according to which nature is a source of
what Emerson calls “the eternal trinity of Truth, Goodness, and Beauty,”
and explore how this approach might be relevant to our own relationship to
nature and the environment.
Emerson wrote the following in his essay “Nature”: “At the gates of the
forest . . . Here is sanctity which shames our religions . . . Here we find nature
to be the circumstance which dwarfs every other circumstance.” Nature is
the sine qua non. Without it, we and all that we are vanishes. We rose out
of nature, are wholly dependent on it, and shall return to it. And there is
much we can learn from our natural brethren: “I think that a man should
compare advantageously with a river, with an oak, with a mountain, endless flow, expansion, and grit.” Furthermore, Emerson recognizes the healing power of time spent in nature. He said, “In all his weakness mankind is
invigorated by touching his mother earth, that is, by habits of conversation
with nature.”

A pencil drawing by the author’s brother shows Emerson and his idea of “the transparent
eyeball.” In his book, Nature, Emerson wrote, “In the woods, is perpetual youth. . . .
I become a transparent eyeball; I am nothing; I see all.” JONATHAN POPEJOY
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Although, in my estimation,
Emerson had much to say about
nature and our relationship to it,
we must depart from one aspect of
his thought. He said that human
beings’ “operations taken together
are so insignificant, a little chipping,
baking, patching, and washing, that
in an impression so grand as that of
the world on the human mind, they
do not vary the result.”
This no longer holds true for us.
Our species has changed the face
of the globe to an unprecedented
extent in the history of our planet,
and this has come, and is almost sure
Ralph Waldo Emerson as a young man.
HARVARD UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES
to continue to come, with negative
effects on the biosphere, us included.
So we must ask what we can do about it, what we should do about it, in an
ethical sense, and act accordingly. I think that Emerson can help us here.
I believe that his philosophy of nature can inform our approach to the
environmental issues of today.

Truth in Nature
“We are by nature observers, and thereby learners,” Emerson wrote in his essay
titled “Love.” Here Emerson suggests that the fact that we are curious and
observant creatures is the work of nature itself. But this power of observation,
and potential for learning, can be applied to a multitude of things. In this
section I’d like to explore what we might learn when nature, through us
human beings, bends back upon itself and becomes conscious of itself; when
one of its products has gained the ability to reflect upon that out of which it
has arisen.
	Implicit in this picture is that human beings are a part of nature; this view
discourages the formation of a boundary that separates humans and nature as
two alien forces that must vie with one another. The relation between humans
and their physical environment has changed drastically in the history of our
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species, particularly in the relatively recent past. We’ve come out of a physical
environment saturated with “essences unchanged by man” and created one in
which most people are surrounded by the human made. The question for us
now is whether this trajectory will continue and what we might be missing if
we lose touch with this nest from which we have flown.
Emerson wrote in Nature (Munroe and Co., 1836), “Every rational creature
has all nature for his dowry and estate. It is his, if he will. He may divest
himself of it; he may creep into a corner, and abdicate his kingdom, as most
men do, but he is entitled to the world by his constitution. In proportion to
the energy of his thought and will, he takes up the world into himself.”
What was Emerson saying? What is this business about being entitled to
the world by our constitution and taking the world up into ourselves? And
how is this tied to rationality? The answer is connected to what nature teaches
us when we observe it. Emerson seemed to think there’s a common thread
in the various truths that we glean from nature through observation. He
wrote that man “finds something of himself in every great and small thing,
in every mountain stratum, in every new law of color, fact of astronomy, or
atmospheric influence which observation or analysis lay open.” So what truth
is it that we find everywhere in nature through observation, whether casual
or of a more scientific stripe, that is also at the same time somehow a part
of ourselves?
The answer for Emerson is that nature is intelligible, is law-governed,
structured in accordance with rational principles, and I think there is a
compelling case for our adoption of this stance today. The natural world is
susceptible to being understood by our minds, and when you step back and
think about this fact, it is astounding. Where we once thought that we had
to offer supplication toward the heavens for rain, we now know that this
process is governed by laws that we can grasp with our minds. There is a
match, a fit, between the rational operation of our minds and the way that
nature operates, like two interlocking puzzle pieces. And it is this match that
we find in nature, its intelligibility, that we feel is of kin with us; we are
entitled to nature because of our rational constitution, and we take up the
world into ourselves in thought. We can reproduce in our minds the guiding
principles of the world outside our minds, and this activity itself is the result
of nature’s handiwork. This account of truth in nature allows Emerson to say,
“The ancient precept, ‘Know thyself,’ and the modern precept, ‘Study nature,’
become at last one maxim.”
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The tight connection between the rational mind and intelligible nature
does not, however, give us license to see in nature whatever we will, to descend
into a subjectivism where we can attribute processes and mechanisms to
nature willy-nilly. Rather, we are constrained in certain ways by the demands
of reason, but they are constraints that illuminate rather than shackle us in
obscurity. Emerson’s method is clear: “Some play at chess, some at cards,
some at the Stock Exchange. I prefer to play at Cause and Effect.” And, just
like the rational approach to nature, the kinds of truths in nature that are
uncovered don’t seem to be random or willy-nilly, at least not on a macro
scale. Emerson writes,
The first steps in Agriculture, Astronomy, Zoölogy, . . . teach that
nature’s dice are always loaded; that in her heaps and rubbish are concealed sure and useful results.
And furthermore, it’s not the case that we find such truths only in what we
happen to like, or in things that we happen to have an affinity with. They are
found throughout everything, great and small, attractive or displeasing:
Truth has not single victories; all things are its organs,—not only dust
and stones, but errors and lies. The laws of disease, physicians say, are
as beautiful as the laws of health.
	So in this way nature bends back upon itself and becomes conscious of itself
as I said at the outset of this section: one particular component of nature, the
human being, has been endowed by nature itself with the ability to represent
in thought what takes place in the world, and in a way so as to potentially
encompass all existing things. Emerson asks, “What is a man but nature’s
finer success in self-explication?,” and goes even further in claiming, “The
soul’s communication of truth is the highest event in nature.” The potential of
human thought to grasp truth is a phenomenon that is astonishing in itself;
in addition, however, this phenomenon serves as the foundation for objective
claims about the existence of value and beauty in nature, which are topics I
address later in this essay.
Emerson claimed that all rational creatures are entitled to the natural
world because of their constitution, that is, in virtue of being rational. We
have no reason to think that subsequent generations, whether already born or
not, are likely to be any less rational than ours. Rather, we may have reason
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to hope that they will be more rational, less self-interested and driven by the
consuming flames of wealth. And if they are entitled to the natural world just
as much as we are, a long ethical look in the mirror on our part is called for.
We have an obligation to preserve the truth, goodness, and beauty in nature
for those that come after us. This ethical imperative, however, is not only
for the sake of these other rational creatures, but for the natural world more
generally, and I now turn to the intrinsic goodness of nature.

Goodness in Nature
Is the natural world, all by itself, a good thing? You might find yourself saying
“Of course!”—immediately thinking of all the benefits that come from
nature that human beings enjoy, ranging from the materials for our basic
physical sustenance to those that, with our tinkering, enable us to do such
things as fly to the moon. Or you might find yourself inclined to the opposite
position, that nature is actually a bad thing, citing the violent history of
evolutionary development that includes the sacrifice of an exorbitant number
of organisms, “Nature, red in tooth and claw,” or the havoc wreaked upon
human beings from such natural disasters as earthquakes or hurricanes. Or
you might find yourself thinking that this question is misguided, that nature
isn’t good or bad, but morally neutral. In this section, I explore what kind of
resources there are for affirming that the natural world is indeed good, but for
reasons other than those that appeal to the material benefits that we harvest
from nature.
This distinctive answer to the question of whether nature is good arises
from focusing a bit more on the “all by itself ” part of the question with which
I began. What we’re interested in here is whether there is value in nature,
moral value, in itself, rather than being valuable merely for something else.
Another way to put this distinction is whether nature is merely instrumentally
valuable, only valuable as a means to the achievement of some other good, or
whether it is what philosophers call intrinsically valuable, valuable in itself.
If you think there’s any value in the world at all, you’re likely to think that
there’s intrinsic value floating around somewhere—it would be quite odd to
think that everything that’s good is only good as a means to something else,
but that this chain of instrumental goods doesn’t reach an end point where
we can find the intrinsic goods. Potential candidates for these intrinsic goods
could be such things as the bare existence of human persons, or certain human
activities, such as compassion or artistic creation, or certain experiences,
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such as pleasure or awe. Focusing on the last candidate, and on pleasure
in particular, has led many to extend the circle of beings worthy of moral
consideration beyond our own species to other animals that can experience
things such as pleasure and pain. In a way, the question of intrinsic value is
a question about how far to extend the circle of moral consideration—to all
human beings? to all sentient creatures? to all animals, to all living things, or
even to “things” we don’t normally think of as individuals, such as ecosystems?
Emerson alighted on this distinction between intrinsic and instrumental
goodness in the natural world long before it became the central point of
debate that it is today. Regarding commodity derived from nature, which is
Emerson’s correlate for instrumental value, he wrote that it is “the only use
of nature which all men apprehend.” This focus on utility, or the usefulness
of nature for some further end, is met with disapproval from Emerson, illustrated by his claim that with such an exclusive focus, “Nature is debased, as if
one looking at the ocean can remember only the price of fish.” So if Emerson
seems to think that there is more to nature morally than mere instrumental
value, what kind of positive account of intrinsic value might he have the
resources to offer? Somewhat cryptically, he wrote, “The idealism of Jesus . . .
is a crude statement of the fact, that all nature is the rapid efflux of goodness
executing and organizing itself.”
Putting aside the interesting reference to the teachings of Jesus, and how
that might tie into his philosophy of nature, what we see here, I think, is a
connection between goodness and truth in nature. Why does nature possess
intrinsic value? Because it is intelligible, organized in accordance with rational
principles, and this intuitively strikes us as a better state of affairs than
complete and utter chaos, randomness, and disorder. And this value doesn’t
rest on the fact that this characteristic of nature enables us to understand
it—that would make it just another kind of instrumental value. Instead, the
intrinsic value of nature rests on the fact that its intelligible structure enables
the existence of organisms that posses an internal principle of development
toward higher forms of complexity and that can therefore flourish in their
particular ways. So what is intrinsically valuable are things that can undergo
this kind of development, that can flourish, that can become good or
excellent things of their kind. And this supports the extension of that circle of
moral consideration beyond just the sentient creatures—the creatures whose
flourishing is closest in kind to ours—to things whose flourishing might be
radically different, such as plants, a species, or an ecosystem.
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	If this is too abstract to get the intuition going that nature possesses
intrinsic value, consider a scenario in which you have the power to completely
destroy an ecosystem and all the living things in it, some of which are unique
to that area, but it doesn’t contain any sentient beings, and you can somehow
be sure that its destruction won’t have any negative consequences on any
sentient beings, including yourself. Would there be anything wrong with
going ahead and destroying it, just for the heck of it? Intuitively, most of us
think that there would be. And perhaps the best explanation for this intuition
is that we think there is some intrinsic value in that ecosystem, one that goes
beyond any economic value that it might have. The act would unnecessarily
destroy swaths of encoded biological information that is the result of a
long evolutionary history, in addition to ending the potential of individual
living organisms to flourish, and for their descendants to continue to do so
indefinitely. And that seems wrong—morally wrong.
My emphasis so far has been on nature’s intrinsic value. I will end by talking about one of nature’s instrumental goods, but one that is of great value to
us: what we can learn from nature that can enable us to become better people.
Emerson seems to think that this fruit is ripe for the picking from nature’s
bounty. He writes, “Every moment instructs, and every object: for wisdom is
infused into every form.”
What kinds of things might we learn from nature about what kind of a
person to be, or about what kind of character to nurture? Emerson gave us
the following brilliant example in his first book, Nature: “Who can guess how
much firmness the sea-beaten rock has taught the fisherman?” Maybe you’re
not a fisherman, and maybe firmness isn’t the lesson you need. But ask what
it is from your experience of nature that you can learn from, that speaks to
you, that might help you flourish in your distinctively human way. Nature
can offer us wisdom on how best to live, on how to be virtuous, if only we will
do our part by reflecting on it.
Reflection on nature, both on its intrinsic value and on what it might have
to offer us by way of moral instruction, makes the conservation of nature
imperative for the well-being and flourishing of all living things, ourselves
included. This reflection allows us to combine the two emphases of traditional
moral philosophy—doing moral actions, and developing a moral character. If
we don’t value nature, if we continue to be species-selfish, we’re almost sure to
deprive future generations, and likely even our future selves, of a great good,
and that good is not merely the commodity use of nature, but includes such
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practical goods as virtue, as well as the experiences of awe and wonder arising
from interacting with nature. It is this experience of beauty in nature that I
take up in the final section.

Beauty in Nature
“I declare this world is so beautiful that I can hardly believe it exists,” Emerson
wrote in his journal in April 1840. The beauty of nature can have a profound
effect on our senses, those gateways from the outer world to the inner. That
perception of beauty can result in disbelief in the very existence of nature as
Emerson notes, or feelings such as awe, wonder, or amazement. But what is it
about nature and the entities that make it up that cause us, often unwillingly,
to feel or declare that they are beautiful?
	One answer that Emerson offers is that “the simple perception of natural
forms is a delight.” When we think of beauty in nature, we might most
immediately think of things that dazzle the senses—the prominence of a
mountain, the expanse of the sea, the unfolding of the life of a flower. Often,
it is merely the perception of these things itself that gives us pleasure, and
this emotional or affective response on our part seems to be crucial to our
experience of beauty.
	So in a way there is a correlate here to the intrinsic value of nature;
Emerson said, “The sky, the mountain, the tree, the animal, give us a delight
in and for themselves.”
Most often, it seems to me, we find these things to be beautiful not
because of something else they might bring us—a piece of furniture, say, or
a “delicacy” to be consumed—but because of the way that the forms of these
things immediately strike us upon observation. One might even think that
this experience of beauty is one of the bases for valuing nature—nature is
valuable because it is beautiful.
Emerson seems to think that beauty in the natural world is not limited to
certain parts of nature to the exclusion of others. He writes that every landscape lies under “the necessity of being beautiful,” and that “beauty breaks in
everywhere.” I think Emerson would find the common lamentations about
what we must “endure” during the winter months to be misguided:
The inhabitants of the cities suppose that the country landscape is
pleasant only half the year. . . . To the attentive eye, each moment
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of the year has its own beauty, and in the same field it beholds, every
hour, a picture which was never seen before, and which shall never be
seen again.
The close observer of nature sees a river in constant flux, even when the
river’s water is frozen and everything appears to be static and unchanging for
a time. Nature can reveal its beauty in all places and at all times to the eye that
knows how to look for it. We can hear Emerson wrangle with himself on this
very point in the words of this journal entry:
At night I went out into the dark and saw a glimmering star and heard
a frog, and Nature seemed to say, Well do not these suffice? Here is
a new scene, a new experience. Ponder it, Emerson, and not like the
foolish world, hanker after thunders and multitudes and vast landscapes, the sea or Niagara.
	So if we’re sympathetic to the idea that nature, or aspects of it, are beautiful,
we might ask ourselves why we experience nature in this way. Emerson wrote
that nature is beautiful because it is alive, moving, reproductive. In nature, we
observe growth and development in living things, contrasted with the static
or deteriorating state of the vast majority of that which is human made. More
generally, he writes, “We ascribe beauty to that which . . . has no superfluous
parts; which exactly answers its end; which stands related to all things.”
He cites natural structures as lacking superfluities, an observation that in
general has been confirmed by the advancement of biology. Furthermore,
he wrote that whether talking about a human artifact or a natural organism,
any increase of ability to achieve its end or goal is an increase in beauty.
	So in Emerson we might find the resources for seeing evolution and the
drive to survive as beautiful rather than ugly processes, governed by laws that
tend to increase reproductive fitness and that we can understand through
observation and inquiry. And lastly, Emerson points to the relation between
what we take to be an individual and the rest of nature as a quality of the
beautiful. This consists in the “power to suggest relation to the whole world,
and so lift the object out of a pitiful individuality.” In nature, one doesn’t
come across individuals that are robustly independent from their environment; rather, things are intimately interconnected with their surroundings in
ways that we don’t fully understand.
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“Nothing is quite beautiful alone: nothing but is beautiful in the whole.”
All of these qualities of beauty seem to go beyond the mere impression of
sensible forms that we started with, and what they require is what also served
as the basis of truth and goodness in nature.
	In addition to the immediate experience of beauty based in perception,
Emerson suggests that the beauty of the world may also be viewed as an object
of the intellect. He wrote, “The question of Beauty takes us out of surfaces, to
thinking of the foundations of things.” In other words, we can also experience
the world as beautiful because of its rational structure and our ability to grasp
that structure through thought. Think for instance of the geometric structure
of a crystal, or snowflake, or nautilus shell. Or consider the complexity of the
fact that the reintroduction of the wolf in Yellowstone National Park changed
the course of the rivers because of a chain reaction of cause and effect through
the food web, a process called a trophic cascade. This reinforces Emerson’s
emphasis on the interconnection between all members of the natural world;
as observers of nature we are confronted with one giant, complex process that
isn’t of our own making, but that we can also understand, and mentally grasp,
even if only partially, and be awestruck in that process of understanding.
The beauty of the intellect has its emotional or affective component, just
as the immediate beauty of perception does. If we destroy the natural world,
we take away the things that we can marvel at and experience awe toward
in these two ways. And this experience of the beautiful through the intellect may reinforce our attributing value to nature here as well, but a deeper
kind of value, the intrinsic value I talked about. Nature is valuable because it
is beautiful, but nature is beautiful because it possesses intrinsic value. This
value comes from nature’s intelligible structure, which we experience in the
beauty of the intellect. Thus, we see a close parallel between goodness and
beauty in nature. We can find an objective basis for goodness and beauty in
nature, namely its intelligible structure, but also see that nature is valuable
and beautiful for us, with the particular apparatus that nature has given us for
navigating our way through the world.
	So that which is the basis of truth in nature and provides it with intrinsic
value is also that which makes it beautiful. Emerson himself ties these three
aspects of nature into one package:
He should know that the landscape has beauty for his eye, because it
expresses a thought which is to him good: and this, because of the same
power which sees through his eyes, is seen in that spectacle.
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This is the unified philosophy of nature that I set out to explicate in the
beginning. Nature is the source of truth, goodness, and beauty because of its
intelligible structure and because of its production of organisms that can recognize that structure—us. And this view of nature includes an inherent call
to protect that which is true, good, and beautiful. These are the things that
we as human beings are searching for, are striving after, and yet they’re right
in front of us if only we would listen with our ears to the earth.
We are far from tying down, with our minds, the giant that is nature.
Emerson wrote, “The perception of the inexhaustibleness of nature is an
immortal youth.” Although we shall continue to try to uncover nature’s
secrets, let us also continue to take pleasure in our immediate encounter
with her. Let us continue to be awestruck, like the child on the seashore,
or clambering up a tree. Let us hold onto that experience, and fight for the
environment that makes it possible, both for the child in each of us, and for
those that come after us.
Quotations come from Emerson’s first book, Nature, his journals, his lecture “The
Uses of Natural History,” and his essays “Nature,” “Love,” “Spiritual Laws,”
“Art,” “The Over-Soul,” “Method of Nature, “Circles,” and “Beauty.”
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Back in Time on Katahdin

What Happened to the
Thoreau Spring Plaque?
The story of a Maine landmark’s two names
Howard R. Whitcomb
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A

mile before the summit of Maine’s Katahdin, northbound
hikers on the Appalachian Trail come to a convergence of two trails.
Here, the trail maps tell them, will be Thoreau Spring, named after the writer
whose efforts to reach the summit in 1846 were rebuffed by mist and intense
winds. This spring had no name for a very long time, and its first one wasn’t
to memorialize Henry David Thoreau’s excursions to northern Maine. The
naming and renaming of the spring might seem a quirky story, but it reveals
the important role the mountain played in the wilderness preservation movement and the creation of Baxter State Park.
The spring,1 which lies amid the vast Tableland at an elevation of 4,636
feet, remained unnamed until 1925. That year Ralph Owen Brewster became
the first Maine governor to ascend the state’s highest peak. The commissioner
of inland fisheries and game named it Governor’s Spring in recognition
of Brewster’s climb. Only seven years later, the spring had a new name, to
commemorate Thoreau’s treks to the great forest regions of northern Maine,
including Katahdin. What follows is the intriguing tale of the spring’s
renaming, the removal of the vandalized Thoreau plaque in the mid-twentieth
century, and the installation of a replica in 2012. Today, after more than a sixdecade interval, hikers reaching the spring are reminded once again of the
extraordinary legacy of Thoreau’s 1846 excursion as recounted in his classic
essay, “Ktaadn.”2
During the summer of 1953, I climbed Katahdin via the Hunt
Trail and regaled my friends with information gleaned from my trusty
Katahdin Section of Guide to the Appalachian Trail in Maine, third edition
(Maine Appalachian Trail Club, 1952). Upon reaching the spring, I might
have recited to my compatriots the following passage describing the site:
“This spring [Thoreau Spring] is frequently dry; formerly Governor’s Spring,
It is most likely a depression spring formed at a topographic low spot where the water table
reaches the surface and a local discharge zone is created.
2
The Maine Woods, published posthumously in 1864, included the “Ktaadn” essay. See Henry
David Thoreau, The Maine Woods, edited by Joseph J. Moldenhauer (Princeton University
Press, 2004).
1

Henry David Thoreau did climb Katahdin, but his diaries make clear that he did
not pass the spring named for him. The first plaque, shown here c. 1932, disappeared
mysteriously, years later. COURTESY of BAXTER STATE PARK
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At the junction of the Hunt and Abol Trails on Katahdin lies Thoreau Spring, a name
that has less to do with the author and philosopher than it does with the wilderness
preservation movement in Maine. AMC/LARRY GARLAND

renamed in 1932 by Percival P. Baxter, marked by bronze plaque.” The
guidebook also pointed out that three trails converged at the spring—the
Hunt/Appalachian Trail, the Abol Trail, and the Baxter Peak Cutoff. Had I
really been observant, I would have noticed that no plaque was to be found at
the site commemorating Thoreau’s 1846 ascent and authorship of The Maine
Woods, which included the “Ktaadn” essay.
	In 2002, I embarked on a decade-long research project for Friends of
Baxter State Park that resulted in the publication of Percival P. Baxter’s Vision
for Baxter State Park (2005) and Governor Baxter’s Magnificent Obsession:
A Documentary History of Baxter State Park, 1931–2006 (2008). Much of
the correspondence I reference in this article comes from the first of those
works. While writing the latter volume, I inquired of park officials as to the
whereabouts of the Thoreau Spring plaque noted in the guidebook. Their
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response was that the park had no record of it having being installed, and if it
had been, it was removed some time ago.3
	Shortly thereafter, I talked with Brad Viles, a reporter for the Bangor Daily
News, who stated that he had seen four bolt holes in a granite boulder in the
vicinity of Thoreau Spring. That was sufficient for me to embark on a quest
to solve the mystery of the missing plaque. That inquiry led back to the 1920s
when two ambitious politicians, Percival P. Baxter and Ralph Owen Brewster,
had formative experiences climbing Katahdin. In subsequent years, these
two gentlemen would be inexorably linked over differing visions for the
Katahdin region.

Baxter’s Vision for a Park
Baxter’s vision for a state park at Katahdin to
commemorate the centennial of Maine’s 1820 statehood
had its germination during his tenure as a state legislator
from 1917 to 1920. But it wasn’t until he climbed
Katahdin in August 1920, as part of a large expedition,
that a full-fledged legislative proposal emerged for a
state park. Baxter envisioned the park as a means of
addressing a shortfall in the state’s publicly held wild
lands, but in doing so, also preserving the mountain
that he described as its “crowning glory.”
Baxter’s astute political acumen was revealed in his
carefully orchestrated legislative initiative. When the
legislature convened in January 1921, Baxter, a senator
from Cumberland County, presided in the upper house
as president of the Senate, and a fellow participant
on the August 1920 expedition, Charles P. Barnes of
Aroostook County, served as the speaker of the House
of Representatives. Furthermore, Baxter appointed his
half-brother, Senator Rupert Baxter, to the Committee
on State Lands and Forest Preservation, which would
consider the proposal. “An Act to Establish the Mt.
Katahdin State Park” was introduced on January 25,
1921; two days later, Baxter delivered an address on the

Percival P. Baxter, left,
shakes hands with his
successor as governor,
Ralph Owen Brewster,
in January 1925. The
two did not get along,
but they shared the
cause of protecting Katahdin after Brewster
climbed it. COLLECTIONS
OF MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY/MAINETODAY MEDIA,
COURTESY OF VINTAGEMAINEIMAGES.COM #23661

Howard R. Whitcomb, Governor Baxter’s Magnificent Obsession (Friends of Baxter State Park,
2008), page 12 (footnote 48). Hereafter cited as Magnificent Obsession.
3
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proposal to the annual meeting of the Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and Game
Association, in which he stated,
The proposed park covers an area of 57,232 acres and comprises the
whole of Mount Katahdin, and Katahdin Lake, of itself one of the
most beautiful of all Maine’s lakes. . . .The park will bring health and
recreation to those who journey there, and the wild life of the woods
will find refuge from their pursuers, for the park will be made a bird
and game sanctuary for the protection of its forest inhabitants.4
But newly inaugurated Governor Frederick H. Parkhurst died on January
31. Baxter was elevated to the governorship. This unforeseen development
dramatically changed the political fortunes of his park proposal. Baxter,
as governor, was no longer in an advantageous position to orchestrate the
deliberations on his bill. His 1921 Katahdin centennial park proposal was
never reported out of committee, and a proposal in the 1923–1924 legislative
sessions had a similar fate. In a reflective “time-capsule” letter of November
1924, shortly before leaving office, he didn’t allude to his ill-fated proposal for
a park at Katahdin.5 Nevertheless, private citizen Baxter remained resolute
for the remainder of the decade that a state park should be established
at Katahdin.
	In 1924, Baxter did not seek reelection. Brewster was chosen as his
successor. Brewster’s election was not without controversy, as evidenced by
ex-Governor Baxter’s vehement criticism of Brewster for not having repudiated
the endorsement of the Ku Klux Klan during the Republican primary
campaign. The resulting schism profoundly affected the men’s relationship in
the future.
The following summer, Brewster became the first incumbent to climb
Katahdin. Brewster’s hiking party included his wife, Dorothy; George B. Dorr,
superintendent of Lafayette (now Acadia) National Park; Willis E. Parsons,
commissioner of Inland Fisheries and Game; and Roy Dudley, the revered
game warden based at Chimney Pond, who served as one of the guides. After
ascending via the Saddle Trail, the Brewster party reached the summit by
Magnificent Obsession, p. 307. Entire texts of the legislative proposal (Eightieth Legislature,
Senate No. 19) and the Fish and Game Association address, including map, can be found on
pages 291–309.
5
Magnificent Obsession, pages 310–312.
4
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On Katahdin, a spring would not sit unnamed. The first governor to climb the mountain, Ralph O. Brewster, received the honor—but only for a few years.
BERT CALL COLLECTION, UNIVERSITY OF MAINE ORONO

midmorning. The governor’s party explored the vast Tableland and had lunch
at the spring at the convergence of the Hunt and Abol trails. Subsequently,
Parsons authorized that the previously unnamed spring be named Governor’s
Spring in Brewster’s honor.6
As early as 1919, Baxter inquired of Garret Schenck, the founding
president of Great Northern Paper Company, to discern the corporation’s
potential interest in selling land for a forest reserve in the Katahdin region.
The overtures to Schenck were summarily rebuffed, and it was more than
a decade before Baxter received a sympathetic hearing at Great Northern.
In 1930, with the paper company under the new leadership of William A.
Whitcomb (no relation to me), Baxter was able to acquire, with his personal
funds, a 5,960-acre parcel that embraced the major part of the Katahdin
massif. This was the first of 28 parcels, totaling 201,000 acres, that Baxter
acquired and deeded to the state of Maine before his death in 1969. The deed
of trust for the initial parcel, dated March 3, 1931, provided the definitive
expression of Baxter’s intent for the new park:

The chiseled marker read as follows: GOVERNOR’S SPRING/NAMED IN HONOR OF
GOV. RALPH O. BREWSTER/THE FIRST GOVERNOR TO CLIMB KATAHDIN
WHILE IN OFFICE/WILLIS E. PARSONS, COMR.

6
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. . . said premises shall forever be used for public park and recreational purposes, shall forever be left in the natural wild state, shall
forever be kept as a sanctuary for wild beasts and birds, that no roads
or ways for motor vehicles shall hereafter ever be constructed therein
or thereon, and that the grantor, during his lifetime, retains the right to
determine, and to place whatever markers or inscriptions shall be maintained or erected on or within the area hereby conveyed. (Italics added)
		
—State of Maine, Private and Special Laws of 1931, chap. 23
The last portion of this trust provision sheds light on the nomenclature issue
at the heart of this article.
	In short order, the legislature decreed that Katahdin’s summit be renamed
“Baxter Peak” (April 2, 1931), having formerly been “Monument Peak,” and
that the new park be called “Baxter State Park” (March 23, 1933). However,
it was left to Baxter to recommend other changes in nomenclature per the
reservation in the deed of trust. On April 21, 1933, he wrote to the Honorable
W. C. Mendenhall, director of the U.S. Geological Survey, regarding changes
to the topographic map for the “Katahdin quadrangle.” First he attached a
certified copy of the legislative resolve naming the park. But, more important,
he enclosed a copy of the trust provision that gave him the right to determine
and to place markers and inscriptions within the area donated to the state,
along with a park map with the designation “Governor’s Spring” highlighted.
Somewhat disingenuously, Baxter claimed that the spring’s previous designation had “no historical background.”
He reported to Mendenhall that a bronze tablet, about 18 by 12 inches,
had been erected at the spring with a new designation, “Thoreau Spring,” in
honor of the man who first brought Katahdin to the attention of the people
of New England. Finally, Baxter conveyed the new marker’s inscription:
THOREAU SPRING
HENRY DAVID THOREAU, 1817–1862,
PHILOSOPHER, NATURALIST, AUTHOR
ASCENDED MT. KATAHDIN IN 1846 AND
WROTE “THE MAINE WOODS”, ONE OF THE
EARLIEST AUTHENTIC DESCRIPTIONS OF
THE GREAT FOREST REGIONS
OF NORTHERN MAINE
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Congressman Brewster’s National Park Proposal (1937–1938)
One can assume that former Governor Brewster wasn’t particularly pleased
with the renaming of the spring. It wasn’t long before the relations between
Baxter and Brewster turned for the worse.
	In March 1937, Congressman Brewster introduced legislation to create a
national park at Katahdin. The enabling legislation provided a ten-year window, whereby lands could be acquired by public or private donations. It was
estimated that the total area of the proposed national park could reach more
than 400,000 acres, or roughly twice the size of present-day Baxter State
Park. A powerful ally of Brewster’s, Myron H. Avery of the Appalachian Trail
Conference, argued that there was a lack of adequate supervision in the new
state park and that the state of Maine was not in a “position to care for this
area and provide the necessary maintenance, protection, and other facilities
so urgently required.”7 Incidentally, it was because of Avery’s persistence that
Katahdin’s Baxter Peak became the northern terminus of the Appalachian
Trail, rather than Mount Washington.
A literal firestorm ensued upon Baxter’s return from a trip overseas, and
for the next year he aggressively lobbied, with the invaluable assistance of The
Wilderness Society, to defeat the legislation.8 By that time, Baxter was actively
exploring additional acquisitions in the immediate vicinity of his initial gift
and wasn’t about to have “his” park converted into a national park.
Baxter expressed vehement opposition to the national park proposal in a
letter to his nephew John L. Baxter on April 14, 1937: “Nothing has disturbed
me for a long time as much as this and although I feel confident that while I
am alive and well nothing can be done, of course something might happen
to me and then Brewster might accomplish his purpose.” Baxter attributed
Brewster’s motives as “first to injure me and second to get some political
advantage by being instrumental in having a National Park in Maine.”

Myron H. Avery, Extension of Remarks of Hon. Ralph O. Brewster, Congressional Record,
75th Congress, First Session, June 9, 1937.
8
The Wilderness Society actively lobbied against the national park designation, and the
Appalachian Mountain Club also opposed the designation, as described by Ronald L. Gower
in “Katahdin: Its Past, Present, and Future” in Appalachia, June 1937, XXI no. 3, pages 449–
450. He states that the “Council of the Appalachian Mountain Club on May sixth VOTED:
That the Appalachian Mountain Club go on record as opposed to H.R. 5864 ‘To provide for
the establishment of the Katahdin National Park . . .’”
7
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	No congressional action was taken on Brewster’s proposal, and it died at
the adjournment of the 75th Congress in 1938. Brewster never reintroduced
it. Baxter concluded, years later in a letter to Great Northern President
Whitcomb, “In all modesty I can say that had it not been for my opposition,
Brewster’s bill would have become law.”

The Mystery Begins to Unravel
Baxter State Park Director Jensen Bissell learned in fall 2008 that Viles, the
Bangor Daily News reporter, had discovered the four bolt holes in the face of
the granite boulder near the trail junction at Thoreau Spring. Bissell hastened
to visit the site. At that point, however, the park director had to decide if
he should replace the plaque at all. Foot traffic could damage sedge
meadow habitat.
Meanwhile, I worked with John W. Neff researching a photographic
history, Baxter State Park and Katahdin (Arcadia Publishing, 2012). The
collaborators found in park archives a photograph of the Thoreau Spring
plaque embedded in a granite boulder, thereby providing verification that it
had been installed, as Baxter had reported to USGS Director Mendenhall.
Bissell continued to work quietly on the possibility of installing a
replacement, still not knowing if the plaque had been stolen or removed. On
August 22, 2012, 80 years after the initial installation and more than 160 years
after Thoreau’s ascent of Katahdin, a replica of the original commemorative
plaque was placed at Thoreau Spring.9
	No one knew what had happened to the 1932 Thoreau Spring plaque. My
own recent discoveries provide intriguing clues. The AMC Guide to Katahdin,
ninth edition (Appalachian Mountain Club, 1949) referenced the Thoreau
Spring plaque; however, a July 1950 supplement to that trail guide said that it
“has been removed to prevent further vandalism.”10
Furthermore, Baxter, in a June 17, 1952, letter to BSP Superintendent
Helon Taylor, indicated that he would like to have the Thoreau plaque
reinstalled, if it could be “straightened out.” This established the plaque’s
See Jensen Bissell, “Thoreau Spring Plaque,” Forever Wild: Newsletter of Friends of Baxter
State Park, 2012, XI no. 4, pages 4 and 8.
10
After publication of the AMC’s July 1950 Supplement, AMC guides made no further
reference to the bronze plaque; however, the Maine Appalachian Trail Club did not eliminate
references to the marker in its guidebooks until 1975.
9
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The new plaque, installed in 2012.

COURTESY OF BAXTER STATE PARK

whereabouts and explained in what way it had been damaged, perhaps by
someone attempting to pry it off the face of the granite boulder. We also
know that it was never reinstalled. It probably remained at Taylor’s house, the
de facto park headquarters at the time, on the shore of Upper Togue Pond.
A fire leveled that house in January 1967. That offers a plausible explanation
of what happened to the earlier plaque and an extensive collection of park
records. It is conceivable that the Thoreau plaque was hauled away with the
rest of the rubble. Taylor retired as park superintendent several months later.
Maybe it is superfluous to ask what happened to the plaque because its
replacement now commands its rightful place at the Tableland spring, not
far from where inhospitable weather compelled Thoreau, without reaching
the summit, to descend and rejoin his companions that September day in
1846. One would like to think that as Thoreau approached the ridge near
what is now South Peak, he looked back toward the southwest, as the clouds
momentarily lifted, and saw, below, the vast Tableland that is home to the
spring that would eventually bear his name.

Howard R. Whitcomb of Georgetown, Maine, is co-author, with John W.
Neff, of Baxter State Park and Katahdin (Arcadia Publishing, 2012).
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Back in Time on Katahdin

Channeling Myron Avery
Following a 1929 ramble in Maine
William Geller and Jim Logan
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O

n a cool crystal September day, five years ago, we made
our way over Traveler Mountain, a volcanic ridge in the quiet northern
end of Baxter State Park. We crossed its high point, the Peak of the Ridges
(3,254 feet high), Center Ridge, and stepped onto the Traveler Trail. Each
time we rested and looked west, Dry Gorge appeared as the dominant vein of
dark trees in the west side of Pogy Notch. We squinted down at the crescentshaped nameless pond to its south. We knew Maher Pond lay just north,
but we could not see it. To our south were Traveler Gap, Traveler Pond,
and South Traveler Mountain with its bald summit. This day’s journey had
proved magical. Would Dry Gorge, the ponds, and the other areas named
Traveler seem as special tomorrow?
We were here because we’d searched old area guides and articles and
learned that in 1929 Myron Avery—longtime chairman of the Appalachian
Trail Conference, energetic traveler, writer, and promoter of this land—had
walked through these two areas. Avery described that trip in “The Deadwater
Mountains,” a 1930 article appearing in The Maine Naturalist (April 1930,
X no. 1). At the time, the area was in early stages of recovery from the
devastating Wassataquoik fire of 1903. We liked the idea of visiting this land,
which had been growing back undisturbed since it had burned. We could find
no more information about this area, filled with unnamed ponds, gaps, and
gorges, more recent than Avery’s 1930 article—all that excited our curiosity
more. Could we experience what Avery had 80 years before? Could we find old
trails or roads, or signs of human visits? Would we see evidence of the great fire?
We ended up taking two trips through the area. The first was in 2010
along the Traveler Trail. Two years later, we went back to the lower elevations,
bushwhacking for two days from Upper South Branch Pond. On the first
day, we visited Traveler Gap, Traveler Pond, and the summit of South Traveler
Mountain (2,677 feet high); on the second day, we hiked into Maher Pond
and to the foot of Dry Gorge. Avery had started his trip across the Travelers
from Old City, an old logging camp on Wassataquoik Stream. He’d walked
north through the land burned in 1903, seeing young poplar growth and
charred trees. The summit of South Traveler and its ridge to Traveler Gap
were barren and rocky. In the gap, Avery had seen burned woods, just as he
Myron Avery, center, as he looked a few years after he explored the remote Traveler
Mountain. In this August 19, 1933, photo, Avery, a lawyer who led the effort to establish
the Appalachian Trail, stands on Katahdin’s Baxter Peak with a measuring wheel, his tool
during the 16 years he spent calculating the AT route. With him are two hiking friends,
A.H. Jackman, left, and J.F. Schairer. COURTESY OF THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL CONSERVANCY
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had on the south side of the mountain. He made no mention of the old tote
road that ran from the logging camp at Upper South Branch Pond through
the gap, down to and around the south side of Traveler Pond and on to
MacDonald’s Bowlin Camps on the East Branch of the Penobscot River.
We tried to find traces of the old tote road that had remained on Appalachian Mountain Club maps through 1993, even though it was described as
“much overgrown” as early as 1938. According to old Katahdin guides, the
road left the Pogy Notch Trail 1.3 miles south of Upper South Branch Pond at
a sharp right turn by a large birch. We found the sharp right turn at 1.3 miles,
but no sign of a birch or old road or footpath. Once on our compass line
(139 degrees north), some places felt like old roadway, but all of them quickly
faded. Whether the huge poplars—perhaps 18 inches in diameter and starting
to topple from old age—are those Avery saw in their infancy we don’t know.
On one rocky knoll, we found a number of large red pines, with branches still
growing near their bases, growing in the poor soil.
We knew that old tote roads generally run perpendicular
to the land contour, so that horse-drawn sleds would not slip sideways. We
made two sweeps across the mountainside under the gap, looking for erosion
to suggest the old tote road. We found no signs, either below or in the gap.
The gap’s east side is steeper, and in that hillside we found the only obvious
road cut. As we ate lunch, a deer browsed on the far side of Traveler Pond.
To reach South Traveler, we reversed our course to the gap and went up
the once-barren ridgeline Avery had come down. Birches shaded a fern-covered floor, and at the ridge crest, scattered spruce mixed with mountain ash
and shadbush. The scree-like rocky areas weave a path to the fully bald peak,
where the views looked the same as those Avery enjoyed. To the south stood
the Turners, Sable, and Katahdin peaks. In the west, Dry Gorge resembled a
dark line and the unnamed pond south of Dry Gorge came just in view. We
couldn’t see Maher Pond—just the depression in which it rests. Pogy Notch
lay near the South Branch Ponds, which looked like a fjord between South
Branch Mountain and the Travelers.
The following day, we set out for Dry Gorge and Maher Pond. Avery’s
return route had brought him south through the South Branch Ponds area.
Once into Pogy Notch, he had climbed out by going west just south of Dry
Gorge. On the plateau above the notch, he had come to the nameless pond
he’d spotted a few days earlier. From the pond, he had traveled about a halfmile north to the edge of Dry Gorge, which he’d followed west. He had
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The view from South Traveler Mountain. When Myron Avery stood here in 1929, he
looked across burnt land and his trailless route over the Traveler ridgeline. JIM LOGAN

estimated the depth of the gorge as about 300 feet and described terraced
beaver ponds.
We tramped through Pogy Notch to where the trail crosses to the west
side of the notch. There, we set our compasses (312 degrees north), to lead us
to Dry Brook not too far below the brook that drains the no-name pond. A
significant amount of rain a few days prior helped us find the Maher outlet
trickle that enters from the north. The tiny stream is a long cascading waterway that flattens out a little before reaching the pond.
Maher Pond sits on a plateau with North Pogy visible to the south from
its outlet. The pond, surrounded by spruce and fir, has a number of rock
outcrops at its shores. After lunch at the outlet, we set a compass course (152
degrees north) directly to the east end of Dry Gorge. Once in the gorge,
we walked upstream on its banks, which gradually gave way to rock-strewn
sidewalls of the gorge’s cliffs. The wall on the south side rose above the trees
and certainly looked to be 200 to 300 feet high as Avery had estimated. At
the wall, the stream took a bend, and before us was a waterfall of about 60
feet. The water poured out of a rock-clogged spout. Had Avery seen this, he
certainly would have mentioned it.
From the top of the falls, we could see east down the gorge to Traveler
Mountain. Avery mentioned that from the Traveler, he saw the sun reflecting
on what he thought might be water in the gorge. Above the falls, the water
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Jim Logan bushwhacks to a 1,500-foot knob above Pogy Notch.

WILLIAM GELLER

flowed under the rock floor of the gorge, and the V shape of the side walls
pressed in. We were out of time and turned around, understanding why it is
called Dry Gorge, but not knowing what lay beyond.
In July 2013, we returned to satisfy our curiosity. Our route
this time may have been close to Avery’s. The compass line west from Pogy
Notch led us to the no-name pond nestled in a hardwood bowl under North
Pogy and rimmed with large spruce. From here, we followed the ridge and
paralleled the Dry Gorge rim, stopping at the west end, where we found the
old beaver works that Avery had mentioned. The stream fed into the gorge
but instead of substantive waterfalls, it produced only bright green mosscovered rocks. With the forest burned, Avery would have easily seen the cliffs
in the gorge. The water reflection he’d seen was not the short needle-wide
beaver ponds hidden behind an “S” turn at the head of the gorge, but most
likely the lower falls. A sense of closure enveloped us.
	Our two trips highlighted several things. First, the forests are still recovering from the great fire of more than a century ago; burnt stumps still stand as
evidence. Second, the peaks in Baxter State Park are beautiful, but so are the
“non-peaks.” Trails take the tramper to some sites and not others. Park rules
for bushwhacking require hikers to stay nights at reserved camping areas,
but that presented no problem for us. We found plenty of solitude in the
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untraveled places as implied in the “climbers’ jar” atop South Traveler. We
were the first party to sign in since a 2009 hiker placed it there (although
we have since met two others who have been up). We found no evidence of
anyone else visiting Dry Brook, Maher Pond, or the no-name pond.
From the rim of Dry Gorge, we set a compass bearing (132 degrees north)
for a 1,500-foot unnamed knob that we could not see and assumed had cliffs
facing south and east. We hoped this might be the outcrop to the west off
Pogy Notch Trail and north of Pogy Pond that the 1942 Katahdin guide,
which we suspect Avery helped write, mentioned, but gave no exact location.
In the mid-afternoon sun on the ledges, with oriented maps and a wonderful view of Pogy Pond, Wassataquoik Valley, and Katahdin, we talked about
bushwhacking options and possible routes for the next day.

William Geller is the retired comptroller of the University of Maine at
Farmington. He has been working for a few years on the history of logging
and sporting camps in the Maine Woods, and Appalachia has published
several of his articles, with more to come. Jim Logan lives in western Maine
and has hiked in much of the state for the last 30 years. Since 1993, he has
owned a used bookstore, Twice-Sold Tales, in Farmington, Maine.
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Rehabilitation with Cooper
Deep in the mountains, a twice-homeless dog
lopes straight to the heart of human contact
Elissa Ely
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W

hen I adopted my dog, Cooper, I doubted he would last. He was
chaotic, agitated, full of anxious discharge without focus. According
to records, his first owner was an elderly woman—I picture a crocheted
blanket in a basket where he slept—who died when he was a puppy. The
next was a young family. Here I picture a chain and a grassless yard, with
no evil intentions, but with too many children to remember the dog. After
about a year, they turned him over to the rescue league, with an advising note
one child had written: “Cooper is a good dog,” (in block letters), “but with
Cooper, you must be very, very FRIM.”
	I walked him miles and miles for months because he couldn’t be calmed.
It was like rocking a baby with colic, trying to bring relief to mysterious
pain. His only certainty was an unstable past. All the time we were walking,
I dreaded the likelihood that he would need another placement; it would
break him. Strangers passing us on the street nodded without hostility,
interest, or warmth. That’s a city for you. But slowly, it began to dawn on him
that the house he continued to return to was home. What he couldn’t know
was what I’d decided. Our family would not be FRIM.
Then I took him to the mountains. As it happens, he is not a natural
mountain-lover—but by then, in his loyalty, he would have followed me to
the death.
When we climb together, he’s like a talisman. With children we meet, the
reaction is simple. He magnetizes them. They attach themselves to Cooper
like those experimental baby geese, whose first sight after opening their eyes,
whether goose or scientist, becomes their mother. Hiking the Firescrew Trail
up Mount Cardigan once, we passed three boys, miserably straggling along,
dragging open bags of trail mix. They looked surly and disinterested. They
only wanted down—but the instant they saw muddy-footed Cooper lope by,
they snapped to and followed him. They weren’t climbing a mountain; they
were climbing a dog. He was their summit. On the top, I took photos of them
fighting each other to throw their arms around him, all four climbers grinning and loopy with love.
	Sometimes, the reaction has not been simple. Heading up Osceola on a
gray day, we met a woman heading down who stopped—as almost everyone
does—when she saw him. Cooper bounded up to her in his social way,
backed onto her boots and sat, exposing maximal surface area for attention.
She stroked his flank but said nothing, and I understood from the way
Cooper, who climbs for the love of his owner, on Mount Moosilauke.

ELISSA ELY
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her hands lingered that this was not a casual contact, but a grieving one. I
stroked him, too, and somehow, because we were on a mountain together,
petting the same dog, I knew I could ask about her loss, and she would tell
about her grief. We never met again, but as rain fell on rocks, I heard everything about the dog who had recently died and whom she had loved
incomparably. Probably Cooper had already known. He’s an empath as well
as a golden retriever.
Before I adopted my dog, strangers passing on trails socialized in a brisk
and logistical way. But hiking with Cooper has been like strolling with a
baby. Everyone tarries and visits, leaning into the carriage to admire. They
ask about his age and fitness, which is just a prelude to deeper conversation.
We talk about where we will go next, who is waiting for us at home and, in a
veiled way, why we have come to mountains. I don’t have Cooper’s bounding
charisma and never will, but I take on some shine by association, and pleasure
with each encounter. In my heart of hearts, I was lonely before.
	Sometimes, when we are hiking together, I wonder whether Cooper can
remember his sordid past. We’re very different. I climb for the love of the
view; Cooper climbs for the love of me. Yet when we are in the mountains
now, in the belly of nowhere and miles from yesterday, he leads us straight
into the heart of human contact. This is what we share: he has ended
my solitude, I have ended his, and neither of us knew the joys of that
ending before.

Elissa Ely is a Boston-based psychiatrist and writer.
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The Poem You’re Carrying With You
Always, at the bottom of thought,
these stones, beach-strewn,
		
picked out by sunlight
			
or stumbled upon,
worry stone, memory stone,
heart stone, some broken-off piece
		
of an older world, waiting
			
through millions of years
for slow speech, room in your pocket,
the rub of your thumb, talisman,
		
reminder that you’re joined
			
to every element of earth.
Robin Chapman

Robin Chapman is the author of seven poetry books, most recently The Eelgrass
Meadow (Tebot Bach, 2011). She is the recipient of Appalachia’s 2010 Poetry Prize.
Her poems have appeared recently in Atlanta Review, Dalhousie Review, Prairie
Schooner, and Southern Poetry Review, among other journals.
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Where the Trail Ends
A story of losing a friend and finding a mountain
Wendy Ungar
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I

returned to the summit of Lookout Mountain in the summer
of 2008. Its massive stone face loomed over the forest and lake below just
as it had when Jane and I stood upon it more than a decade before. I sat down
and once again pressed my fingers against the rough surface of the warm
rock. I didn’t look out to the lake below. Instead, I looked in and recalled
how difficult it had been to find our way to the top—the repeated failed
attempts, the obstacles that were thrown in our path.
How can a trail become so disconnected from a mountain? How can our
friendship stay connected to my life? Lookout gave me no answers that day.
Jane was dead but the mountain was still here and so was I. I sat upon the
summit remembering.
The journey started when I looked up from my bowl of cereal
one morning in 1994 with the distinct feeling that someone was watching me
through the picture window.
You again.
	It was that face—the face of Lookout Mountain, its peak kissing the sky
without shame. I stared back. Unlike its famous cousins, the High Peaks of
New York’s Adirondack Range, Lookout does not want to be found, let alone
climbed, despite its inviting name. And here it was staring at me, just as it
always had, through the kitchen window of our family summer home in
Loon Lake. I felt it had something to tell me.
	I decided the time had come to climb Lookout. I had to prepare properly
for a journey that would take me up a mountain too obscure to be mentioned in any of the Adirondack trail guides. So I called up Jane, my faithful
friend and hiking companion. Jane and I had met a few years earlier on an
Adirondack Mountain Club High Peaks traverse. We quickly discovered our
compatibility in the pace we chose to maneuver the rocks and roots along the
forest trail as well as the uneven trail of our personal and professional lives as
single 30-something academics.
“Jane, I have the perfect hike for us this summer. We can practice our map
and compass skills.”
“Love it,” Jane replied. “Where are we going?”
“We are going to conquer Lookout Mountain.”
Jane Neale happily stomps through mud on the Indian Pass Trail in New York’s
Adirondacks. WENDY UNGAR
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Conquer—what an audacious word. As if anyone could hope to understand a mountain, to grasp the divine intention that placed the mountains
and us here together, let alone conquer it. There are those who try to conquer
mountains, cross a name off a list, and eventually earn a badge. And then
there are those who prefer to have the mountain conquer them—to have its
beauty and enormity, its mystery and its secrets invade and envelop. Jane was
one of those.
Hiking with Jane meant hiking with Mollie. One-quarter black
lab, one-quarter border collie, and two-quarters crazy, Mollie was just as avid
as Jane and me. Although we loved to discover new trails, Jane and I were not
peakbaggers. It was normal for Jane to stop on the trail to feel the texture of
an unusual mushroom, poke her nose at a flower growing in the crack of a
rotting log, or catch and release a tiny tree toad that happened to hop by. It
was Jane who taught me how to pack the essentials for a day hike. Besides
water, food, first aid kit, knife, topographical map, and compass, a pack was
not complete without a copy of the bible. And it had to be Peterson’s version.
By the frayed look of Jane’s copy of A Field Guide to Wildflowers: Northeastern
and North-Central North America by Roger Tory Peterson, she had already
identified every flower and still she hauled it along with Peterson’s guide to
birds and, sometimes, to mushrooms. Nature guides were her testaments and
the woods her temple. And Jane treated this temple with reverence—she was
its steward and guardian. If a trail was wet, I might tramp through the ferns
and hobblebush that grew along the edges, but not Jane. Not wanting to
cause erosion, Jane would happily stomp through the mud ponds that formed
in the middle of the trail, even if it meant losing her boot. She respected the
forest and its sacred earth. I believe she would have chosen it for eternity.
	So late one August morning we set off to find Lookout. Most people who
hike in these parts know that seeing a mountain and finding it are two different things. Finding just the right access point is key. Even for mountains with
trails, you might spend hours looking for that blaze of faded blue painted on
a pine tree past the meadow over a hill three miles from the creek that crosses
the dirt track off a county side road. And with that elusive sign, you begin
your ascent to another place.
	Our region of the Adirondacks was and still is an area of active logging.
It’s not unusual to see trucks heavy with timber careening around the corners
of back roads and know that a little bit more of the forest has been taken.
The woods that are left are laced with tracks and trails that loop and stretch,
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ending suddenly somewhere and usually nowhere. I love to walk in these
woods and get to know the trails, to know where each curve rises and falls,
disappearing suddenly and starting up again a hundred yards away. I love to
know the woods and for the woods to know me—to accept me and grant
me access.
Looking at the topo map, Lookout rose from the contour
lines in shades of brown and green like a worn and lumpy quilt. Walking
paths, jeep trails, rail beds, and logging roads were stitched into the mountain
with the same authority as true north. Wilderness areas are not supposed
to change. And topo maps, rarely updated, are meant to be steadfast. But
who knew what was left of the human-made tracks. A trail could become
disconnected from a mountain and just end, seemingly for no reason. But we
needed a place to start. The map showed a dirt road off County Route 99 that
ended with three houses. An old jeep trail extending from a corner in the dirt
road would take us close to the base of the mountain. From there, following a
compass bearing of 63 degrees north-northwest should lead us to the summit.
	So off we went, our limbs covered in lightweight sleeves and pants. Jane
was 5-foot-2 at most, but her presence was larger. It may have been from the
way her citronella ablutions overwhelmed the air around her. Jane refused
to use chemical mosquito repellants. Looking back now I wonder about her
religious avoidance of chemicals—did it matter?
	On the road, Mollie bounded forward and back, herding us along. We
walked to the end of the dirt road and snooped around looking for the old
jeep trail. It was unmistakable on the map, but there was no sign of it now.
Instead, clumps of green and yellow grasses swayed in the breeze. We followed
a parting in the grasses to a patch of raspberry brambles. It became clear that
we were tracking a herd path. It seemed to be going toward the mountain
base so we continued. The patch of brambles gradually spread into a wide
field, the thorns growing sharper and the bushes higher as we advanced. The
forest that once stood here had been stolen many years before. So nature
sowed brambles of the meanest sort, a vengeful warning to stay away. The
shrubs were now chin high and we could not see our boots. We had been
hiking for two hours and had gone barely a mile.
“What do you think, Jane?” I asked, my frustration growing. “Should we
keep going?”
“I don’t know. I have a long drive home to Albany this evening. Maybe
we’d better turn back.”
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	Strangely, the reverse herd path didn’t seem as straight as the original route.
And then I spotted something in a tree about 30 feet ahead. Built into a tree,
12 feet above the ground, was a wooden platform. It had four plywood walls
with small slats in two of the walls. A hunter’s blind. I imagined the brambles
being visited by a doe happily chewing the buds unaware that any moment
her life could be ended by some inexplicable force aiming at her from above.
And now we were in the brambles. Was someone watching us?
	It was clear that we were not retracing our original steps. Somehow we
ended up on a parallel herd path.
“Wendy, hold up a minute, let me pull out my map and compass.”
“Sure,” I replied, trying to mask my fear of being lost on this hidden
mountain.
Jane pointed at the map. “Look. If we follow a straight compass bearing
from where we thought we were to where we think we should be going, we
should find our way back to the dirt road.”
What Jane said made sense, although I couldn’t explain why. I trusted her
and she led us back to the road. Our first attempt at climbing Lookout had
failed. We walked back to the house, a bit dejected but already planning our
next attempt.
The next summer we sat on my porch planning Attempt Number Two.
“I think where we started from last time was too northerly,” I said, pointing at the map. “We might find this old jeep trail if we begin from a different
corner of the dirt road.”
Jane looked at Mollie and stroked her furry head. “What do you think
Mollie-girl? Should we try this route?”
By her excited leaps, I guess Mollie could tell we were about to go for a
romp in the woods. And so we started off again. Northeast of the dirt road we
crossed a creek and moved into the woods, this time following only compass
bearings. The forest here was immature, a thick mix of brambles and young
hardwoods and softwoods. After an hour or so, we began to ascend. As we
climbed higher, the woods thinned, but so did our daylight. An hour and a
half later, we reached the top of a shoulder in the mountain. Looking south,
we could see the summit taunting us. The true peak was a couple of miles and
at least an hour of bushwhacking away. But we didn’t have enough daylight
to complete the hike. We would have to return home.
Twice thwarted, I felt more determined than ever to reach the peak and
learn its secrets. I wonder now how Jane felt about trying again. We had
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always hiked a variety of mountains every summer and I was compelling her
to share my Lookout mission. I felt the pressure of time. Time makes almost
no difference to a mountain, yet completely shapes a person’s life. Did Jane
care about scaling this mountain as much as I did? Was one trail as vital to her
as any other? She never said.
On September 8, 1995, Jane, Mollie, and I met again and strategized.
The days were shorter, so we had to choose correctly. The topo map showed a
double-track that looped toward the base of the mountain about a half-mile
south from where we had started the last time. We found the beginning of
the double-track, and to our surprise, it appeared to be used regularly. We
continued an easy walk along it, with nothing more than high grass and
goldenrods tickling our knees. As we progressed, it became clear why this trail
was so worn. It was a dumping ground for old appliances, car parts, and patio
furniture. The farther we progressed, the older the junk was. We vowed one
day to return with a wheelbarrow to reclaim an old Adirondack love seat that
lay with its memories among the refuse. We never did.
After an hour or so of hiking, the path became confusing. Orange tape
tied to branches formed a straight line through the trees. Crisscrossing this
line like a large X was another swath cut with blue survey tape. Loggers, I
thought. It was impossible to distinguish the jeep trail from the survey cuts.
Jane checked the map. “It looks like the old trail may turn north here.
Have a good look around and memorize some landmarks for the trip back.”
	I counted the dead limbs on a nearby paper birch. Mollie circled around,
sniffing. Then I looked in the direction of the summit and silently asked The
Mountain for permission to ascend. We continued along the trail until we
got close to the base. From there, we determined the compass bearing that
should take us to the summit. At the point where we left the trail to bushwhack through the forest, I tied a sweatshirt around a tree. The way was thick
at first, and we had to pull apart old fir limbs to move forward. But as we
ascended the forest thinned as it granted us grace. We continued for about
an hour, climbing higher than the loggers and their chainsaws. The forest
smelled of humus, the ground felt soft and sacred underfoot. Eventually the
grade became so steep it was necessary to grab on to saplings to pull ahead
and keep from sliding back. We climbed at what felt like a 60-degree angle,
using our hands and legs, our heads inches from the ground. Being taller than
Jane I was able to climb farther and got ahead of her and Mollie. They were
no longer in sight. I was alone on The Mountain. I stopped to wait for them
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and looked up toward the sky. An enormous open rock face loomed above
me. The cool forest had given way to the warmth of a stone atrium at least
twenty yards wide. My heart pounded as I realized that this was the rocky crag
that had teased and beckoned me over the years from miles away. I felt like a
young child who had just discovered something new about the world. But the
something new I had discovered was ancient. My legs began to fly forward,
with Jane and Mollie tracing my route.
“We’re here! We’ve made it!” I shouted, my voice cracking in excitement.
The rock face was steeper than I had imagined, too steep to scramble up.
Our only choice was to skirt the ridge and use the bordering trees as levers.
We hoisted ourselves onto the top of the rock face. It was warm and peaceful.
Jane, Mollie, and I stood upon the summit of Lookout Mountain. Below us,
we could see Loon Lake and the cottages dotting its shoreline.
	So this is what God sees.
We sat down and ate our food. I pressed the rough surface of the warm
rock into my fingers. I recognized the steep red roof of our summer house
far below. For some reason, it surprised me that I could not see through the
kitchen window.
After some time, Jane, Mollie, and I began our descent. We
followed our reverse compass bearings carefully, testing our skills against
Mollie’s nose. We made it to the old trail only 20 feet from where we
had entered the forest, marked by my sweatshirt (Mollie was right on
the mark). Excited, we moved quickly along the old trail, chatting and
laughing. And suddenly the trail ended. More precisely, it went off in four
different directions.
“We’re back at the area of surveying. Look at all these paths going off into
the woods! Do you remember which way we came from?” I asked, hoping
Jane had kept better track of our route than I had.
“No, I don’t. Let me follow this blue-taped path for a bit. It seems like it
should be heading back in the right direction.”
“Okay, but don’t go too far.”
	I was alone again. The Mountain wasn’t through with us yet.
Jane returned after about ten minutes. “This trail’s no good. It only takes
me deeper into the woods.”
As Jane and I talked about what to do, we noticed Mollie move through
some trees.
“Mollie, come back, girl,” Jane called, afraid of losing her.
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Jane on the summit of Lookout Mountain.

WENDY UNGAR

Mollie returned, but as Jane and I talked, she went back to the same trees. We
called her back again and once again let her go. This time we followed. Mollie
led us straight out of the forest and back onto the old double-track trail.
I have never forgotten that trip up Lookout, the challenges
of finding our way, the encounters with unseen loggers and hunters and the
humility that was required before we were granted access to the peak. The
journey was one that I could have shared only with Jane.
Thirteen years later, in the summer of 2008, I decided to hike up Lookout
again. It was the year after Jane’s death. Jane was 46, in the summer of her life,
when she was diagnosed with stage IV lung cancer. Jane never smoked—you
couldn’t find a pair of lungs that had breathed more clean Adirondack air
than Jane’s. She died three months later. I needed answers. And I needed to
get those answers in a place where I would feel closer to where she was.
	I had heard that a trail had been marked all the way to the top. The route
was different from the one that Jane, Mollie, and I had taken. All those years
ago, we bushwhacked to the summit. And although we tried to follow a trail
that seemed to be stitched as permanently as the mountain drawn on the
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map, the steps we took were singular and never lasting. The ice storm of 1998
had made that route impenetrable, reclaiming it forever. And now here was
this easy trail to the top. It had been blazed by the local hunting club that
had leased the land from the timber company. The Mountain found a way
to harness those forces that had stolen life from it and created such daunting
obstacles for Jane and me. And now those same forces allowed me to get back
to the mountaintop and find a route back to her.
Coping with a sudden and inexplicable death is a trailless
mountain peak. There is no path, no accurate topographical map to guide
you. The only compass point is your heart. In the weeks after her death,
Jane’s family came to visit me. We stood together on my dock on Loon Lake
within sight of Lookout Mountain and poured out some of Jane’s ashes. The
soft gray specks scattered into the sparkling waters and caught on the breeze.
Here Jane would rest, her physical body joining the plankton and the lake
trout that live in the waters and the jewelweed that grows along the shore.
Her spirit is now a permanent part of this place. And my friendship with her
will stay as eternal as The Mountain.

Wendy Ungar is fond of hiking mountains that are tall, short, green, white,
blue, or any other color. She has a home in Loon Lake, New York. The Adirondack Mountain Club has established an endowed fund in Jane’s memory to
support participation in ADK’s annual Teen Trails Program. To find out more
about the Jane Neale Fund or the annual Jane Neale Memorial Hike, please
contact wendy.ungar@utoronto.ca.
Editor’s note: Portions of this story originally appeared in “Remembering Jane,”
Adirondac, March–April 2013.
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What I Know About Death and Resurrection
			
For K.A. Hays
The dead fawn, bloated in the roadside heat the last two days,
is alive again. Her side twitches as maggots writhe
the rib-cage, commas trying to connect the brief distance
between life and death. The Gospels leave out the fact
that when Christ called forth the man who’d been dead
for four days, those who loved him rushed forward
to wash the stink from his flesh. Soon there will be nothing
left, except the leather of the deer’s casing, the polished
sticks of its bones, tent poles to prop up faith
when this second life departs.
Todd Davis

Todd Davis teaches creative writing and environmental studies at Penn State
University’s Altoona College. He is the author of five books of poems. They include
In the Kingdom of the Ditch (Michigan State University Press, 2013), The Least of These
(Michigan State University Press, 2010) and Household of Water, Moon, and Snow:
The Thoreau Poems (Seven Kitchens Press, 2010).
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The Big One
After altitude sickness thwarts her mother,
a hiker forges on alone up Mount Whitney
Jia H. Jung
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O

n Thursday, August 4, 2011, I spent 21 hours and 38 minutes
on Mount Whitney and discovered the meaning of life.
People are known to have existential revelations when confronting their
own mortalities, and Mount Whitney, in California’s Sequoia National Park,
offers the necessary setting for such confrontations. At 14,494 feet, its summit
marks the highest point in the lower 48 states. The most popular route is the
Mount Whitney Trail, opened in 1904 along the path of a functional packing
trail engineered by Gustave Marsh. Climbers must ascend only 6,400 feet of
elevation on this path because it begins at 8,365 feet, but that’s high enough to
trigger altitude sickness at the outset. They face almost no risk of getting lost
in the bare landscape, but they trudge the 22-mile round-trip mostly exposed
to harsh sun, wind, and sudden storms as they wind up and down the famous
98 switchbacks. Every year, even experienced and fit hikers die or require air
rescue because of some combination of fault and misfortune.
At age 29, I was one of roughly 25,000 attempting the climb that year.
From April through October, the National Park Service allows 100 day climbers and 60 overnight visitors daily onto the mountainside. Aspiring climbers
submit their names in January for the Mount Whitney trail pass lottery to
secure permits to climb in July and August. My mother and I had missed this
lottery, so our only recourse was to call in hopes of cancellations. We rang the
reservation hotline until the rangers knew us by our voices. So occupied was I
with the task of scoring permits that I scarcely researched the mountain itself.
When I did peruse alternative routes to the summit, my browsing led only to
stock online images of Sierran grandeur devoid of descriptions or instructions
as to how best to approach these routes. The only campsite and trail maps
I could find looked as if they had been scrawled by Sharpie with children’s
hands—returned hikers uploading scans of their used maps procured from
god-knows-where as a visual boast of their victories. So, as our adventure
became imminent, my only preconceived notion of the mountain was an
iconic National Park Service image of the trail crest floating like a crown in
the blue sky, flanked by laurels of pine.
	I called the permit office one last time while sitting in a San Francisco
laundromat with doors open to swirls of fog. Amazingly, the ranger
said that two last-minute cancellations for day passes—just one day; no
camping—were available for that Thursday. That was three days away.

The writer on the rooftop of the contiguous United States, standing by the Summit House
among a landscape of giant flat boulders. COURTESY OF JIA H. JUNG
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We swooped down on the slots without hesitation. The next morning, on
Tuesday August 2, we wrested ourselves free of city traffic on Octavia, the
boulevard that leads to the highway. We ripped past the industrial wasteland
by I-580, then wound through forgotten towns on US 120. We drove up
to the majestic and cold oasis of Yosemite National Park. Eventually, the
distant, silvery Mono Lake sliced the horizon, stratifying the dry, flat ground
below from the icy, vertical mountains above. As we zoomed toward Inyo
National Forest, we peeled through tiny towns with wild Western names
like Independence and stared at the Sierra Nevada, the very embodiment
of their literal translation, “snowed-on saws.” The harshly angled, snowdusted stone mountains formed blades layered upon blades, knifing at a hazy
sky. Their geological construction was so imposing as to appear downright
extraterrestrial.
We stopped at a hostel in Lone Pine, the closest township to the Whitney
Portal. The layout of the town was like that of a Western stage set, minus
the heroes and horses and even people. The backdrops of the Sierras on one
side and the red Alabama Hills on the other contrasted outlandishly with
one another. In the hostel office, which doubled as a gift shop, nobody was
there to guard the 30-cent postcards or emergency packets of altitude sickness
pills. I shuffled past the display of commemorative T-shirts, sweatshirts, and
tank tops, admiring a selective collection of apparel boasting “The Big One
in One Day.”
	I got a strange flutter in my stomach. So the day climb was a distinction
after all. Now and then, people—mostly men—walked into the shop. We
could tell they had been up there because they were sunburnt, without
exception, and had a wild and distant look in their eyes—an alpine version of
the thousand-yard stare. We were afraid to talk to them.
After finally being shown to our room and putting our things down, we
set out to pick up our permits from the Eastern Sierra InterAgency Visitor
Center. The surprisingly modern glass structure was in the middle of absolutely nowhere. We claimed our golden tickets to the mountain, plus, finally,
a set of exhaustively detailed U.S. Park Service trail maps of the area.
Two things bothered me even more than the young, uniformed ranger’s
briefings about bears on the mountainside did. First, he told us that a recent
rainstorm had washed away a water crossing early on in the trail, and that we
should not waste our time trying to cross it with shoes. He said, “You will
be knee deep in water, so you should just take your shoes off and prepare
for that.” This crossing would come early on. We knew we had to set out at
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midnight to get back in one day, so we understood that we would be knee
deep in frigid mountain whitewater in the dark. Next, he equipped us each
with a tawny plastic bag, informing us that we would have to carry all our
own waste. A powder in the bottom of the resealable packet would congeal
into an odor-neutralizing jelly when mixed with liquid. He said that spit
would also catalyze the reaction, but that urine would do the job in one step.
I couldn’t tell if he was joking. Either way, the idea of the task of voiding into
a collapsing plastic bag filled me with immeasurable terror.
The next day, Wednesday, we went on a practice trek to acclimate to the
altitude. The air rushed out of our lungs at the same rate that world-class
scenery overwhelmed our fields of vision. At around 2 p.m., we began to
encounter people coming back from climbs that had started at midnight.
Several groups had turned back because one person had gotten sick within
sight of the summit and they hadn’t wanted to leave the ailing behind.
	One woman gabbed about how your brain could explode if you pushed
through an altitude-induced headache, but that plenty of people stupidly
did so. Even so, having never experienced altitude sickness, we were hardpressed to imagine any pain that would make us turn away from a goal that
lay right in front of us. Unnerved by the accounts, we turned back after a
mere half-mile of walking. We should have gone much farther, but sleep was
of the essence now that we realized we were inadequately acclimated anyway
and wouldn’t get used to the altitude within less than 24 hours by staying
awake and driving ourselves further up the hill just hours before attempting
the real thing. If we went to bed promptly at 4 p.m., we could wake up at
11 p.m. and hit the trail by midnight. A roadrunner dashed in front of our car
on the way down to the hostel. I half expected to see Yosemite Sam running
after the flat-headed bird, then realized with a shock that the Looney Tunes of
yore must have been based right here, that that extreme cartoonish landscape
had been based in actuality. And we were now a part of the show, every bit the
fool as those beloved cartoon characters with bugged-out eyes, liable to drive
into a tunnel painted on a rock.
The hostel had no stove, so my choice of sustenance included microwaveable mac and cheese, cans of tuna, and a huge Vidalia onion. My mother ate
microwaveable rice, overripe seeded grapes, and cold, hard-boiled eggs. For
dinner, I found a rusty beer opener and leveraged a ragged triangular hole in
the top of a can of tuna, forcing out the fish with weak plastic utensils. All
the oil came out along with the fish, but made an ingestible stew when mixed
with nuked cheese and pasta. After eating, we packed our hiking provisions
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with the gravity of soldiers suiting up for war. My mother prepared more
instant rice, while cutting slice after slice from a huge chunk of salty Italian
salami. I built four sandwiches of raw onion, sprouts, and cheese between
dense squares of ciabatta bread. We lined up our gear by the door. It was
7 p.m. and still sunny when we lay down. When the alarm shrilled at 11 p.m.
we had just begun to feel drowsy but had not slept at all.
We drove to the portal in blackness and pushed off the wellmarked, deceptively unassuming trailhead at 11:57. I stared at the inviting
and tourist-friendly informational plaques and historical photographs at the
trail’s beginning, knowing that it would be a long time before we saw this
gateway again. I let Mom lead. Her legs already looked like rubber, but I
told myself she was just tired. We passed two creeks and entered the John
Muir Wilderness.
Abruptly, Mom said she didn’t feel well, and she leaned against a rock.
An elderly fellow and a younger man stopped next to us. The elder told us to
just take it slow. When Mom persisted in describing her feeling of weakness,
he cautioned, “This is your body telling you to go back. The mountain will
always be here.” His tranquil conservatism irritated me. My feeling was that
this time would never return, and that it was now or never. I was surprised by
my own bullishness, fanned by my sudden notion that altitude sickness was
all in the head. Arrogance like this forecasted doom, but I couldn’t reverse
the conviction that the secret to this climb was mind over matter. I began
berating my mother in a twisted attempt to rally her. But when I saw that
her lips were as pale as her ghostlike face, I knew her hike was over at 9,000
feet. In an out-of-body moment, I told her that I had to keep on going.
The decision was more a sensation than it was an intention. Looking back, I
was already entering the world of physicality and leaving behind the one of
emotional attachment and rational analysis. I felt in my body that I had to go
on. So much for mind over matter. I walked her back to the creek, where she
pressed two nutrition bars into my hands before crossing the water. “Good
luck!” she called from the other side, with forced jolliness. She waved once,
and the light of her headlamp soon disappeared. I stared at the ground, where
two pinecones nestled against a rock. These objects somehow symbolized my
mother and me, making our separation even more wrenching. But I was on
my own, now.
As if destined, I had my first call of nature right when I got back to the
spot where Mom had called it quits. I was horrified but thought of how my
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mother would have urged me to go. I became incredibly sad at the sight of a
paper packet that had accidentally dropped out of her waste kit. Sucking in
some water from my CamelBak, I spit a stream of liquid toward the powder
at the bottom of the green bag to activate the deodorizing gel. Then, I did it.
In no uncertain terms, I crapped into the bag—feeling denuded by the feral
action and fearing bears all the while. But the worst part of the ordeal was
how obscenely heavy the bag felt afterward.
	I was already hungry and found this extremely disturbing, as not even an
hour had passed. I was resisting the urge to eat and scanning the woods for
predators when I saw two electric blue orbs in the bushes. My heart stopped,
expecting the worst. The eyes moved, and I realized that they belonged to a
proud but gentle stag. He leapt lightly up the path and looked back once, his
face framed by antlers.
Then, I saw the light of a headlamp zigzagging rapidly up the trail, just
shy of the pace of some motorized entity. Soon, a guy appeared, pretty much
running up the mountain. His name was Darby. His casual amicability heartened me; we might as well have been meeting at a bar or bookstore. When
I told him my name, he exclaimed that he’d heard my mother talking about
me. Now I knew that she’d made it down to the parking lot. He munched
on some snack I couldn’t see in the dark so I took the opportunity to demolish a nutrition bar. A little way later, he asked, “You do realize that you have
to take off your shoes soon, right?” My soul sank. I’d come to believe that
we’d already passed that crossing and that the water had not been as high
as expected. I was wrong. Lone Pine Creek was a still, wide, pool of frigid
water. Gritting my teeth, I sludged through all kinds of creepy textures, with
the ice cold of the knee-deep water shooting up from the soles of my feet
to the hairs in my head. I hobbled over sharp pebbles on the other side and
collapsed onto the nearest log. “You’ll be stoked you did that,” Darby said,
tossing me his beanie so I could use it to whip the dirt and waterweed off my
feet. Thanks to the loan of his hat, I was able to get my dry feet quickly back
into socks and boots. He said the good news was that we’d done two miles
already. I said, “That’s it?” He let out a booming laugh, and bounded off into
the heights. Alone again, I crept along at a glacial pace and paused frequently,
paranoid that I’d get sick. I was sure that slowness was the only way now to
outwit altitude sickness.
As the sun just began to paint the sky with light, I found myself in a
gigantic bowl with sides made of sheer rock. The promise of morning and
the expansiveness that was revealed in the light awed me but intensified
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my sorrow over Mom’s absence. I had never missed her more acutely and
considered the separation to be a litmus test for how I would feel when she
was gone for good. An hour later, the sun was rising in earnest, unveiling the
white crown of Mount Whitney and her neighbors, their stony faces pink
and gold in the dawn light. It was so beautiful that it hurt, and I felt greedy
for seeing it alone. Morning broke as I reached Trailside Meadow, a mere
5.3 miles into the journey but a world away from the dark before the dawn.
A stream ran down through snowfields. The running water was bordered by
lush greens speckled with patches of purple and fuchsia blooms. I rubbed my
eyes, sure that I’d died and woken up in an afterlife I didn’t deserve. A chubby
marmot, brown eyes sparkling and fur shining, trundled out to a rock and
began breakfasting on the verdant leaves growing all around it. Our eyes met,
and its mischievous glance said that it knew something I didn’t.
The devastatingly beautiful scenery suddenly recalled the program for my
father's funeral back in 1998. My sister’s picture showed him as a young boy,
free of pain and his lifetime of disability, sitting calmly by a mountain stream
in the company of small alpine creatures. My father had believed that death is
a recycling of matter and energy back to nature. I realized that I was looking
at heaven, and that he had made it there.
Just above the meadow by an icy lake, a young couple approached me,
calling my name. The woman took something out of her pocket, saying that
my mother had sent it along. It was a handkerchief, flapping like a white flag
in the mountain wind. I suppressed tears. Of course she would send such a
useless and sentimental item. I gave the soft cloth a squeeze before tucking it
far into my backpack.
At 8:20 a.m., I reached Trail Camp, only halfway to the summit from
which my mother and I had planned to watch the sunrise. By now, my
appetite had mysteriously fled, but I decided to force myself to eat anyway. I
whipped out my stack of sandwiches, damp and bloated from condensation.
A man sitting outside his tent warned that bread and cheese were poor
choices at 12,000 feet. He handed me an oatmeal bar. I gobbled it down and
comfortably drained my CamelBak, knowing I had two more liters of water
in bottles. I asked how far away we were from the trail crest. “Hikers don’t go
by miles, we go by time,” the man said. When I asked how long, he said it
depended on my pace, but three hours max. Had he said 8.2 miles from the
trailhead, hence only 2.2 miles from where we were standing, the switchbacks
looming overhead might have felt less daunting, but I was quickly learning
the significance of making calculations by time. People came and went on
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At the trail crest, eleven and a half hours after the start of the hike.
COURTESY OF JIA H. JUNG

the switchbacks, but I withdrew into my body, shutting my eyes whenever
I wrapped around a switchback because the path would sometimes seem to
rush by like a conveyor belt under my feet. A man resting at one of the
hairpin turns began a conversation with me. As I spoke, I couldn’t appraise
the content of what I was saying. I could only feel the vibrations of sound
moving through my throat and ballooning out into the open air, and feel
the loss of oxygen expelled with each word. The man, Frank, was the kind of
guy who seemed like he could understand all my thoughts and non-thoughts
without discussion. Quietly, he offered me some trail mix. I took a handful,
feeling the curvature of each peanut and temperature of each chocolate chip
before placing the morsels into my mouth. A little farther along, Darby
rejoiced to see me. He told me that he was rooting for me, but that I should
turn back if I didn’t see the top by 2 p.m. or so. I hadn’t prepared for my pace
to be this slow and was lucky to receive his optimistic but firm recalculation.
At 11:35 a.m., I was on top of the trail crest. The difference in scenery was
astonishing. I was now poised over a hostile, bare landscape of cliffs along
the back side of the mountain. Guitar Lake twinkled down in the distance,
bewitching with its hourglass shape, filling me with inexpressible glee. I had
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never expected to find it. The shape of the lake took on a supernatural quality and stirred a sense of primordial familiarity with the area. I felt more at
home than ever, which was strange considering that the path had become
steeper and strewn with rolling rubble. At one point, I passed the young
couple who’d given me my mother’s handkerchief, and asked them how it
was at the top. “We didn’t go,” the husband said, his disappointment tangible.
“She got scared of the rubble, so we’re turning back.” I pitied him, but could
hardly blame her. Some parts of the path had nothing on either side but miledeep canyons. At one point, we had to cross a half-melted snowfield perched
on the edge of a concave bowl of jagged rock. One false step could mean rapid
death, but no one discussed this as they put one foot in front of the other. Surprisingly, my body seemed attuned to each risk, and my feet sentient to each
bit of slippery, squeaky snow. I made it, and as the last ridge came into view,

Jung rejoicing at the summit, feeling a fortuitous transcendence from worry, ambition,
and desire rather than pride. COURTESY OF JIA H. JUNG
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I passed a new wave of hikers on their
way down. These were the ones who had
made it, and they had different attitudes
to match their achievements. “Even if
you get sick, you have to keep going
now,” said one man. I knew he was right,
but still proceeded with reverent and
ludicrous slowness—ever slower—just
as a galactic body at the event horizon
before inevitably submitting to a black
hole. It was a certainty now that I would
physically bring myself to the peak. But
I didn’t want to get there sick.

The dreaded cable rails on a steep and
high section of trail reinforce hikers
making their way up the rock face in
an area where snow is slow to melt.

But finally, I did arrive. The rooftop
of the lower contiguous United States COURTESY OF JIA H. JUNG
was flat and bleached like the surface
of the moon. I felt no rush of prideful victory, only transcendence from
worries, ambition, premeditation, desire, and even thought. I suppose I was
in a state of pure existence that I’d previously only heard described by spacey
yoga instructors in Manhattan gyms or written in ancient texts of religions to
which I did not subscribe. A pure existence, an animal existence, not in the
derogatory way in which it is applied by humans to reference baseness, but
in the sense of existing spontaneously, miraculously, and without a need for
justification other than being and surviving. I curled up next to the plaque
marking the peak for a photo and signed the guestbook, placing my mother’s
name next to mine, as she’d been with me in spirit the whole time. Now, all that
was left was to savor the unusual sensation of just existing, without guilt,
without question. The sun was changing directions, but I refused to rush,
until at 2:45 p.m. I reluctantly turned back, my water supply low and my
energy waning.
All the rocks I’d scrambled up and down before were now serious obstacles
to overcome. When I permitted myself a swig of water, I could feel the
moisture seep only so far into my cells and propel me for only the next couple
feet. I kept looking over my shoulder for signs of life but now saw no one. The
barren rocks were turning red in the slanted sun, and I sensed that darkness
would fall while I was on the exposed ridge. Instinct kept my legs going. I was
running on empty on autopilot with only sights, sounds, pains, smells, and
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tastes powering my movements. The prolonged exertion drove out thoughts
and replaced them with the ability to see colors in excellent relief, hear small
sounds miles away, feel grains of sand through my feet, smell the sweetness of
hidden vegetation, and taste the poisonous level of sodium in a Slim Jim that
I’d found in my pocket and devoured as a last resort. The snack I’d eaten so
many times at sea level without flinching now made my mouth shrivel and
my body weep for water. I went onward, onward, and onward. If I had any
thoughts at all during this stretch, they were self-flagellating ones for filling my
pack with four heavy uneaten sandwiches rather than extra vessels of water. I
simply hadn’t considered that I would take longer than the longest estimated
times, thereby requiring far more water, especially on a dry and sunny day
such as this. At 4:17 p.m., I was looking down at the 98 switchbacks. The
valley below had sunlight to spare. The relief of leaving the trail crest injected
fresh fuel into my legs. Quickly, I was past the cables, then at the end of the
switchbacks, then looking down at the campsite. I heard voices mixed with
the babbling of water and found three men perched like angels at the side of a
small waterfall. They were purifying the water with equipment that I did not
possess. They refilled my CamelBak for me, equipping me with more than
enough water for the rest of my hike.
A couple hours later at the dreaded water crossing at Lone Pine Creek,
I was amazed to find that the bridge of logs had been restored by a trail
crew during that very day. I changed my socks and continued on new feet.
Proportional to the increase in physical comfort, my visit to the physical realm
began to dissolve like an icicle thawing in the sun as thoughts again began to
flood my mind. I began to fantasize over what goodies I’d eat and what tales
I would tell my mother, my friends, and my co-workers who shared the New
York City basement offices from which I had made so many secret phone
calls just for a chance to walk the path I was walking now. The sun finally
began to set, but I’d begun in the dark and had no fear about finishing in it.
With a blasé flourish, I switched on my headlamp and made haste. I hit the
North Fork of Lone Pine Creek at 9:05 p.m., and Carillon Creek five minutes
after that. A girl just setting out with a frame pack loaded with provisions
told me my mother was still waiting for me just a mile ahead. I laughed, and
thanked her. The home stretch was soft with pine needles, devoid of rocks,
and practically flat. Simultaneously bored and impatient, I wondered why it
was taking so, so long to get to the final water crossing. Five eternal minutes
later, the water appeared and I flew over it. Car lights popped up between
the trees, illuminating the wooden gates that marked the entrance—and the
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exit—of the Whitney Trail. I tried to slow down to savor the moment, but
couldn’t keep from running and letting out a feral hoot. Immediately, I heard
a response from my mother. Our reunion was as intense as one that might
be enjoyed by family members that have been separated for years or believed
one another to be dead. She related the details of her day in the parking lot,
interviewing everyone coming down from the mountain or beginning their
journey up. She’d known where I was at every step of the way based on the
accounts of the numerous people who had passed me on the way down.
At the hostel, I ate a leftover burger and fries out of a
Styrofoam box. I showered with commercial shower gel and used the flushing
toilet, wide-eyed at the novelty of not squatting over the plastic bag. I got
into fresh pajamas, and, barely able to stretch out, collapsed onto a mattress
on the floor and passed out. After losing six pounds, the hard-earned tank
top proclaiming that I’d done “The Big One in One Day” hung on me like
a bell sounding the news. As we descended to lower altitudes, my nose bled
profusely in a kind of reverse altitude sickness. Back in San Francisco, then
in New York, my sun-charred calves (where I’d neglected to apply SPF 100
sunblock) oozed, sowing fields for psoriasis blooms that would remain as
living scars years later. For weeks more, I had night terrors. I dreamt of falling
off the more treacherous parts of the trail or of my mother dying.
	I had gone into the climb underresearched, underacclimated, underexperienced, and underequipped. But though I depended heavily on the kindness of strangers to avoid disaster or demise, I also became acutely aware
that any human kindness or intelligence was effective only as long as the
elements cooperated. Ultimately, it was just my day. While doing the most
physically difficult thing I had ever done, thoughts dropped away to expose a
palette of sensations, visualizations, and primordial memories washing across
and through my consciousness. In this state, physical existence and survival
presented themselves as sufficient reasons for living, a profound relief and
singular answer to so many questions about the meaning of life.
	On the mountainside, the conclusion that I might have the same existential
worth as an animal seemed perfectly normal and even noble. And the fact that
Mount Whitney was a mass of molecular construction that was indifferent to
my realizations only made the mountain more heartbreakingly endearing and
unforgettable. That something so imposing, gorgeous, and inspiring might
exist without intelligent design struck me as the ultimate miracle, and that
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I—also just a mass of molecules—was able to experience this miracle was a
landmark occasion.
I have since developed a longing for Mount Whitney that
verges on melancholy because nothing else has provided a more acceptable
answer for what it means to be alive: to both participate in and witness an
eternal conservation of energy recycled in an intractable flurry of causes and
effects. Needless to say, the daily grind away from Mount Whitney is full of
distractions, but no matter how far I am from the immediacy of the truth,
I remain forever changed by it.
There was ultimate comfort in encountering the power of a physical
system stronger than human thought. During that 24-hour-long moment in
elemental beauty, nothing that came before had to be solved. Nothing that
came afterward had to be feared. Looking around me at the otherworldly
scenery, I knew all at once that I, too, would be upcycled into this wonder,
and could think of no greater heaven for those deserving reward, or stauncher
justice for those deserving of hell. It was just a day on one mountain, but
where I traveled and what I saw was heaven, hell, Earth, and my own past,
present, and future shimmering in the continuous procession of time and
space. It was all there, and so was I.

Jia H. Jung is a writer and storyteller who works in the business and membership affairs department of the American Society of Composers, Authors,
and Publishers in New York City. She grew up in Andover, Massachusetts,
and is slowly chipping away at the 48 4,000-footers of the White Mountains.
Her favorite hiking partner is still her mother, who might not have made it
up Mount Whitney yet, but who recently returned from a successful trek to
the Annapurna Base Camp with a small group of Appalachian Mountain
Club members.
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Path
Each cairn appears out of the fog
just as you need it to find your way
along the ridge,
a pile of rocks topped
with one white quartz—
a light, as much as rock can be,
light in the absence of light,
your way lit by stone.
			

Midge Goldberg

Midge Goldberg’s poems have appeared in journals such as Northern Woodlands
and have been read by Garrison Keillor on A Writer’s Almanac. Her book Flume Ride
(David Robert Books) was published in 2006. She lives in Chester, New Hampshire,
and recently traversed the Presidential Range in the White Mountains for the
first time.
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Outage
An adventure in situ, learning to fear storms
in a more fundamental way than before
W.D. Wetherell
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O

ur great wind came in the sixteenth month of the
Great Recession, and blew so fiercely, with such greedy malevolence,
that it seemed the dismal American economy transmogrified into a
meteorological force.
My old-fashioned transistor radio brought me tidings of both. This was
on Friday, just after the latest unemployment numbers had been released
down in Washington, but well before the gales started blowing across New
Hampshire. I thought the worrisome stuff was over once the hard news was
finished, relied on our public radio station’s always optimistic weatherperson
to top it off with a rosy forecast. Instead, he talked about an enormous
low off the coast near Cape Cod, a huge differential in pressure gradients,
the possibility of winds reaching 60, 70, even 80 miles an hour over
“exposed terrain.”
We live in west central New Hampshire, in the center of a large meadow,
with precious little shelter from whatever the wind dishes out. From
experience, I’ve learned to take the necessary precautions. Anything that can
be blown away is battened down or brought inside. Fill pots and bathtub with
water. Ready candles and flashlights. Wheel the generator out from its hiding
place in the garage and check the gasoline level. Oil the chainsaw. Send out
last messages to the world via email. Stuff a cooler with ice.
We had already suffered two hundred-year storms in the past three years.
On April 15, 2007 (not just tax time, but Patriots’ Day in Massachusetts and
Maine, the anniversary of what used to be called “Concord Fight”), ferocious
winds blew in from the Northeast, toppling thousands of trees across these
hills. Our town took the full brunt of this, but nearby valleys saw no damage
whatsoever. It was different with the next big weather “event,” the ice storm
of December 2008, which took out power across the entire state. We were
lucky with that one, in that we were without electricity for only five days, but
people right up our hill, serviced by a different utility, went two weeks before
being restored.
As for that other hundred-year storm, the greed-and-avarice fueled storm
of the recession, we again had made out better than most. I’m a writer, used
to living with economic uncertainty; Celeste is a nurse, which is as recessionproof an occupation as exists. Yes, our retirement savings had taken a hit;
Climate change has altered our expectations, as storms arrive less predictably and fiercer
than used to be the norm only a decade ago. Left, June 30, 2012, turned into a survival
adventure in the 4600 block of Sixth Street in Arlington, Virginia. The day before, a
derecho—a severe wind- and thunderstorm—destroyed the power system. DENNIS DIMICK
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friends and relations had been laid off; our daughter, graduating college,
bursting with energy and enthusiasm, had needed a year and a half to find
a job—but by and large we had ducked this one, though looking upon the
wreckage had frightened us, then made us angry.
But it was the weather that concerned me now, the weather weather.
“Red sky in the morning, sailors take warning,” I told Celeste as she left
for work.
“I’m not a sailor.” She glanced out the window. “And besides, the sky is
purple.”
“Worse yet.”
That was our last lighthearted moment for the next four days. In the
afternoon, my preparations complete, I turned on our weather radio to
get the latest updates. If anything, the forecast was worse now—punishing
winds, record tides along the coast, snow in the White Mountains changing
to rain, with the danger of floods. The voice on the government forecast is
computerized, it’s a machine talking, and yet edginess and foreboding had
crept into its tone.
You didn’t need to be a meteorologist to understand we were due for a
storm, a punishing one, just as, in the first decade of this century, you didn’t
need to be an economist to know our extravagant gilded bubble wouldn’t
last. Never had a winter been so strange. My sister, 300 miles south on Long
Island, had three times as much snow as we had in New Hampshire; my son,
attending college even farther south in Philadelphia, had twice as much snow
as New York. Washington had been clobbered by two infamous blizzards, the
aftereffects of which included the scraping of climate change legislation off
Congress’s fastidious plate. Here in New England, the weather had been just
as bizarre in the opposite direction. For six weeks, there had been no snow
whatsoever, hardly even clouds, and the temperature, instead of dropping
reliably below zero every night, barely ever fell below freezing.
	Some expert, contemplating this, suggested that global warming was
entirely the wrong phrase; that the more operative term was “global weirding”—and here was the proof.
We had seen robins all winter, not just the usual stragglers, but whole
flocks feeding on our lawn—our lawn that was more green now than brown.
Mallards and mergansers had been flying happily around all winter, smart
enough to know they were better off remaining in the north rather than
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After one signs the papers and owns a house, storms inspire the review of the list of things
the wind could destroy or blow away. Above, a house in Arlington, Virginia.
DENNIS DIMICK

migrating. The redwing blackbirds, which come back every year right around
town meeting day in March, decorated our maples in mid-February. We had
crocuses popping up in sunny spots along our foundation six weeks earlier
than usual. Maple sugaring began on Valentine’s Day.
“We’re going to pay for this,” we told each other, in our usual Puritan way.
And, if the forecast was to be believed, our long overdue punishment was now
on its way.
As a young man, I reveled in bad weather, found storms to be a real turnon, enjoyed immensely nature’s display of sheer, elemental power. (If I’d been
given a ride on a time machine, one of the first places I would have had it
stop was September 1938, when the mother of all hurricanes ravaged New
England.) I can mark the exact moment my attitude changed: the morning
30 years ago when Celeste and I signed all the papers and bought our first
house. A hostage to fortune—and to winds, lightning, hail, and every other
expensive danger the weather could dish out. I had never invested in the stock
market, I was never that brave or foolish, so I could listen to what the Dow
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Jones was doing with total aplomb. The weather forecast, on the other hand, I
suddenly began listening to with the keenest interest because we homeowners
were all invested in weather whether we wanted to be or not. I owned trees
now—owned trees! I owned shingles, shutters, sashes, and sills. Windows,
too. I had a long list of things that could be ripped, cracked, or shattered—
or simply blown away.
It was past midnight when the wind hit, and it was ferocious
right from those first fanfare-like blasts. A windstorm’s sound is often
compared to freight trains rumbling past—a cliché, but true enough if you’re
old enough to remember freight trains. If you’re not, eighteen-wheelers is a
better analogy, so it seems like your bedroom has been plopped down in the
center lane of the New Jersey Turnpike. What I thought about, listening to
the sibilant whoosh, was violins amplified to excruciating levels. The sound
quickly deepened—violas now, cellos, double basses—and the musicians
were thumping the sides with their fists and eerily chanting. “Sixty!” they
chanted, taking their cues from the anemometer. “Seventy!” There was no
melody, only the same percussive rhythm, over and over again, so it came to
me more through my temples than my ears.
Wind this huge smothers lesser sounds, so if any trees were falling outside,
any shingles blowing off, it wouldn’t be apparent until morning—unless, of
course, one of those trees found our roof. I thought about waking Celeste
and moving us down to the basement—anyone my age remembers what
happened to Dorothy in Kansas during that twister—but, miraculously, she
stayed sound asleep with a blissful unconcern I could only envy. Around
2 a.m., the power went out, and, as is the way of things now, this was announced
by wistful beeps from our computer, which I then had to go unplug.
A wretched night. I woke up before dawn, fixed myself a mug of tea using
our backpacking stove, sipped it slowly, in no hurry to confront the damage
outside. As it turned out, it was less than I feared. No trees down. Hundreds of limbs, branches, and twigs strewn across our meadow. A lawn chair I
had forgotten about had blown 60 yards downhill, torn into pieces. The tarp
covering our sailboat ripped to shreds.
The branches and twigs amazed me most. I thought there were hundreds
strewn across our property, but now that I really looked, I changed my estimate to thousands. To our northeast, along the stone wall that separates us
from our neighbors, grows a long stand of trees, mixed hardwood and pine.
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The wind had come from this direction blowing the branches downwind.
What was amazing was how far they had flown; I counted off 50 long strides
to the twigs that had sailed farthest, then zigzagged my way back to the
hedgerow, stooping for the biggest ones as I went.
Dozens of branches had fallen vertically, so they stuck javelin-like into
the grass, and some of these were sharp and thick enough to make me cringe,
imagining what it would have been like being outside during the worst gusts.
Surprising, too, was the number of spruce boughs that had fallen; pines are
ever ready to shed their branches, but spruce usually hang tougher. We’d
already had our late-season bonfire of blowdown brush, but now I would
have to build a second one, and just on that first pass around the house, I
collected enough to make a pile well over my head.
That’s the damage here. As for the rest of New Hampshire? I went back
inside, turned the radio on, learned that at least 360,000 electric utility
customers had lost power, which means half the homes in the state.
	It was a similar number to the ice storm fourteen months ago, when our
outage lasted five days. Driving to town to buy some extra gas for our generator
(hoping the gas pumps would be working), I passed four big pines down over
the wires. The fire department had marked them off with orange cones, but
there was no sign of any utility trucks; clearly, they would be concentrating
their efforts on the populous lower third of the state before worrying about
villages like ours. “I heard it’ll be a week,” guessed our postmistress when I
collected our mail. “Maybe Monday,” opined our police chief from the open
window of her cruiser. “Probably Tuesday,” said our fire chief, who lives down
the road and is said to be a pal of the governor’s.
	Outages, as our storms grow fiercer, have become a regular part of
New England life, just like town meeting day, maple sugaring, or Thanksgiving. Probably one day our current crop of youngsters, grown old, will think
back nostalgically to how it used to be when the computers went dark. And,
for the first 24 hours, it’s pleasant enough. No electronic gadgets nagging you.
The woodstove blazing. A peaceful hush over all. The return to fundamentals.
By the second day, the novelty wears off, boredom sets in; on the third day,
you’re feeling exasperated and impatient; the fourth day, anger takes over—
and then, just before stoic resignation sets in, the lights come back on, the
plumbing works again, communication is restored, and you quickly forget
the whole trying experience.
The logistics of coping are relatively simple. A bucket for a toilet or behind
the trees outside. A Coleman stove to heat up beans. Old corded telephone
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instead of cordless. Water poured from jugs stored in the basement, and when
that runs out, trips to a nearby spring that has the purest water in town.
We hate using the generator—it's so noxious and hard to start—but when
we do we only use it on the lights and sump pump. (During the great ice
storm of 1998—another hundred-year “event” I forgot to mention—gangs
on snowmobiles rode around looting generators in nearby Quebec.) After the
last outage, we decided to have an electrician come install a special hookup
that would allow the generator to run all the power in the house, but upon
learning this would cost more than a thousand dollars, we decided against it.
How many more hundred-year storms could the decade cram in?
But, as mentioned, it’s fun at first, eating by candlelight, enjoying the
quiet, reconnecting with our ancestors via a power-free world. Looking out
at the hills in the moonlight or across the Connecticut to the long, high esker
that is Vermont, seeing not a single light nor sign of man, is pleasant, too,
replicating the deep calm that, not that many years ago, must have been an
everyday feature of rural life.
That’s how we cope, how we make it through. As far as coping with the
larger implications, what will happen with storms in the future, we’re as clueless as everyone. Certainly, if the climate continues to weird out, we’re better
placed than many. We’re too far inland for rising sea levels to threaten us.
We don’t own a ski condo, so snowless winters don’t faze us. We live near a
major river, but well above its floodplain. Aside from more and nastier insect
infestations (ticks, with the threat of Lyme disease, become worse every year
here), ice storms and windstorms will probably represent the main dangers—
ice because winter temperatures hover around the freezing mark now, rather
than remaining safely below it; wind, not only in winter and early spring,
but in the punishing series of violent thunderstorms that have become a new
feature of our summers.
In the years since that unnamed, forgotten storm, the weather
has only gotten more melodramatic here. Tropical Storm Irene, the eye of
which passed directly over our town, devastated Vermont to our west and left
us unscathed—but terribly saddened by what our friends fifteen miles west
had suffered in a calamity whose effects aren’t over yet. That same autumn,
an unprecedented Halloween blizzard put power out all across New England.
Hurricane Sandy, a year later, trapped our son in his Lower East Side apartment for three increasingly miserable days. Just last summer, a freak storm the
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media hardly paid attention to dropped thirteen inches of rain on my niece’s
house on Long Island in one overnight burst; the previous New York state
record for rain in a 24-hour period was less than half that total. Her family’s
cars were destroyed, the basement flooded, her children’s toys ruined.
And the melodrama comes in softer ways. Last year, we had no frost until
November, the geraniums in our window boxes were abloom on Veterans
Day, and farmers were out haying their fields. We read in the paper that
2014 was the hottest year on record and were not surprised . . . and then,
the weather slamming back the other direction, were surprised considerably
when Boston’s winter of 2015 turned out to be one of the snowiest, most punishing that any major American city ever suffered.
And it makes me smile, hearing of young people traveling the world to
take part in “extreme” sports. Nowadays, wait long enough, the extreme
comes to you—and probably a lot more extreme than you bargained for.
I’ve come to feel the same way about weather as I do the economy;
I worry about it, but don’t understand it at all. Wind, of course, is a perfect
metaphor for what history dishes out; we feel world events on our cheek,
the merest zephyr, then it starts to blow more noticeably, then it carries us
willy-nilly in directions we don’t necessarily want to go, before finally ripping
us to shreds. Your duty, as a family man or woman, is to protect your loved
ones from the fiercest gusts. Often these are gusts of war. And although such
gusts are certainly blowing right now, the ones affecting most Americans are
economic, so it’s not surprising how many economic terms borrow from
meteorology. “Rainy day” funds. A “blizzard” of selling. A “perfect storm”
of bad economic news, or even “depressions.” The only difference is that
weatherpeople can forecast the future a lot more accurately than economists
can—though, long term, they’re both in the dark.
And for all the fuss and bother in the media, few thinkers have really come
to grips with global warming’s larger implications. If, as many claim, we’re
on the verge of the greatest environmental catastrophe humankind has ever
experienced (a phrase that bears repeating—if we’re on the verge of the greatest environmental catastrophe humankind has ever experienced), then even
the deepest sense of dismay and urgency is hardly dismal and urgent enough.
For instance.
Although, rightly, most of the worry about climate change focuses on
what happens in the future, why aren’t pundits talking about the implications
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for the past? Yes, we have to be careful about judging history retrospectively,
bringing our values to bear on eras that held different ones—and yet we
do it constantly; it’s part of the thrashing out of our relationship with the
past. Columbus may not have been a greedy, hypocritical racist slaver by
the standards of 1492, but, looking back from 2015, it’s hard to think
particularly well of him.
	So too with climate change. If we truly accept all its revisionist implications—if we look back on the past knowing what we know now—
we can see that humankind, ever since the introduction of coal-fired
power plants and internal combustion machines, was launched on a
suicidal path. World War I, for example. The madness that led to it has
always been hard to fathom, and now we realize that the countries involved
were even crazier than we thought they were because, instead of fretting
about who ruled Alsace-Lorraine or which country possessed the biggest
dreadnoughts, everyone should have been worried about the planet slowly
beginning to heat up. No one worried about that because no one knew about
it—and yet, retrospectively, humankind’s blindness was even more appalling
than we thought.
World War II? The merest sideshow. Korean War? A distraction. Vietnam?
A complete waste of carbon.
By the same token, any thinker writing between 1890 and 1990 on any
subject—history, economics, politics, technology, zoology, dendrology,
anything—was completely missing the biggest story, so, going back to study
their work, we undoubtedly think less of them. The habitable world as we
know it was probably beginning to end—and for a century, no one noticed!
Karl Marx didn’t notice. Sigmund Freud didn’t notice. Albert Einstein didn’t
notice. The only ones who come out with any credit are those nature writers
who sensed in their deepest being that humankind’s relationship to the planet
was fundamentally skewered. Henry David Thoreau, John Muir, Henry
Beston, Rachel Carson, Edward Abbey, and Cassandras of their ilk. None of
them used the term climate change, but they were right in their hunch that
something unprecedented was happening to the natural world.
Put that down as another part of a power outage. Anger. After three days,
you get angry, start dreaming up conspiracy theories just to pass the time
(only one small letter separating outage from outrage). Since it’s hard to get
mad at utility workers climbing poles in icy weather, stringing up dangerous
wires, working eighteen-hour shifts, I direct my anger toward engineers,
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Nobel Prize–winning economists, the ones “good” at science and math—
the oh-so-smart thinkers who turned out to be oh-so-stupid after all.
	So—one more thought while I sit here in the dark waiting for the power
to calm me down. After the blizzards in Washington buried climate change
legislation for the year, scientist after scientist marched to the microphone to
explain the error in the Senate’s thinking—climate and weather are not the
same thing. Fine, I can accept that intellectually; I know the difference between
micro and macro. But here on the ground, how are we to experience climate
change if not by what is borne to us via the weather? I accept that climate
change is real, not because experts tell me so, but because of the weather I
experience in my little three-acre patch of New Hampshire, the behavior of
local wildlife, the responses of my plants. I don’t need a climatologist to tell
me something major is happening. It’s warmer here. Weirder. We’re in the
Alice in Wonderland stage of climate change, its Dadaist era, its Theatre of
the Absurd—and the absurdity scares me a lot more than the warmth.
The overnight forecast, as I sit here writing, is for six inches of rain across
the middle of New Hampshire—or, in other words, almost two months’
worth of rain in eight hours.
Back to that first storm.
When we woke up in the morning, the power was still out. I drove to
the dump, our town’s best source of information, and found the general
pessimism had lifted, though no one could pinpoint exactly when normalcy
would be restored. “You have power yet?” we asked each other, as we sorted
our recyclables. Human nature being what it is, it was hard not to be envious
of those who were back on the grid.
That was the day of the great earthquake in Chile, following hard on
the heels of the great earthquake in Haiti. It put our cheesy little outage in
perspective, but did nothing to dispel the sense of an outraged, abused planet
hell-bent on revenge.
Later in the afternoon, facing another long night, Celeste and I decided
to take a hike across the hills behind our house. I wasn’t sure, it was just a
flash, but I thought I glimpsed something orange in the distance, orange as in
a utility truck. I got pretty excited with that—I threw my arms up like I had
just scored a goal for the Bruins—but Celeste insisted it was a mirage.
For a change, I was right. Reaching the bottom of the hill, turning left
along River Road, we came upon the first utility truck and there was another
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right behind, patiently going from pole to pole checking things out. We gave
the crews an exuberant thumbs-up and they waved tiredly back. When we
finished our loop, came back into the house, it was humming and flashing
with all the lights and gadgets we had forgotten to turn off four days ago.
There’s the drill we follow getting ready for power outages, and the drill
that comes when power is restored. Flushing things down, flicking things on,
cleaning things off. An emotional drill, too. Relief comes first, then a renewed
appreciation for the conveniences of modern life (as things like refrigerators
and dishwashers were once so quaintly termed), then, all too quickly, amnesia
about the whole inconvenient experience.
But not total amnesia, not this time. For I noticed one thing during our
four days without. Somewhere in the last few years, my spirit had crossed a
threshold—and not a happy one. I spoke before about how owning a house
had made me leery of the weather, and though I had long since come to terms
with this, something deeper had taken hold.
Between what scientists were telling us and what I could plainly see with
my own eyes, I was learning to be afraid of storms now in a much more
fundamental way. I was afraid, not just of what they could do to my shingles
or my trees, but what they could do to my world, the world of my children.
As a bona fide card-carrying contemporary human being, I was afraid of the
economy, afraid of politicians in Washington, afraid of war, ignorance, and
epidemics, afraid of all the dark forces that seem to have blended into one
oleaginous 21st-century stew. What was new about this and startling was that
of all those wretched ingredients I was now afraid of weather most of all.
The wind that had once brought nothing but beauty—wavy meadow
grass, a child’s tossing hair, silver streaks across the water—now brought. . . .
What?

W.D. Wetherell is a novelist, short story writer, and essayist who lives in
Lyme, New Hampshire. His latest book, Summer of the Bass: My Love Affair
with America’s Greatest Fish, is expected out this fall from Skyhorse Publishing.
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Roses
Everyone now and again wonders about
those questions that have no ready
answers: first cause, God’s existence,
what happens when the curtain goes
down and nothing stops it, not kissing,
not going to the Mall, not the Super
Bowl.
“Wild roses,” I said to them one morning.
“Do you have the answers? And if you do,
would you tell me?”
But the roses simply laughed, shaking
their bright petals. “Forgive us,” they
said in a rosy chorus. “But as you see
we are presently entirely busy being roses.”
Mary Oliver

Mary Oliver has published more than a dozen volumes of poetry, as well as works
of imaginative prose and poetry instruction. A Thousand Mornings (Penguin) was
published in October 2012. Dog Songs (Penguin Press HC) appeared in October
2013. Her most recent collection, Blue Horses (Penguin Press HC), was released in
October 2014.
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Letters
Did a School Group Get Special Treatment?
“In the Heart of Winter,” about the group from the Bloomsburg University
of Pennsylvania (Winter/Spring 2015, LXVI no. 1), makes no mention
whether the New Hampshire Fish and Game Department charged the group
for its rescue. Of the incidents you reported in this issue, that one struck
me as by far the most wantonly negligent on the part of its organizers, who
fully deserved to be charged the rescue expenses and arguably gone after on
criminal grounds as well. Was the university not charged for the rescue costs?
If so, why? There is a long history of cavalier academics leading their charges
wantonly into danger because they don’t have a clue, and such incidents have
more than once led to death (as on Mount Hood a few decades ago, in an
incident particularly close to me). Unless and until schools and their faculty
members are held as responsible as everyone else for safe and sensible behavior
in wild and semi-wild places, they will continue to act in a self-satisfied and
nonchalantly endangering fashion, the worse because they are leading young
people who implicitly trust them.
—Paul King
Putnam, Connecticut, and Vancouver, Washington
Editor’s note: The question of billing for the cost of rescue did not come up, we
believe, because this rescue was led by the snow rangers of the U.S. Forest Service,
which has no rule or policy about billing those rescued (as the New Hampshire
Fish and Game Department does). For more about that incident, see the Accidents
report on page 115. Sandy Stott follows up with the university, which has changed
its safety rules and which enjoyed a successful trip in 2014.

Not Skiing: Set the Record Straight
The frontispiece photo of Philip Levin [a former Appalachia editor] in the
Winter/Spring 2010 issue (LXI no. 1) is mislabeled. It’s not a skiing shot, but a
climbing shot—Phil appears to be belaying an unseen climber. I doubt there
are skis under his feet, though the cropping leaves it an open ambiguity. As
far as I know, Phil did not ski.
—W. Kent Olson
Southwest Harbor, Maine
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Editor’s note: Olson is a former Appalachia editor. We welcome the chance to
set the record straight about this photo, which also appears in the Appalachia
anthology, No Limits But the Sky (AMC, 2014) and is correctly labeled there.

On Sources and River Health
John Gioia quotes debatable authorities Dr. Ed Wick and Dr. Jeff Sellen
(“Save the Colorado,” Winter/Spring 2015, LXVI no. 1). If the content is
valuable, it deserves primary attribution, rather than secondary opinion. I
would challenge Wick or Gioia to show me a river that is “dead” because of
sediment trapped behind a dam. Altered—yes. Dead, no.
The discussion of the effect of the Glen Canyon Dam on the Grand
Canyon is flawed. While it is certainly true that the dam has “affected the
ecological integrity” of the river downstream, those effects deserve citation.
I question if the temperature of the river water has had a measurable effect
on plants and animals (although it has on fish)—I am given no direction for
verification. And his understanding of the physical and chemical function of
the dam is weak—sediment in Lake Powell places little pressure on the dam
(most of the sediment accumulates upstream, and the pressure on the dam
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is hydraulic, not directed laterally). The sandstone detritus carries no waste
or nutrients—it is dominantly quartz. Shale debris does have exchange sites
that can carry trace elements, for both good and ill. Sequestration of uranium
mine tailings behind Glen Canyon Dam could be considered a good thing.
Gioia’s writing, at least in this context, is sophomoric.
—Bill Locke
Bozeman, Montana
Editor’s note: Locke is a retired earth sciences professor from the University of
Montana. Gioia quoted Dr. Jeff Sellen and Dr. Ed Wick. Dr. Sellen is a
social scientist who directs the Colorado Water Workshop and the environment
and sustainability program at Western State Colorado University. Dr. Wick is
a fisheries biologist who has studied native Colorado River species for 35 years.
Both men are respected professionals. We appreciate Dr. Locke’s point that we
could have provided more scientific background about water health and dams
in the Colorado. We hope to follow up on this in future articles in our Research
department. But Appalachia is not a scientific journal. Gioia’s assignment
was to show the vulnerability of the river from the vantage point of an
adventurer’s raft.

Goetze, an Unassuming Athlete
I was pleased to see Doug Mayer’s reference to Chris Goetze in his Summer/
Fall 2014 article on trail running (“You Can’t Run That,” LXV no. 2). I knew
Chris as an “old guy” (he was in his 30s and I was still in my 20s) when he
was editor of this journal in the 1970s. As Doug noted, Chris was a quiet,
unassuming man. I only learned of his first ascent of Denali’s Wickersham
Wall, the first winter traverse of the Mahoosuc Range, and other feats, by
reading about them. Chris never mentioned them. It was clear that, for Chris,
the journey was the reward—a throwback to an era when adventure was more
about pushing one’s internal limits than seeking external rewards.
—Douglass Teschner
Conakry, Guinea
Editor’s note: Teschner, a Peace Corps director, served as News and Notes editor
when Goetze was Appalachia editor (1975–1977). Teschner, who served for years
on the Appalachia Committee, has continued to write for these pages every few
years and rejoined the committee as of February 2015.
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The Poem That Hibernates
in the Hills Above My Cabin
All summer a poem comes down from the hills
to scavenge along the river, root for words in my garden
in early morning or dusk, quiet as the written word,
spooking my dogs and keeping me up nights.
Come winter it was gone, sleeping in a den somewhere,
a poem I would not see again until spring.
John E. Smelcer

John E. Smelcer, an Alaska Native American, is the author of 50 books, including
Beautiful Words (Truman State University Press, 2011) and The Indian Prophet (CrossCultural Communications Press, 2012), both nominated for the Pulitzer Prize in
poetry.
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Accidents
Analysis from the White Mountains of
New Hampshire and occasionally elsewhere

T

hese reports depend on imagination, yours and mine.
Perhaps that’s not the best way to begin a journalist’s parsing of facts, but
without imagination, these facts add up at most to a little, distant tut-tutting
as we turn the pages. But if we close that distance and imagine ourselves in
place (and, perhaps, in peril), the wind rises, the ankle swells, and we wonder
at where we are. And what we’ll do. In that wondering we may become a little
wiser, a little better prepared when chance or chuckleheadedness visits us in
the hills. That is the point of all these words.
With that appeal to expansive imagination, on to the expansive season,
one that—unlike its colder cousin, winter—admits to the mountains so many
people of varying experience. That come-one-come-all appeal makes summer
a sometimes-silly, sometimes-sober season in the Whites; the summer of 2014
was no exception. Here are some of its stories.

Chasing Light
On the evening of July 8, four young women, sisters Laura S. and Erin S.,
Whitney M., and Alexis G. (ages unavailable), set out up Mount Watatic
from Route 119 in Ashburnham, Massachusetts, to watch the sunset. The hike
up Watatic is short and sharp, and the four made it to the top in time to see
the sun slip down. When they were ready to leave, however, they continued
on Wapack Trail north instead of descending to the south, back to Route 119.
At 10:35 p.m., New Hampshire Fish and Game received a call from the
Hillsborough County Sheriff’s Office, which had received a cell phone
call from the four women, who were lost. The sheriff’s office was able to
provide NHFG with coordinates that placed the hikers around a half-mile
northwest of the Wapack Trail’s intersection with Binney Hill Road. NHFG
Conservation Officer William Boudreau arranged to meet two New Ipswich,
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New Hampshire, firemen at the intersection of Binney Hill Road and
Wapack Trail, and at around 11:35 p.m., the searchers found the four women
and guided them out. The Wapack Ridge was under a severe thunderstorm
watch at the time.
Comment: The four women made a number of obvious mistakes, among
them carrying only a single headlamp and taking no map. They said that
they did not know the weather forecast or about the severe storm watch.
The summit of Watatic, with its swirl of unofficial side trails over ledges, can
be confusing, especially after dark. The way north and the way south drop
from the summit not far apart from one another. But the main avenue of
the Wapack is well marked and evident. Also, the terrain going north differs
markedly from that of the southern climb. One would think they would have
known their error right away, but by the time the women called for help, they
had gone more than two miles north, double the distance of their original
climb. Darkness can often erase that sense and familiarity of a route. What
prompts me to include this short story is the ease with which we walk into
darkness, and then get turned around. We climb to see the sunset’s beauty,
chasing light; the light is what we see and seek, and often we don’t stop to
imagine (or prepare for) navigating the darkness that follows.

Thanks for the Lift
On July 12, NHFG received a late-morning call about a hiker, Andrew
K., age 53, who had fallen a mile and a quarter up Falling Waters Trail and
sustained injuries that kept him from walking. By 12:30 p.m., rescuers from
NHFG, the U.S. Forest Service, and Pemigewasset Valley Search and Rescue
had reached the scene, where a friend and some hikers who had come along
were attending Andrew. Rescuers began the carryout by litter at about
1:20 p.m. and reached the road and an ambulance at around 2 p.m. Contacted
a few days later by Conservation Officer Jonathon Demler for a follow-up,
Andrew expressed deep gratitude for his rescue. Demler’s report also noted
that Andrew apologized repeatedly during the carryout for needing this sort
of attention.
Comment: I include this typical rescue story for two reasons. First, Andrew
expressed gratitude several times. Although such thanks are, according to
rescuers, not uncommon, Demler’s report underlines them, thereby providing a small window into the good feeling such thanks generate. Too often
embarrassment at needing help shows itself in stoniness or disregard for the
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freely given work of rescuers. We all fall; when we’re unlucky, we need help.
Being thankful in such a situation suggests good mental balance, even after
physical balance has failed. My second reason for telling this is that I want to
draw attention to Fallings Waters Trail, part of the touted and ever popular
8.9-mile “Franconia loop” route. It combines Falling Waters Trail, Franconia Ridge Trail, the upper part of the Greenleaf Trail, and Old Bridle Path.
The loop includes the tops of Little Haystack, Lincoln, and Lafayette mountains, and it remains above treeline for at least 2.7 miles. With its eponymous
waters and steep ledges, Falling Waters Trail is a hard climb or descent that
is rarely free of slippery spots. And the aforementioned loop, easily reached
from Route 93, is one of the more demanding day hikes in the Whites. Such
easy access may be why these trails see more than their share of mishaps and
rescues.

Off Track X 2
NHFG Officer Robert Mancini had to return to Franconia Ridge not long
after the aforementioned carryout. A little before 9 p.m. on July 12, NHFG
got word of a hiker who was “unable to move” not far from the summit of
Mount Lafayette. Al D., age 28, and his cousin had set out earlier that day
on the same Franconia loop route I mentioned in the previous story. But on
the summit of Lafayette, Al and his cousin had missed the turn for Greenleaf
Trail. Instead, they had walked more than a mile along Garfield Ridge Trail
before sensing their error and turning back up, climbing Lafayette again.
Simply put, drinking too little water and not eating enough, Al ran out of gas
these long hours after his 10:30 a.m. start.
Contacted as first responders, Appalachian Mountain Club Greenleaf Hut
croo members arrived atop Lafayette at 10:15 p.m. with additional clothing,
fluids, and food. By 12:45 a.m., Al, his cousin, and AMC rescuers were moving;
a half-hour later, NHFG conservation officers arrived, meeting the party
roughly a half-mile below the summit. From there, the group descended to
Greenleaf Hut, where Al and his cousin spent the night before hiking down
the Old Bridle Path in the morning.
Comment: Unfamiliar with White Mountain hiking and, in particular,
this route and ridge, Al got in over his head, to the point where a missed
trail junction and the added effort of rectifying that mistake stopped him.
His difficulty on Lafayette reminds us how complex the management of
even a day hike can be. Once we gain experience, the routine of eating and
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hydrating and resting—different for each body—becomes just that: routine.
But before routine’s wisdom becomes second nature, every hiker suffers a
stretch of vulnerability. Add to that the demands of this route—which I also
talked about in the previous story—and Al’s overextension can be seen as
typical of many new to White Mountain hiking. Also, missing a trail junction,
recovering from that mistake, and having night come on intensifies the drain
on energy and self-confidence. Al had the good fortune to encounter his
trouble on a clear night with mild temperatures and to have a capable hut
crew nearby.
Also on July 12, George K., age 43, and friends set out to ascend Mount
Washington, arriving at the summit late in the afternoon, after all the
facilities there were closed. Uncertain of the quickest way down, they asked
tourists and were told to follow the Cog Railway, which they did. By around
8:45 p.m., with the light dwindling, George called for help. After ascertaining that the group was sufficiently equipped, NHFG Conservation
Officer Matt Holmes attempted to “talk the party down” on the phone. This
attempt met with some, though not total, success. Finally, Holmes walked up
to retrieve the party about a mile from the base of the railroad at 1:40 a.m.

The 8.9-mile “Franconia loop” follows the exposed ridge from Little Haystack Mountain
to Lincoln, in the distance. Many get in trouble on this loop. JERRY AND MARCY MONKMAN
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Comment: Needing to ask tourists loitering atop Washington for the
hiking route down—that’s a stunner. The chances of getting advice from
someone who drove or rode to the top are excellent. “Why not,” non-hikers
must reason, “take the direct line down? Those tracks look pretty good?” Yes,
why not?
	I like Officer Holmes’ initial attempt to help this party self-rescue.

It’s the Getting Down
The next two incidents take us to Cannon Cliff. It is not the technical climbing that concerns us here, but the return from it.
	On September 20 at a little after 7 p.m., NHFG was notified of a call
for help from the top of Cannon Cliff. Alison W. and Zachary C. (ages not
reported) were cold and wet in foggy, 45-degree conditions and had no gear
for an overnight stay. Their only light was the cell phone they had used to call.
The pair had climbed the Moby Grape route, topping out at 4:30 p.m., and
then failing to find the trail that climbers use to walk back down. Once night
arrived, they called for help.
Conservation officers responded, leaving at 8:30 p.m. on the trail from
the Profile Lake parking area and making contact with the pair at 10:30 p.m.
From there, the officers requested and received coordinates guiding them to
Kinsman Ridge Trail because they deemed a descent of the climber’s trail too
dangerous in the dark. After reaching the Kinsman Ridge Trail a little after
midnight, the group descended, arriving at the base at 1:30 a.m.
	On July 26 at around 9 p.m., William H.-C., who was in his early 20s,
and his friend, Daniel R. (age not reported), called 911 from the top of
Cannon Cliff. The two could not find a trail down and felt unprepared to
spend the night out. The evening was clear with a temperature around 60
degrees. Two NHFG conservation officers responded. They climbed the old,
unmarked trail from the Profile Lake parking lot and met the two climbers
some 30 yards off the trail, near the site of the now-fallen Old Man of the
Mountain. The officers gave the two men some drink and food and then
guided them down to the parking area. During a subsequent interview, the
officers learned that the two climbers had ascended the Whitney-Gilman
route earlier, then attempted Moby Grape, overextending both selves and day
and becoming benighted and lost.
Though they were wearing helmets and headlamps and carrying a rope,
both men were dressed in cotton and had little else for equipment. The officers
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also learned that the pair was unaware of and had not signed the climbing
log at the base; nor did they have a map or compass. From New Jersey and
Pennsylvania, the two men had learned of the climb via the Internet. This was
their first climb in the White Mountains.
Comment: In both incidents, climbers knew how to get up routes but
lacked planning or foresight to get back down or stay out overnight. None of
these climbers had ever seen Cannon Mountain’s cliffs and did not know the
climbers’ descent path. None of them carried a map. All of them admitted to
officers that they had overextended.
What separates the two incidents is what also joins them: both pairs called
for help, but only one truly needed it. Alison and Zachary were benighted
without lights and gear on a wet, 45-degree night, and so risked hypothermia.
Yes, they might have huddled together and toughed out the night, but their
call is understandable.
William and Daniel’s call, on a clear, 60-degree evening in July, seems a
classic moment of technology trumping sense and independence. Stay the
night; go a little hungry; save yourselves in the morning. That the pair had
also found this climb on the Internet and followed its directions there points
further to the fingertip problem of disconnect between what’s virtual and
what’s real and the experience and common sense needed to thrive in that
real world. And, of course, those called in to rescue are real people, as are the
resources expended to rescue those who press the keys of calling.
As anyone wandering the trails in the Whites, or these pages, will know,
mountain sense (an upland version of common sense) does not always
correlate with academic intelligence. During research, I found that
William had recently been awarded a Fulbright scholarship in molecular and
cellular biology.
	In both cases, conservation officers recommended that those rescued be
charged for the rescue.

Revisiting Your Past
On June 16, Paul R., age 67, and his wife, whose name and age were
unavailable, set out to revisit his past, returning to Mount Washington for
the first time in more than 40 years. The couple took the Cog Railway to
the summit and, beginning at noon, walked down Nelson Crag Trail to the
auto road, then crossed Alpine Garden and on to Tuckerman Ravine and
Tuckerman Ravine Crossover trails to the Crawford Path and Lakes of the
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Clouds Hut, where they spent the night. This mild 3.5-mile hike took the
couple ten hours, during which time Paul injured his toe. The next day, they
departed from the hut at 9 a.m. to descend on Ammonoosuc Ravine Trail.
Throughout the day, a number of hikers on the way up passed the couple.
Barry N. of Jefferson, New Hampshire, passed the two in the morning.
Descending that afternoon, Barry found Paul and his wife barely a hundred
yards lower than their morning meeting. Barry decided to stay with the
couple and help Paul as best he could. As afternoon wore on, it became clear
to Barry and other passersby who had joined the effort to help that Paul
would not get down without a rescue. Paul had been resistant to calling for
help, but at around 4 p.m., he acceded to it. At this time, the couple and three
samaritans were just above Gem Pool, about 1.5 miles from the base. Twentytwo volunteers (from Pemigewasset Valley Search and Rescue, Androscoggin
Valley Search and Rescue, AMC, and Twin Mountain Fire and Rescue) and
four NHFG conservation officers joined two helpers still at the scene in a
carryout. They began at around 6 p.m. and reached the base at 8:30 p.m.
Comment: That Paul outwalked his capabilities is clear. In an interview
with conservation officers, his wife noted that the couple made a bad decision
to descend after the ten-hour effort of the preceding day, and that they had
done little beyond assembling gear to prepare for this hike. People so easily
rise into trouble on Mount Washington. The Cog Railway or the auto road
delivers them into the austere uplands, and then their initial steps amble
downhill. But, of course, the farther people descend on the trails, the deeper
they move into terrain that demands a fitness level and experience that can’t
be purchased with a ticket to the summit, or the past.
Added reminder: 28 people carried Paul down. NHFG recommended
Paul be billed for this rescue.

Major Convergence: 37 Rescued at Night on Minor Mountain
July 19 set conservation officers walking and hikers’ tongues wagging:
37 people needed rescue on New Hampshire’s Mount Major. At 4:15 p.m.,
two Swiss visitors, Moyva Rao N., age 48, and his daughter, Raasida G., age
19, started up the mountain. From the summit, they took the blue trail until
it intersected with some green blazes. Taking them to be trail markers, they
followed the green blazes, which were instead boundary markers, until the
blazes petered out. Lost, they called for help a little before 8 p.m.
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Beginning at nearly the same time, a Massachusetts church group of 35,
including 16 children as young as 3 years old, aimed up Major. They too summited and then spent time admiring the views and picking berries. When
they left the top, they started down a different trail that led away from their
original trailhead; by the time they realized this error, darkness was settling
in. Without lights or overnight provisions they called for help at 8:30 p.m. and
then sat down to wait where they were.
Personnel from Alton’s police and fire departments responded, but they
were hampered by inconsistent phone coverage. They, in turn, called NHFG,
whose officers arrived at 10:30 p.m. Rescuers aimed first for the group of 35
and its children; an Alton Fire Department member found them at 1:30 a.m.
The group was gathered around a fire and singing songs as they waited.
The full rescue crew, with lights and provisions, arrived, and the group
emerged from the woods a little after 3 a.m.
Meanwhile, rescuers summoned a Dartmouth-Hitchcock Advanced
Response Team helicopter to assist with the other search, using searchlights
and forward looking infrared radiometer (FLIR) technology. The helicopter
arrived at 3:45 a.m. Two conservation officers made voice contact with the
lost Swiss hikers at around 4:30 a.m., and the helicopter was brought into
that area, where the hikers were then found. Officers guided them out of
the woods.
Comment: That’s surely a passel of misdirected hikers. Little mountains—
even ones named Major—inspire confidence in people. Nothing could go
wrong on such a little hill, they seem to think. And so, often, people go uphill
at all hours and with little preparation (see also this column’s first incident
on Mount Watatic). Of course, no mountain or woodland feels little when it
gets dark. That darkness always follows light should be enough to get anyone
walking up into the woods and hills to carry headlamps or flashlights; that the
church group didn’t is inexplicable.
The DHART copter draws attention also. Yes, a lot was going on for
searchers and authorities on Major that night. But summoning such thermalimaging technology in the absence of medical emergency (the incident report
makes no reference to such a plight for the Swiss tourists) seems over the top.
The ease with which we press keys runs deeply counter to the spirit many of
us seek in the mountains and to the self-reliance we profess as central.
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How Hurt?
September 20 is the pivot-point of seasons in the valleys, but up high, it
can mean the early onslaught of cold. On that day, the Mount Washington
Observatory reported temperatures in the low 40s, with sustained winds of
50 to 60 mph and very low visibility. In those conditions Suzanne C., age
46, and her friend, Julie L. (age not reported), were crossing Gulfside Trail
between Mounts Adams and Jefferson on their way toward Lakes of the
Clouds Hut when, at around 11:15 a.m., Suzanne slipped on wet rocks and
fell. She felt injured enough to need aid. Julie backtracked to Madison Spring
Hut for help. A hiker came upon Suzanne and advised her not to walk. That
hiker set out in search of a cell phone, coming finally across another hiker
with a phone three-quarters of a mile later. He borrowed the phone, called
911, and, at 12:30 p.m., NHFG was notified.
	Sergeant Mark Ober took charge of the rescue, and, in his later report, he
said that the initial caller had made Suzanne’s injuries out to be “a possible
life-threatening emergency.” Ober responded accordingly, first exploring the
possibility of helicopter rescue (weather wouldn’t permit) and then summoning
a wealth of rescuers (AMC, Randolph Mountain Club, AVSAR, Stonehearth
Open Learning Opportunities [SOLO], and three more conservation officers)
for what would be a challenging carryout from a location above treeline that
was five miles from a road. Also a factor in what became a large and, finally,
puzzling effort was the appearance, over time, of two doctors, both of whom
advised that Suzanne not walk and then moved on themselves.
By 2:15 p.m., initial rescuers from AMC and RMC reported they had
arrived at the scene near the junction of Israel Ridge and Gulfside trails.
They provided added gear and clothing to keep Suzanne warm until other
rescuers arrived.
At 4:52 p.m., Conservation Officers Glen Lucas and Bob Mancini arrived,
and, after assessing Suzanne’s injuries, they radioed that they would try to
help Suzanne walk down via the Lowe’s Path. Meanwhile, other rescuers
were converging on the area. Ober, who was also working with “spotty
communication,” called an AVSAR volunteer and had him hike down to
the 23 volunteers from SOLO, who were climbing Lowe’s Path, and they
agreed to wait in support at the Log Cabin, situated at about 3,000 feet of
elevation. AVSAR volunteers who had ascended Caps Ridge Trail soon joined
the rescue. By now, more than 30 rescuers were active on the mountain.
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By 5:30 p.m., three conservation officers and volunteers from AVSAR,
AMC, and RMC were helping Suzanne walk out; from Thunderstorm
Junction, they turned down Lowe’s Path, and, once they reached treeline,
the conservation officers were confident that she could continue. Ober then
released the SOLO volunteers and others from AVSAR. At 12:30 a.m., the
party escorting Suzanne arrived at the base, where they were met by an
ambulance requested by Suzanne.
	Suzanne told Officer Ober that after she’d fallen, while she waited for Julie
to go to the hut, two doctors, one an emergency-room doctor, and the other
an anesthesiologist, had each checked on her, and each had recommended
that she not move. Suzanne said that she had a cell phone but chose not call
for rescue. The rescue effort had begun when the hiker who found her sitting
down had started the alarm.
Comment: That medical information is redacted from official reports
supplied to me hinders my analysis. Officer Ober’s comment on this rescue
is professionally worded, but a sense of exasperation emanates from it too:
“Unfortunately, this was another case of over-exaggeration of the extent of
injuries. I’m not sure why the calls that came in via 911 reported such severe
injuries, but the bottom line is that the victim was never in any medical
emergency.” He also noted that the doctors “didn’t feel it necessary to stay and
assist in her rescue.”
	I too am puzzled: first by the initial call, launched by a passerby who hiked
three-quarters of a mile to find a phone when, by her report, Suzanne had
one; then by the chimeric appearance of doctors who offered opinions and
then moved off into the fog. So much seems to be missing in this account,
and, without reassembling the whole cast of volunteers and passersby, it’s
impossible to know all the reasons for the scope of this rescue. What is clear is
that NHFG officers, who bear legal leadership responsibility for such rescues,
must err on the side of overcommitment when the call about trouble on the
ridges comes in. That cautious approach must be even stronger when the
weather adds the threat of hypothermia.
	If one places oneself in Suzanne’s boots, uncertain about an injury, then
being advised by doctors against walking, it’s easy to see why she needed the
support and confidence supplied by Officers Lucas and Mancini before she
attempted to walk out herself.
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Suddenly
On September 7, a clear day with mild temperatures, at around 8:30 a.m.,
Chad Denning, age 39, and two friends set out running the trails around
Mount Moosilauke. For Chad, a noted mountain runner, such forays were
part of the fiber of his life. Near noon, the trio paused for a bit on the upper
reaches of Beaver Brook Trail; as they looked out over the Whites, Chad
collapsed. His friends began cardiopulmonary resuscitation, and a passerby
ran down the trail to a place where he could connect a call for help. NHFG
set the wheels of rescue in motion, reaching Chad at 3:30 p.m., but he never
regained consciousness. Conservation officers were joined by volunteers from
Pemigewasset Valley Search and Rescue; Upper Valley Wilderness Response
Team; fire departments from Woodstock, Lincoln, Wentworth, and Warren;
and U.S. Forest Service personnel.
Comment: Chad was a noted endurance athlete in the prime of life, so
his death carries the shock of the unexpected and joins a small, but eyecatching, number of such deaths. Conditioned as we are to see fitness as a way
of fending off mortality, and often operating under the American principle
of more is better, we resist such stories. Still, a review of research suggests
the sudden death in highly trained athletes almost always comes from an
underlying condition not caused by the vigorous exercise, but possibly
activated by it. This presents a sobering message of uncertainty; its counter
may only be found in the focus on and celebration of the moment of life
and the footsteps in which we live it. Here, Chad’s exuberant running on the
slopes many of us cherish offers an example, and, perhaps, some solace. In
place and in the present, we are alive until we are not.

Leaving Jefferson
On August 29, thirteen hikers from a Maine club called the Denmark
Mountain Hikers left Jefferson Notch bound for Mount Jefferson’s summit
via Caps Ridge Trail. The weather was clear and mild. Among the group
was Greg L., age 63. The hikers made good progress up the steep, dry trail,
surmounting its rocky knobs and reveling in the perfect mountain day.
As the group reached the junction where Caps Ridge Trail meets
Cornice Trail, a little after 1 p.m., Greg collapsed. His peers went to him
immediately, beginning CPR, working without panic from the training many
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The Denmark Mountain Hikers just hours before Greg L., in the back at right in sunglasses, collapsed on the Caps Ridge Trail. RICK DENNEN

had in Wilderness First Aid from SOLO. They also called Rick Wilcox of
Mountain Rescue Service and he, in turn, called NHFG, where Sergeant
Mark Ober set about coordinating a rescue. Clear weather and the severe
nature of Greg’s condition led Ober to try for a helicopter rescue, and
DHART agreed to make the attempt. Meanwhile, conservation officers
drove to the summit of Mount Washington and prepared to hike down to
the site, and Mount Washington State Park employee Jim Cyrs was already
on his way there.
By 3:45 p.m., the DHART helicopter hovered overhead, but, despite efforts
by the party of hikers, they could find no landing zone in the steep terrain.
The Denmark Hikers had kept up their CPR for more than two hours, but,
with no response, they finally stopped. The rescue became a recovery, and,
a little before 6 p.m., a National Guard Black Hawk helicopter arrived with
a basket and hoist and lifted Greg’s body from the side of the mountain.
Comment: There is no way of knowing if Greg felt any physical warnings
before his collapse. That sort of private communication and question within
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self rarely surfaces, but it’s important that each of us acknowledges it. What
is clear is the concerted and coordinated effort his companions made to help
him. They had prepared for such a moment, and they tried to meet it.
A question surfaces about helicopter rescues or “extractions” as they are
called in reports: might it make sense for DHART to equip its helicopters
with a basket and hoist so that, like the National Guard, DHART could lift
people from places where landing is impossible? I ask this without knowing
what sort of technical requirements a helicopter must meet to perform such
lifts, but, given that DHART helicopters seem now to be part of the fabric of
rescue, it seems a reasonable question.
	Source note: Details about this rescue come partly from an account
written by Denmark Hiker Alan Crabtree, columnist for the Bridgton (Maine)
News and a retired NHFG conservation officer. Crabtree was part of Greg’s
group on Jefferson.

From Katahdin
Maine’s preeminent mountain isn’t our usual territory; it could generate its
own column. But a summary on the blog Northeast Explorer sent me to some
links and brings you this short story. It is emblematic of the ongoing discussion of how responsive we want our rescuers, both professional and volunteer,
to be.
	On June 27, Justin L., age 17; a friend, Rose R., also 17; and Justin’s
grandfather, Miles S., age 75, climbed Katahdin. On the way down, the two
younger hikers separated from Miles so that they would have time to fish at
the day’s end; the three had agreed to this plan. As dusk deepened, Justin and
Rose grew concerned when Miles didn’t catch up with them. They worried
both for Miles’s health and because he had the car keys. Justin approached a
park ranger and asked that he go back up Hunt Trail to search for Miles.
The park ranger replied that, unless they knew that Miles was injured, it
was up to the threesome to work out his getting down. Anxious about his
grandfather (and anxious also because Rose was too tired to go back up and
would have to wait alone outside their car), Justin repacked his gear and went
up in search of his grandfather. He found Miles a mile and a half up the trail,
sitting on a rock in the dark. Miles had forgotten to bring a light, and, once
darkness came on, he felt it was unsafe to descend any farther, so he sat down
to wait. The two started down and were met soon by a ranger, who had been
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sent up when the rangers had learned that Justin was a minor (he had not told
them earlier).
All ended well, but the Bangor Daily News reported on July 9 that
Justin’s family blasted state park officials for not rescuing Miles. Baxter
State Park’s published and publicized policy, however, argues against such
easy summoning, saying that rangers will only work to rescue those who are
injured. Getting benighted in benign weather doesn’t qualify. Here’s how
Baxter State Park Director Jensen Bissell put it in the article: “‘We try our
best to prepare people,’ Bissell said. ‘We’re going to tell you what you need
and advise you as much as we can. Your safety is something we take as our
responsibility right up until you get to the trailhead. Then, after that, it’s
yours. Think about what could happen,’ Bissell said. ‘Sometimes hikes don’t
go as you plan.’”
	In the Whites, our officials tend toward the responsive end of the rescue
spectrum, when hikers are late or lost, but there have been encouraging
instances of rescuers trying to “talk” people down from the hills before rescuers
go to retrieve the climbers. Given technology’s expansive and expanding reach,
this discussion is bound to recur, at times, loudly. I hope the Katahdinesque
side of self-reliance persuades.
The article drew robust comment: 367 notes before the comment section
was closed (though, per usual with public commentary, the thread degenerated
into name-calling and misinformed anti-government/tax screeds). Of note
was a clear, forceful articulation of the case against easily summoned rescue
and for self-reliance, written by Alex G. of Portland, Maine. “For me, one
of the most exhilarating features of Katahdin is knowing that if I mess up
on a hike, it’s on me to fix it. [Justin L.] is correct that the park’s policy on
this matter is not as clear in the minds of visitors as it should be, even with
the extraordinary lengths park authorities go through to ensure the safety of
visitors. But I think it’s clear on whose back this mess-up is.”

Follow-Up from Winter/Spring 2014 Issue Incident,
“In the Heart of Winter”
On occasion, I check back on the aftermath of an incident to see what results
or lessons it may have imparted. Last winter’s column spent a number of
inches considering the cold, wind-scoured trial undergone by four hikers from
Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania’s Quest program, and the remarkable
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nighttime saving pulled off by rescuers. The Questers were back at it this
winter, driving to and aiming up at Mount Washington in mid-January. I
wondered what changes they might have made after last winter’s incident.
I got in touch, and Brett Simpson, Quest’s executive director, talked with me
over the phone.
	Simpson’s first change was to return to leading the climb himself. With
15 ascents of Washington and high-altitude mountaineering experience
and avalanche 1 and 2 certifications, Simpson brings the sort of training
Washington can ask for. Chief among other changes for this year’s climb were
better screening of participants and training for them. This year’s party of
seven (two guides and five participants) spent a full day training at the base
of Willey Slide before climbing Washington. And they trained and climbed
with upgraded equipment as well. Their training also included practice
with feeding and watering to avoid stops and close consideration of pacing.
Simpson also set checkpoints for the day; at these points, they checked time,
pace, and fitness, ready to turn back if they were too slow, or if someone
was faltering. Also, the two guides carried full packs with shelter and stoves
and backup batteries for both the global positioning system and phone. The
climb, undertaken on a cold, windy day, went well; all seven reached the
top and returned together. Simpson felt that 2014’s harshest incident in the
Quest program’s 43-year history had been a good teacher and that it is a better
program for the experience. Based on our conversation, I concur.

Endnote: Talkin’ ’Bout My Generation
Even a cursory scan of this season’s list from which I chose this column’s
mishaps brings me face to face with . . . myself. Or, if not me, then with my
generation. A disproportionate number of this list’s injured or fallen were
age 60 or older, and I wonder if I am seeing the front end of a trend. It is
clear that many 60-plus folks are intent on keeping on with whatever engages
them. And few can have missed the tiresome refrains that keep appearing: “60
is the new 40”; or, “70 is the new 50”; or, “80 is new 20.” Okay, I made the
last one up, but you get the drift.
	Still, repetition or cliché often includes some truth. It does seem that my
generation is aiming uphill in larger numbers than were past generations, and
that is reflected also in accidents. For me, the key question is not whether we
should head out and up—we should—but rather how much accrued wisdom
we take with us, and use, when we do.
—Sandy Stott
Accidents Editor
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Blue Heron Morning

Yesterday was a Bergen morning,
but today my thoughts of Norway
vanish, as four blue herons
alight on the water like
the ones at Arbor Lake
or Ada Hayden Park.
In the August–Iowa shade,
I watch how they waft over water,
like white puffs of dandelion seed,
or “the tuba-dor’s” bass notes
by the bur oak tree,
a subtle and elegant sanity.
In the distance, a white cross
tops the hill, wings spread
like the porcelain egret
stretching at the edge of the marsh.
The sail of a boat smooths by
a fleet of mallards scooting on the lake.
A goldfinch flirting in the sunflowers
startles my serenity.
Ten years of morning walks,
and I am awake.
Laura Sweeney

Laura Sweeney facilitates Writers for Life in central Iowa. Her recent publications
include poems in The Daily Palette, Pilgrimage, Poetica, Broad!, Negative Capability
Press, Evening Street Review and the Journal of Poetry Therapy, and essays in The Good
Men Project and the anthology Farmscape: The Changing Rural Environment (edited
by Mary Swander, Ice Cube Press, 2012).
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Alpina
A semi-annual review of mountaineering in the greater ranges

Alaska
Denali National Park and Preserve 2014. The 2014 season lacked the 2013
season hoopla associated with the celebration of the centennial of the 1913 first
ascent of Mt McKinley (20,320 ft) by Hudson Stuck’s expedition. Slightly
more climbers attempted the mountain in 2014: 1,204 versus 1,151 in the
previous year, both numbers less than typical recently. In 2014, the weather
was persistently cold and stormy, and only 429 climbed the mountain, far
less than the record 787 scored in sunny, warm 2013. Six climbers (out of the
twelve who tried) reached the summit of Mt Foraker (17,400 ft)—a good
score for Foraker.
	One climber, Sylvia Montag, 39, died in 2014, the same as the death toll
for 2013. For the mountain, that is a good record. (In 2011, nine died; in 2012,
six.) Montag’s death in early May illustrates the risk of attempting McKinley
early in the season when the rangers and other rescue staff and equipment
are still low on the mountain. At that time of year, no one staffs the 17,200-ft
High Camp on the West Buttress route.
Montag, of Tacoma, Washington, climbed with Mike Fuchs, 34, of Berlin,
Germany. They began on the Muldrow Glacier route in April. On May 3,
they reached the 18,200-ft Denali Pass, where high winds forced them to
camp for two nights. Debilitated and short of supplies, they elected to try for
the unoccupied High Camp on the West Buttress route. They divided their
survival supplies and proceeded unroped, but soon became separated. The
faster Fuchs reached High Camp at 11 a.m. on May 5 and called the ranger
station to report that Montag, carrying the tent and limited food, had not
reached camp. He hoped she had bivouacked near Denali Pass. At the time,
no other climbers were above 14,200 ft on the mountain. The only National
Park Service ranger patrol was encamped at 7,800 ft. Weather prevented a
helicopter search until the evening of May 7, when Montag’s body was spotted
on Peters Glacier about 800 ft below the Muldrow traverse. The helicopter
crew evacuated Fuchs from High Camp to Talkeetna for treatment. A ground
crew later recovered Montag’s body.
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Eight other more minor search-and-rescue operations (below the recent
average of fifteen per season) included a dubious first. A whitewater kayaker
flipped, then lost, his craft on the West Fork of the Yentna River. He swam
to shore and activated a Personal Locator Beacon. Mountaineering rangers
picked him up with a helicopter and flew him to Talkeetna, where he was
treated for minor injuries.
As usual, most of the climbers registered on McKinley were from the
United States, and most of those came from Alaska, Washington, Colorado,
and California. Most international climbers were from Canada followed by
the United Kingdom and Poland (Japan no longer sends many climbers).
South Korea and an unlikely contender, the United Arab Emirates, each sent
25 climbers. The busiest month was June with 330 climbers reaching the top.
The biggest day was June 4, with 99 summits. Both are far from record numbers. The 153 women attempting McKinley composed 13 percent of the total.
The summit success rate for women was 33 percent compared with 36 percent for all climbers. Both success percentages are far below recent averages
because of the severe weather.
	In the Denali National Park and Preserve, “new routes and notable
ascents,” let alone first ascents, are becoming difficult to find, but climbers
still try. Kilian Jornet acclimatized on the West Buttress. He then used skis
and crampons on June 7 in a solo round-trip of a route called the “Rescue
Gully variation”: Kahiltna Base Camp to McKinley summit and back in 11
hours and 48 minutes, beating the best previous time by almost five hours. In
March, John Frieh, Jason Stuckey, and Brad Farra made the first winter ascent
of the French Ridge on Mt Huntington. The big climb of the season was by
Colorado climbers Kevin Cooper and Ryan Jennings, who, after more than a
decade of planning and waiting for good conditions, climbed an “ephemeral
and futuristic” route up the true N Face of Mt Johnson. (Johnson is adjacent
to the better-known Mt Grosvenor.) Cooper and Jennings prepared a route
onto the face, then retired to wait for better weather. Starting up on May 1,
they climbed 4,000 ft of new ground during the next three days, reaching
the summit on May 4. They made a hazardous descent between Johnson and
Grosvenor to reach their base camp after 81 hours out.
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Nepal Himalaya
Post-monsoon 2013. The conventional wisdom has long been that
mountaineers should avoid climbing in the post-monsoon season—
October and November—in Nepal because the monsoon may end late and
overlap with the beginning of the high-altitude winter snows. Commercial
expeditions usually don’t risk post-monsoon trips. Climbers in 2013, as in
2012, went against the usual advice and climbed during that season, but most
of them were making repeat climbs of established routes, particularly those
peakbagging on 8,000-m and high 7,000-m peaks.
	In post-monsoon 2013, 180 expeditions attempted 35 mountains; 260 team
members reached the summit of their desired peak with the help of 185 hired
supporters. Five deaths were reported: 2 members and 3 hired supporters.
(The death numbers in post-monsoon 2012 were much higher, distorted
by the avalanche on Manaslu (8,163 m), which killed 11 in a single event.)
Despite the 35 different mountains attempted, the bulk of the mountaineers
concentrated their activity on a few higher peaks. On Cho Oyu (8,188 m),
69 members summited; on Manaslu, 66; on the surprising Himlung Himal
(7,126 m), 57; and on the easier Ama Dablam (6,814 m), 57. All of these
ascents were on the normal (easiest) routes. On no other mountain did
climbers summiting number more than 8 in autumn 2013.
The only members to die in the season were Petr Machold, 40, and Jakub
Vanek, 29, both of the Czech Republic, who were reported to have disappeared
on October 12 at about 6,600 m on the W Face of the SE Ridge of Baruntse
(7,152 m). Three Sherpas died in a single avalanche on Himlung. All were
working on route preparation at about 5,700 m when the avalanche hit at
about 10 a.m. on September 29. Kaji Sherpa, 42, was working for a private
Netherlands expedition, and Tendi Sherpa, 44, and Ngim Pasang Sherpa, 35,
were employed by a New Zealand commercial group.
First ascents still occur in Nepal, although increasingly on mountains no
one has heard of. Those claimed in the fall season were all near the border
with Tibet and of no more than moderate height. Bamongo (6,400 m)
is in the Rolwaling region on the border. Mingma Gyalje Sherpa, Pema
Chhiring Sherpa, and Yong Liu of China climbed the SW Face to the SW
Ridge on October 30, reaching the top at 2:45 p.m. Chhubche (5,602 m) is
in the Damodar Himal area, NNE of the popular trekking peak Pisang. On
November 16, Britons Brian Jackson and Hugh Wrightson, Pasang Sherpa,
and Tendi Wangya Sherpa climbed the W Face to the SE Ridge, reaching
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the top of Chhubche at noon, the first ascent of that peak. Frenchmen Max
Benoit and Sebastien Moatti made the first ascent of Triangle Peak (6,484
m) on October 9. The climb was a sort of consolation prize after their failure
on Shisha Pangma. They approached Triangle from the Tibetan side. Triangle
lies in the Jugal Himal, NNW of Dome Blanc on the Tibetan Border.
The outstanding climbs of the post-monsoon season were the only two
ascents of the difficult and dangerous Annapurna (8,091 m), both on a new
S Face route. The well-known Swiss speed climber Ueli Steck pioneered the
route solo. After a short acclimatization, he established a low camp on the
face, then started up. He used his signature tactic: he traded the security and
weight of survival gear for the riskier security of climbing fast. He reached the
summit at 1 p.m. on October 9 and immediately started back down. He did
the entire climb in just 28 hours, the fastest Annapurna climb ever. The cold
but otherwise ideal conditions on the usually unstable mountain helped.
After a longer acclimatization, Frenchmen Yannick Graziani and
Stephane Benoist started up what is now called the Steck Route on
October 17. Conditions had deteriorated on the face, and the climbers were
already wearied by their preparations. They finally summited on October 25
at 11 a.m. Debilitated, both reached safety and a helicopter evacuation three
days later. They had spent ten days on the face proper, both suffered frostbite
and exhaustion, and were fortunate to come out alive.
The Piolets d’Or award honors alpinism at the highest level. At the awards
ceremony in March 2014 at Chamonix and Courmayeur, Steck received the
“golden ice ax” as “one of the two representative examples of the state of
mountaineering today.” Graziani and Benoist were presented with a special
Brotherhood of the Rope award for “demonstrating that a partnership can be
greater than the sum of its parts.” The Piolets d’Or website lists major ascents
for 2014, from which the 2015 recipients will be chosen, at pioletsdor.com.
Pre-monsoon 2014. Of course, the major story of the pre-monsoon
(spring) season was the avalanche disaster in the Icefall on Everest (8,848
m) on April 18 and the subsequent major consequences for mountaineering
activity and Nepal’s tourist economy. A preliminary account of the disaster
was given in Alpina (Appalachia, Winter/Spring 2015, LXVI no. 1) and a wide
variety of other preliminary accounts have appeared in various media. We now
have more detailed information, principally from the extraordinarily valuable
reference the Himalayan Database. The Icefall avalanche of April 18 killed
sixteen Nepalese, mostly ethnic Sherpas, and injured at least nine others. The
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disaster was initially handled insensitively by the large commercial operators
and the Nepalese ministries, and some of the Sherpas, perhaps the younger
and more sophisticated, then threatened the ministries and the commercial
operators with a work action. They also appealed to the media, all in a search
for more benefits. As a perhaps unintended result, Everest was effectively
closed to climbing from the south by April 21.
	Only one group evaded the closure. Wang Jing, a businesswoman from
China, hired a helicopter, which flew her and three Sherpas past the Icefall.
The four reached the summit on May 23, the only ascent of the season from the
south. They then descended to a point above the Icefall and helicoptered back
over the blockade. Other clients and foreign mountaineers who had hoped
to climb from the south abandoned Base Camp in late April. Apparently few
or none of them found it possible to switch to the north side for an Everest
attempt.
The effect of the south-side closure on spring mountaineering statistics
for Nepal was major because commercial expeditions normally crowd
Everest in the spring. In 2014, of 66 expeditions signed up for Everest,
only 10 (15.2 percent) succeeded; 52 members and 73 hired reached the
summit. The Icefall fatalities were the only deaths on Everest that season.
On other mountains, 4 members and 3 hired died. In all of Nepal, 162
expeditions took place, of which 40 succeeded (25 percent); 127 members
and 124 hired reached the summit.
Although it is misleading to speak of a normal season in the mountains,
numbers for the spring season of 2013 offer a basis of comparison. That was
a bad season; 18 died in Nepal. It breaks down this way: On Everest, 88
expeditions signed up, 70 (79.5 percent) succeeded; 308 members and 353
hired reached the top; 4 members and 4 hired died. In all of Nepal that year,
198 expeditions set out; 112 (56.6 percent) were successful; 395 members and
353 hired reached the top. On other mountains, 10 fatalities (8 members, 2
hired) were recorded.
Consider only the north-side experience on Everest in spring 2014.
Thirteen expeditions set out on that side. Nine of them, or 69.2 percent,
succeeded, versus 79.5 percent for both sides in 2014—roughly comparable
given the small sample size in 2014. Because of the extensive support system
associated with commercial expedition efforts on the mountain, Everest
typically has a relatively high rate of success in the spring season, its great
height notwithstanding.
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	I have demonstrated previously in these notes (as others have elsewhere)
that, in the usual spring season, well more than half of the money spent on
expeditions is for Everest, primarily by commercial groups. In spring 2014,
the economic situation was obviously far different. The school solution for
this sort of analysis is to follow the money. But answers to the necessary
questions—how much money was there? where did it go? who benefited? and
who lost?—are not easily found by me or anyone else. The Sherpas did gain
improved benefits for death and injury, and the media publicity produced
some generous contributions to the Sherpas. Of course, this could not make
up for the death of the family’s principal income provider. A substantial
portion of the money flow in a commercial expedition is committed up
front: client payments in part, permits and other government fees, insurance
premiums, and the like. Probably little of the up-front expenditure was
refunded, and thus some portion stayed in Nepal. The popular and wellregarded blogger Alan Arnette has posted extensive historical information on
the costs and money flow in Everest commercial expeditions. His postings
look at the problem from the standpoint of the climber interested in buying
his way to the top of Everest, but provide a good idea of the complexity of the
economic question.
Regardless of who won and who lost, it is clear that few on the Nepalese
side of Everest want to repeat the closure of the south-side route. There apparently were no climbs of Everest in autumn 2014. Traditionally, commercial
expeditions have avoided that season on Everest. Commercial operators were
advertising trips to the mountain for the 2015 spring season. For more detail,
again see Arnette’s postings at alanarnette.com/blog/. But for most, the only
“lesson learned” seems to be: no matter what, don’t close the mountain.
Trekking disaster in the autumn of 2014. Beginning on October 14, a
heavy snowstorm and consequent series of avalanches hit the popular northcentral trekking area around Annapurna and Dhaulagiri in the Manang and
Mustang districts. The storm, said to be the worst in ten years, dropped nearly
six feet of snow in twelve hours. At least 43 persons, including at least 21
trekkers, died. When search-and-rescue operations were formally ended on
October 19, as many as 400 people had been rescued, 175 had injuries, mostly
frostbite, and a surprising 50 were still listed as “missing.” The event is called
Nepal’s worst trekking disaster.
Trekking is an important source of income to Nepal and the Nepalese,
but is not at all a risk-free pastime. No one seems to keep track of deaths
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and injuries associated with the trekking activities each year, but they certainly occur. Lists of mountaineering deaths do not include those of trekkers
unless they happen on the (misnamed) “trekking peaks.” Perhaps the worst
previous trekking disaster occurred in 1995. On November 9 and 10, 1995,
a major snowstorm dropped three to six feet of snow on many of Nepal’s
mountains—particularly in the Khumbu-Gokyo region. Fewer trekkers were
reported dead, but local people and their animals suffered severely.
Autumn is a favorite season for trekking in Nepal. In theory (not always in
actuality), a period of pleasant weather follows the end of the monsoon and
lasts until the onset of winter snows. Trekkers provide an economic boon to
the Sherpas and others accompanying them as well as to the many inns and
guesthouses at a time when mountaineering is less busy.
	I have trekked twice in Nepal, both times in the autumn, but rather long
ago, in 1972 and 1992. The first trek with Jimmy Roberts’s Mountain Travel
Nepal was from early November to early December. We indeed had mostly
sunny and pleasant weather until our highest camp, Gorak Shep below Everest at about 5,000 m. On November 26, about two feet of snow fell. We
were the only large group still that high. (We had eighteen members, a good
number of Sherpas and porters, and a trekking permit, which had been duly
checked at Namche Bazar.) Even then, a few trekkers operated unofficially.
At Gorak Shep, we met two Americans who were out on their own and an
English woman accompanied by a Sherpa. Both parties would have been at
significant danger in the snowstorm without our group. We provided them
with some food and drink, shelter, and, of course, trail breaking on the way
down. At a lower altitude, there was less snow, which quickly melted.
The trek in 1992 was a two-week Appalachian Mountain Club trip to
the Annapurna–Dhaulagiri area supported by a Kathmandu-based Sherpa
company. (We were about a one- or two-day walk south of the area of the
2014 disaster.) The weather was generally poor with many rainy days and,
at our high point, a little snow. Even then, we noticed a large number of
young European or New Zealand trekkers, operating on very low budgets
and evading the few, poorly manned checkpoints. These trekkers would have
been at substantial risk in the event of heavy snows.
Following the 2014 disaster, the Ministry of Tourism, which is responsible
for trekking, came close to blaming the victim, referring to “cheaper tourists”
who did not want to hire individual guides. Trekking is a very big business
in the Annapurna–Dhaulagiri area with more than 100,000 trekkers in 2013,
so more tactful wording shortly followed. Nevertheless, easy and cheap
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transportation from Kathmandu because of extensive road construction, and
sketchy enforcement of trekking regulations encourages many low-budget
trekkers who are poorly prepared to handle difficult weather. In 2012, the
ministry issued a regulation requiring the hiring of one skilled guide for
each trekker, but the regulation was never enforced. Other proposals—
individual global positioning system locators, a new trekking registry, and
more and better checkpoints—are also expensive and difficult to implement.
A better weather warning system, involving improved weather information
transmitted directly to the extensive network of trekker lodges, would be
more cost effective, and more likely to get life-saving information to those
who avoid registration.

Everest 1996 Redux
Eighteen years after the disastrous 1996 spring season on Everest,
Lou Kasischke has written a book, After the Wind (Good Hart Publishing
LC, 2014), adding to a monstrous pile of information and disinformation
in all media. The book is subtitled One Survivor’s Story and were it no more
than that it could be left to those who like survivor stories. Until the 2014
season, the 1996 spring Everest deaths were the most tragic on the mountain.
Most of the earlier reports focused on the two largest commercial expeditions,
Rob Hall’s Adventure Consultants and Scott Fischer’s Mountain Madness.
Kasischke’s book also might appeal to those collecting the rationalizations
made by those knowing that climbing Everest by the Normal Route is expensive,
extraordinarily uncomfortable, and quite dangerous—while providing very
minor personal prestige—but attempt it anyway. But Kasischke claims
more for his book: several major novel insights into the “real” causes of
the disaster.
Kasischke has never been a major figure in accounts of the tragedy. He
was a skilled climber with no Himalayan experience and no practice with the
use of supplemental oxygen. He turned back before reaching the summit and
returned to his tent on the S Col just before the worst of the storm. Because
he could not make his oxygen set work, he was severely hypoxic and snowblind. He suffered alone in the tent on the night of May 10–11, participated in
none of the rescue attempts, and was essentially a passenger on the eventual
escape from the S Col.
Evaluation of Kasischke’s claims requires familiarization or re-familiarization with at least two major books from 1997: Jon Krakauer’s Into Thin Air
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(Villard) and The Climb (St. Martins) by Anatoli Boukreev and G. Weston
DeWalt. Krakauer was an Adventure Consultants client and Boukreev was
lead guide for Mountain Madness. Thin Air, by far the most popular book
on the tragedy (and the most popular American mountain book of the late
twentieth century), makes a fair attempt at objectivity except on the behavior
of Boukreev, where Krakauer has always shown, many believe, unreasonable
prejudice. Climb attempts to redress this injustice and gives much additional
detail on Fischer, his guides, and his clients.
The first of Kasischke’s insights—that Krakauer’s assignment as a journalist
for a popular outing magazine exacerbated the competition between Fischer
and Hall through the expected increase in publicity—reverses cause and
effect. The American Fischer’s attempt to enter the Everest commercial market
threatened New Zealander Hall’s near monopoly of well-to-do American
clients. The intense competition caused both to avidly seek publicity. When
Hall outbid Fischer for Krakauer, Fischer signed up Sandy Hill Pittman, who
already had an agreement with an NBC website. The competition caused the
publicity, not the other way around.
	In two chapters of his book, “The Same Day Decision” and “The Hedge,”
Kasischke develops with little justification a complex thesis, a conspiracy
theory with a nod to the mathematical theory of games. The factual basis is
that Hall and Fischer originally agreed to try for the summit on different days,
but then—after a discussion witnessed by no one—decided to shoot for the
same day, May 10. Kasischke asserts that the intent was to ensure that either
both leaders would succeed (get many clients to the top) or that both would
fail. This plot would in some unclear fashion benefit Fischer and Hall to the
detriment of their clients. It is simpler to note that Hall chose May 10 early on
because he had succeeded on that day in previous years. Fischer’s clients could
not complete acclimatization before May 10. Fischer was burning his oxygen
supplies at a high rate, could not afford to buy more, and thus could not agree
to let Hall go first and then wait for an indeterminate later day. Also, shooting
for the same day allowed the two expeditions—both short of experienced
guides and Sherpas—to combine efforts, as they did plan to do. Fischer could
also benefit by following the more experienced Hall and watching his turnaround decisions.
Kasischke is also severely critical of most of the professional guides,
including the leaders, on both expeditions. Most agree that both Hall and
Fischer made bad and apparently irrational decisions on May 10, for which
both suffered painful deaths. Krakauer suggests that the fact that both were
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exhausted and hypoxic (and Fischer probably ill) account for their irrationality.
Other judgments of the expeditions’ performance are highly subjective.
A more objective assessment of the effectiveness of the two groups on May
10 and its aftermath can be based on a summary of the unquestioned results:
•

For Rob Hall’s Adventure Consultants—eight reached the summit:
Hall; guides Mike Groom and Andy Harris; clients Krakauer, Yasuko
Namba, and Doug Hansen; and two Sherpas. Of these, four died:
Hall, Harris, Namba, and Hansen. Beck Weathers, who did not
summit, was horribly crippled and disfigured by frostbite.

•

For Scott Fischer’s Mountain Madness—thirteen reached the summit: Fischer, guides Neal Beidleman and Boukreev; clients Martin
Adams, Charlotte Fox, Lene Gammelgaard, Tim Madsen, Sandy Pittman, Klev Schoening, and four Sherpas. Of these, only Fischer died.
Because of their own strength and the heroic actions of Boukreev and
Beidleman, none of the clients suffered permanent physical damage
from the harrowing descent in the storm.

Without question, the spring 2014 season on Everest supplants spring 1996
as the worst Everest season ever. Unless major changes are made to the
commercial expedition model for getting clients to the summit, spring 2014
will not hold that sad title indefinitely. The fixed path up the south-side
Normal Route remains a single-track railroad incapable of rapidly carrying
heavy two-way travel. On a few select days each spring, more than 100
climbers struggle to reach the summit. At some points, not just in the Icefall
or above the S Col, bottlenecks and long lines form as climbers wait to climb
or descend. If, because of inadequate meteorology or poor communication
with the climbers, an unforeseen storm like that of 1996 should strike on one
of those days, many more climbers will die. The 2015 earthquake and avalanches
appeared to have already exceeded the 2014 record as we went to press.
Acknowledgments. These notes are based partly on accounts in the American
Alpine Journal, the Himalayan Journal, and their electronic supplements. The
use of the valuable reference source the Himalayan Database is also gratefully
acknowledged.
								—Jeffery Parrette
								
Alpina Editor
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A Way of Seeing
When I saw the first
		
monarch of mid-summer,
			
so transfixed was I by its dark orange wings,
I hesitated for what may
		
have been an eternal instant, when
			I said aloud, Monarch, and it flew around me,
as it might around milkweed
		
pod, although the milkweed has
			
not quite ripened here in mid-July. It floated
around me like a friend,
		
an ally; it settled on the ground, to display its
			
wings, fanning them open, fanning them closed,
then leaving them unfolded,
		
to reveal the small finger-length of black
			
thorax and abdomen, the white spots bejeweling
the black rims of its wings
		
that divide the lush orange,
			
as if they were panes of stained glass, fanned
and fanned again,
		
as if to say, How well made; how
			
orange my wings that migrate south thousands of miles;
or maybe I spoke
		
those words aloud, no matter;
			
because, when I moved, the monarch rose up,
and sauntered across
		
summer air. I stopped, breathed in
			
a reminder of the morning, a brightness and
fulfillment vanishing;
		
endangered and soon extinct, as
			
when we look and see, there in the empty air.
							Wally Swist

						
Wally Swist’s books include Huang Po and the Dimensions of Love (Southern
Illinois University Press, 2012) and Daodejing: An Interpretation, with David Breeden
and Steven Schroeder (Lamar University Press, 2014). His new poems appear in
Commonweal and North American Review.
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Resilience

Fish of origin, native to this stream,
vermiculation over deep green back,
red dots haloed in blue, tropical orange below,
sips the spring mayfly and summer ant.
Surviving April flood and August drought,
with scarred sides and torn tail, he leaves the
osprey hungry, the heron unfed.
To a sudden brawl with bland new rivals,
whose ragged fins mark them dumped from a
concrete world, boarding-house reaches perfected,
pouched bellies grown one pellet at a time.
All gathering in water cloudy from an
upstream dredge, the flow warm through a
hemlock forest which falls by an intruder
from another land.
Wild brook trout live here.
Paul Weidknecht

Paul Weidknecht’s work has appeared most recently in The Wayfarer: A Journal of
Contemplative Literature, Pisgah Review, Clackamas Literary Review, and The Quotable.
Previous story publications include Rosebud, Shenandoah, and The Los Angeles Review,
among others. He lives in Phillipsburg, New Jersey.
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News and Notes
AMC Protects Baker Mountain in Maine
In January, the Appalachian Mountain Club, with assistance from The Nature
Conservancy, purchased scenic and ecologically significant lands on and
around Baker Mountain in the 100-Mile Wilderness region near Greenville,
Maine.
The deal conserves the second highest peak in Maine between Bigelow
Mountain and Katahdin, as well as the headwaters of the West Branch of the
Pleasant River, a vibrant wild brook trout fishery. The property lies within an
unfragmented roadless area of mature hardwood and softwood forest, which
also includes the preferred habitat of the rare Bicknell’s thrush.
“Baker Mountain was surrounded by conservation lands, but the Baker
Mountain tract itself was not protected. It was ‘the hole in the doughnut,’
and with this purchase, the AMC and its conservation partner, TNC, have
ensured that this ecologically significant land will be protected,” said AMC
Senior Vice President Walter Graff.
The land will be managed for a variety of uses, including recreation, habitat
protection, and sustainable forestry. The AMC will be providing pedestrian
access to the land. The AMC purchased two adjacent parcels abutting its
Katahdin Iron Works property: 3,111 acres from the Prentiss & Carlisle Group
and Plum Creek Timber Co., and a separate parcel comprising 1,200 acres
from Plum Creek.
TNC was a key partner in the acquisition, Graff noted. TNC holds a
“forever wild” conservation easement on the first parcel covering about
three-quarters of Baker Mountain, including its 3,521-foot summit, to ensure
permanent protection of the land’s ecological values, he said.
The second parcel is permanently protected by the Moosehead Regional
Conservation Easement, held by the Forest Society of Maine. “Conserving
Baker Mountain for future generations is a tremendous accomplishment,
not just for its strategic location, surrounded by conserved lands, but also
for what this project represents,” said Michael Tetreault, director of TNC
in Maine. “It supports the Appalachian Mountain Club’s efforts to provide
a unique backcountry recreation experience, while conserving an important
ecological gem in Baker Mountain, within a mosaic of working forest lands.”
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Land acquisition, establishment of a stewardship endowment fund, and
related costs totaled about $2.4 million, according to Graff. The Baker Mountain acquisition was made possible largely by the generosity of Steven C.
Leuthold and his family. After touring the area extensively, the family was
committed to seeing this project through to completion.
Also donating to the effort was a small group of loyal AMC donors, who
helped protect Baker Mountain. The AMC also used proceeds from the sale
of verified carbon emission offset credits from its ecological reserve lands as
an important funding source. By encouraging natural forest growth on its
10,000-acre ecological reserve, the AMC is preserving stored carbon in the
forest while realizing an additional revenue stream through the sale of these
Climate Action Reserve-registered credits.
The Baker Mountain purchases are the latest milestones in the AMC’s
Maine Woods Initiative, a plan for land conservation in the 100-Mile
Wilderness region that addresses regional ecological and economic needs
through outdoor recreation, resource protection, sustainable forestry, and
community partnerships.
The transactions bring the AMC’s conservation and recreation land holdings in the 100-Mile Wilderness region to some 70,000 acres.
More information on the AMC’s Maine Woods Initiative is available
at outdoors.org/mwi. TNC has 1 million members and has helped protect
more than 1.5 million acres throughout Maine and nearly 120 million acres
worldwide. Visit The Nature Conservancy on the Web at nature.org/maine.
—AMC

AMC Will Open Program Center in Harriman State Park
The Appalachian Mountain Club will renovate a former youth camp in
New York’s Harriman State Park into an outdoor program and training center following an agreement signed in March with the Palisades Interstate
Park Commission.
The club will invest in excess of $1 million into the facility on the shore
of Breakneck Pond, 30 miles north of New York City. The center is expected
to open in summer 2016. John Judge, AMC president and CEO, said that
the club begins this long-term partnership with the Palisades Interstate Park
Commission (PIPC) and the New York State Parks in order to expand its
impact in the greater New York City area.
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The AMC will work with PIPC to renovate and reopen cabins, tent platforms,
and three-sided shelters. It will build remote camping sites while preserving
the undeveloped, wild character of the site. The camp will accommodate 140
and include common program space, a waterfront, and a dining hall with
self-service kitchen. The AMC will offer a shuttle service connecting the location to nearby trains.
The new outdoor center will allow the AMC to expand its Youth Opportunities Program for underserved and urban youth. YOP provides youth
agencies with outdoor leadership training, equipment, and technical assistance, and it will offer the Breakneck Pond site to agencies at reduced rates.
Each year YOP helps more than 35,000 young people hike, canoe, or camp,
often for the first time. The AMC will use the new site for Teen Volunteer
Trails and Teen Wilderness Adventures programs, and for its long-running
Mountain Leadership School. AMC chapter volunteers may offer programs
for members and the public.
The AMC’s work in New York City area dates back more than a century.
The AMC’s New York–North Jersey Chapter was founded in 1912 and today
leads hundreds of trips each year and maintains trails in cooperation with the
New York-New Jersey Trail Conference. The AMC runs a program office at
the West Side YMCA near Central Park for the chapter and Youth Opportunities Program, operates the Mohican Outdoor Center in the Delaware Water
Gap National Recreation Area in New Jersey, and publishes hiking, paddling,
and multi-sport guides for the Hudson Valley, Catskills, and Adirondacks.
—AMC

Voluntary N.H. “hikeSafe” Cards Available
In January, New Hampshire Fish and Game began selling annual voluntary
“hikeSafe” cards to raise money for the department’s search-and-rescue
fund. Cardholders will not be held responsible for the expense of a rescue
if authorities deem them negligent. They still will be charged if their actions
are deemed reckless or intentional. The cost of the card, good from time of
purchase through the end of the calendar year, is $25 for individuals and
$35 for families. Buy cards online at wildnh.com/safe. Anyone with a valid
New Hampshire hunting or fishing license, or a current registration for an
off-highway recreational vehicle, snowmobile, or boat, is also exempt from
repaying rescue costs resulting from negligence. The Appalachian Mountain
Club is working to make sure its members and guests are aware of the
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card as a voluntary way to support funding of search and rescue in New
Hampshire. The AMC sees the “hikeSafe” card as one tool in a broader effort
to address NHFG’s overall funding challenges. The legislation establishing the
registration card also reestablished a commission to study the department’s
financial sustainability, especially in light of declining sales of fishing and
hunting licenses, and that is an important step toward resolving NHFG’s
funding problems.
—From press releases

Making Friends with Low Places
A fundamental part of the human perspective is that things above us seem
positive and things below us, negative. We try to get “up” for the big game,
and when we’re sad, we’re “down in the dumps.” Maybe this is why the Grand
Canyon is so often seen but so seldom actually experienced. About 4.5 million people visit the Grand Canyon yearly, but only about 40,000 permits
for spending the night below the rim are issued annually. After taking all the
trouble to get there, less than 1 percent of the visitors will actually get their
shoes dirty below the rim.
	I visited the Grand Canyon three times between 1970 and 1982. My family
and I blasted through the standard South Rim visit when I was 15 on a trip
“out West” from my childhood home in Connecticut. It was astonishing, like
a visual thunderclap. My second visit in 1975 was briefer. My best friend, Tim,
and I stopped by en route from Connecticut to San Jose, California, on the
way to college. In 1982, while my wife, Karen, and I were stationed at Williams Air Force Base east of Phoenix, we drove to the Grand Canyon for a long
weekend of camping. I was looking for something there that I did not find.
	Seventeen years later, we returned with our two teenage daughters, and it
was then, early in the morning of July 4, 1999, that I finally crossed the invisible barrier that had kept me above the rim.
With our daughters, Kate and Jill, we started down before the sun rose,
leaving the South Kaibab trailhead behind and beginning our hike to Phantom Ranch at the bottom of the Grand Canyon. All of us had good footwear, and each of us carried a serious day pack with hydration bladders, extra
clothes, and enough emergency gear to make it plain to our daughters that
this wasn’t another walk in the park. I had made them carry packs full of textbooks on trails back home. Jill had complained, “We’re the only family that
has to get in shape to go on vacation!”
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The bridge to Phantom Ranch at the bottom of the Grand Canyon, where less than 1
percent of visitors venture. LISA DENSMORE BALLARD

We would go down 4,780 feet over 7 miles that day. A sign warned of
“extreme heat conditions” that could lead to injury or death. If somehow the
words didn’t get our attention, the skull and crossbones would.
The Grand Canyon isn’t really pretty. It’s a harsh and barren world of
abrupt drops and cacti and desiccating sun. It’s a world-class work of erosion
still in progress, a gash through the skin of the planet. Right from my first
glance, I realized that this place hadn’t made any accommodation for us in
any way. Dante’s warning at the Gates of Hell applies: Abandon all hope, all
ye who enter here.
	South Kaibab Trail drops over the edge of a vertical face and switchbacks
immediately back and forth down a cliff. Our oldest daughter, Kate, has
never been a fan of heights, so we had barely passed the skull and crossbones
sign before she was challenged. Walking along the face, practically leaning
onto the uphill rocks was OK, but making the turn at the switch, she had to
leave the cliff behind her and walk directly toward the drop.
As we hiked down, the color of the dust on my boots changed from terracotta red to limestone gray and finally to a dark black-green. The size of
the landscape hit me. Oddly, in the necessarily enclosed space of a canyon,
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it felt infinite. The silence below the rim is so solid and real; it seemed there
could be no end to it, as if the entire world must have gone silent when we
tipped over the edge. With every step, the perspective changes; every step
took us more and more into the middle of it, and every step made us smaller
by comparison.
	It got hotter. The pleasantly cool 50s at the rim were a distant memory
by the time we reached the river. It was over 110 degrees at Phantom Ranch,
which sits on the north side of the river where Bright Angel Creek flows in
from the North Rim. Grass grows along the banks, and trees provide leafy
shade. There are tiny cabins, men’s and women’s bunkhouses, and a central
mess hall. The really wonderful surprise was Bright Angel Creek itself. The
water from Bright Angel Creek is piped to the restaurants along the South
Rim. Visitors to Phantom Ranch also use the creek; the cool waters have been
stopped into a series of wading pools by small stone dams, so when we tired
of the heat, we simply took a dip.
That night, at the bottom of the Grand Canyon, while brilliant desert
stars shone above us and black rocky walls hugged us on all sides, we listened
to a ranger. He compared the Grand Canyon to Mount Washington in New
Hampshire. We had hiked from a spot nearly 1,000 feet above the elevation
of Washington’s summit to a point 100 feet lower than its base.
Drop the highest peak in New England (Mount Washington, 6,288 feet)
into the Grand Canyon and its frozen and windswept weather station won’t
even be within 1,000 feet of the rim. At one point, the ranger turned and
pointed to some tiny flickering lights high in the distance. “Do you know
what those lights are?” he asked. None of us ventured an answer. “Those,” he
continued, “are tourists trying to capture nearly 2,000 square miles of canyon
with the flash from a disposable camera. They won’t have anything when
they get home to remember this night. But you”—and I swear the ranger was
looking straight at our daughters—“you are the one-percenters. Of all the
millions of visitors to the Grand Canyon, less than one percent ever makes it
here, to the river, to the heart of the canyon.” Later, as we walked back to our
bunks, Jill said, “Dad, we’re the one-percenters!”
	I crossed the barrier again in the fall of 2014 when I descended the South
Kaibab Trail to the bottom of the canyon. This time I was hiking solo and
camping out. The Grand Canyon did not try to make friends with me. There
is a masterpiece being created down there, in the dark, low places beneath the
endless western horizon, and if you seek only the sunlit heights where angels
tread, you’ll miss it.
—Clay B. Cook
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On a Walk Through the Northeast, Considering the Environment
I stood alone on the summit of Mount Mansfield, the highest peak in Vermont’s Green Mountains. On the distant horizon, the sun set over the Adirondacks as the night rose over the White Mountains. I was nearing the end of
my 534-mile traverse of New England, through some of the most beautiful
wilderness I have ever seen.
	It’s difficult to journey through the Northeast on backcountry trails. The
northern Appalachian Mountains lie close to the urban metropolis of the
Northeast. I followed the Long Path in New York and New Jersey, the Appalachian Trail into Connecticut and Massachusetts, and joined the Long Trail
of Vermont. I crossed three regions and land that has been protected, and
some that has not.
The Long Path crosses a region known as the Hudson Highlands, where it
joins with the Appalachian Trail. The Highlands lie just north of Manhattan,
along the Hudson River, and are extremely diverse geographically because of
the effects of the last glacial period. Today, this 25 million-acre region acts as a
catch basin, providing drinking water for millions of people. The few remaining unpreserved areas are in danger of deforestation, which could affect water
quality. The Highlands are being developed at a rate of more than 5,000 acres
per year in New York and New Jersey alone, according to the U.S. Forest Service. Initiatives such as the federal Highlands Conservation Act of 2004, and
the designation of nearly 22,000-acre Sterling Forest State Park in Orange
County, New York, show progress toward conservation.
Leaving the Long Path, the Appalachian Trail runs along the western side
of Connecticut and Massachusetts through the Berkshire Mountains. The
Berkshire region provides a large outlet for recreation and, like the Highlands, a water source. This region, too, faces the constant threat of development. Fortunately, the Berkshires have benefited from several conservation
programs and projects furthering its protection.
The Appalachian Trail joins the Long Trail in the Green Mountains, where
400,000 acres in eight Wilderness Areas are preserved. This land includes
the sensitive subalpine biomes found at the higher elevations. The prospect
of development threatens these forests, too, but some economic development here is responsible forest use. With its abundance of preserved land and
remoteness to the urban areas, the Green Mountains are the least threatened
of all the landscapes I saw.
	Standing on the summit of Mansfield, I was reminded of the importance
of these natural environments and the role they play in allowing us to connect
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with nature. Without these lands, a traverse of New England would not be
possible, and the problems other trails have found is a testament to this.
As I consider what makes humans want to develop land, I consider living
more responsibly as an individual. As individuals, each of us can make a difference by consuming less, recycling more, and supporting environmentally
friendly companies. To continue to be good advocates and stewards of these
God-given lands is to continue to have them to experience and enjoy.
—John Fox
Editor’s note: For more about conservation efforts in some of the areas John Fox
explored, see outdoors.org/conservation/wherewework/index.cfm.

John Fox at the end of his New England rambles, at the northern end of the Long Trail.
COURTESY OF JOHN FOX
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Books of Note
The Mom List: Books straight out of the box
Mom sends me the best things in the mail. Back in college,
it was the surprise check that made rent easier; in my twenties, it was Priority
Mail boxes with hand-cut construction paper rabbit faces (or fireworks,
or turkeys, depending) filled with impossible-to-find-elsewhere goodies
from California. Lately, she’s sent books. And because my mom is a smart
lady who read me Shakespeare before I could speak, I generally trust her
recommendations (except, of course, her obsession with paperback submarine
novels, which I don’t get).
Wild showed up over the summer. Of course I’d been meaning to read
it because everywhere you go someone is talking about Cheryl Strayed's
memoir, and it’s still on the New York Times bestseller list. I’ve heard two
kinds of critiques. People either love the book, or feel betrayed by reality
that Strayed isn’t really a badass. True, in her telling of her section hike of the
Pacific Crest Trail, she’s the first to admit that she doesn’t do anything first, or
unique, or even especially well. No first ascents, no escape from certain death,
no pioneering. But the expedition itself is not the point of her narrative. Her
journey is literal and figurative, the route a metaphor. Through the conduit of
the mountain path and solitude, Strayed passes through her own wilderness.
Her detailed descriptions of the exquisite physical suffering of her hike, and
the endurance she somehow mustered, certainly inspired me as I puffed my
bike slowly up Wildcat Hill many a morning. And isn’t that what a good
story does? It doesn’t boast, it boosts. Because we all seek those transformative
moments wrought only from suffering and endurance.
Last fall, The Emerald Mile appeared, and my boyfriend immediately
nabbed it. It made Outside’s list of the best adventure books of 2013, and
National Public Radio featured an interview with the author. Ken Fedarko, a
journalist and raft guide, wrote the story of three guides’ illicit attempt at the
fastest run through the Grand Canyon on the raging waters of the historic
1983 El Niño–swollen Colorado River. It must be an exciting book, certainly,
since I found my boyfriend reading it while standing and drinking coffee at
6 a.m. But the adventure is part of a greater story. Fedarko also dwells on the
unique beauty and history of the Grand Canyon. It was so good, my boyfriend kept on reading right into the acknowledgments.
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My mom loves survival stories—
Into Thin Air (by Jon Krakauer,
Villard, 1997) has made a permanent
home on her bookshelf next to the
classics. So I wasn’t surprised when
she shipped me Steve Callahan’s
somewhat grisly memoir Adrift.
The book chronicles Callahan’s
extraordinary 76-day solo survival
adrift in the Atlantic, and it’s as
suspenseful and tense as anyone
could want. When Callahan’s yacht
sinks off the Canary Islands, he’s
lucky to deploy his life raft and
gather some limited supplies—
just enough to make it possible to
eke out survival. He meets every
life-or-death challenge head-on, like
the breakdown of his solar stills or
the rending of his raft by a thrashing
fish. It’s the kind of book that makes
you content to live your average
life, wherein you have access to . . .
oh . . . drinking water. Whenever
you want.
	Other notable adventure books
folks are talking about: Gone Feral
by Novella Carpenter and In the
Kingdom of Ice by Hampton Sides.
Gone Feral takes on the challenging
theme of a daughter confronting
the life and legacy of her father.
Carpenter’s father, a survivalist living
in the wilderness of Idaho, goes
missing. She sets out to find him, in
every sense. Sides’s In the Kingdom
of Ice tells the story of the USS
Jeannette’s 1879 polar expedition

Wild: From Lost to Found
on the Pacific Crest Trail
By Cheryl Strayed
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2012
315 pages. ISBN 978-0-307-59273-6.
Price: $15.95 (hardcover)
The Emerald Mile:
The Epic Story of the Fastest
Ride in History Through
the Heart of the Grand Canyon
By Ken Fedarko
New York: Scribner, 2014
448 pages. ISBN 978-1-4391-5986-6.
Price: $17.00 (paperback)
Adrift: Seventy-Six Days
Lost at Sea
By Steve Callahan
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 2002
237 pages. ISBN 0-618-25732-2.
Price: $14.95 (paperback)
Gone Feral: Tracking My Dad
Through the Wild
By Novella Carpenter
New York: Penguin Press, 2014
212 pages. ISBN 978-1-59420-443-2.
Price: $26.95 (hardcover)
In the Kingdom of Ice: The Grand
and Terrible Polar Voyage
of the USS Jeannette
By Hampton Sides
New York: Doubleday, 2014
480 pages. ISBN 978-0-385-53537-3.
Price: $28.95 (hardcover)
Semi-Rad, semi-rad.com/
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seeking a passage through the Bering Strait to the North Pole. The wooden
three-masted ship spends 21 months caught in ice pack, the crew surviving on
polar bears and seals, until the ship is crushed by the floe. The expeditioneers
are forced to begin a 1,000-mile trek over melting sea ice to Siberia.
And consider checking out Brendan Leonard’s blog, “Semi-Rad,” which
is dedicated to “adventures for the everyman and woman”—because not all
of us have the inborn aptitude, time, funding, or desire to be death-defying
mountaineers advancing on unclimbed precipices. Leonard’s blog honors the
way life really is by exploring the fun and the love of every expedition, no
matter that his readers hike on the weekends.
	I’ll be waiting on Mom’s next box and next adventure—whether it contains
oceans or mountains, deserts or wild beasts (and hopefully some goodies from
Ikedas Market too). The trial, the trail, the glory, or the disaster—the often
indistinguishable in-between at the heart of adventure.
—Maia Rauschenberg

The Geology of New
Hampshire’s White Mountains
By J. Dykstra Eusden, Woodrow B.
Thompson, Brian K. Fowler, P. Thom
Davis, Wallace A. Bothner, Richard
A. Boisvert, and John W. Creasy
Lyme, New Hampshire:
Durand Press, 2013
175 pages. ISBN 0-9708324-8-1.
Price: $35.00 (paperback)
No matter what level geophile you may be, if you love the
stunning, massive, physical White Mountains, you’ll like this book about
their origins. Hiker or sedentary observer, artist or engineer, amateur
geologist or pro, The Geology of New Hampshire’s White Mountains was written
for you.
Distinguished geologists all, the authors bring forth the great range in
all its uplifts, dips and strikes, foldings, glaciations, deglaciations, and other
ancient glories, whether igneous, sedimentary, metamorphic, plutonic, or
tectonic. To help us grasp otherwise unimaginable deep time—the planet’s
4.6 billion-year span of eons, epochs, and eras—the writers have us visualize a
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common yardstick. Each inch equals 128 million years. Earth begins forming
at inch zero. The White Mountains start at 32 inches, a half-billion years
ago. At inch 35.8, the Ice Age hits. The first pioneers, caribou-hunting PaleoIndians, enter the mountains at 35.999 inches, 12,500 years before the present.
	Inch 36 represents today. How humbling.
Along the yardstick, we witness plate convergences, volcanoes, riftspawned oceans, intrusive and extrusive magmas cooling to hard rock, milethick ice sheets of continent size overriding Mount Washington, and local
glaciers plucking out cirques such as Tuckerman and Huntington ravines.
Raymond Cataract, located between the two bowls, is not transformed into
a cirque. The authors explain why. They also resolve a stratigraphic paradox:
why Washington summit rocks are older than Pinkham Notch rocks reposing
4,000 feet below.
And we learn that the current mountain surface lay miles beneath the
ancient one. The missing six to nine miles of rock have “long since eroded
away . . . one sand grain at a time . . . to the continental shelf.” Yet the peaks
were never six to nine miles taller. They topped at 15,000 feet. Our geologists
explicate lucidly, analogizing mountain building and icebergs.
More:
	Some granites decompose a quarter-inch each year. The Appalachians
once rested at the Equator. “The intense [plate] collision that deformed
and metamorphosed” the Whites occurred at inch 32.67 on the deep-time
yardstick. The Atlantic Ocean annually widens at “about the same rate as
your fingernails grow.” A 6-foot-tall granitic cavity in the Moat Range is
“lined with crystals.” Subglacial streams can run uphill. And, “from a geologic
perspective, it is . . . remarkable that [the Old Man of the Mountain] lasted
as long as it did.”
Two former Appalachian Mountain Club hutmen—Brian Fowler and
Thom Davis—are among the seven writers. All generously acknowledge
their contemporary researchers and forbears. The latter include Dartmouth
College’s Charles Hitchcock, an AMC charter member whose 1878 report
on glacial markings “was one of the earliest scientific studies” published in
Appalachia. Special homage is paid to Harvard University’s Marland Billings
and his wife, Kay, for their twentieth-century work in stratigraphy.
Field geology can be complex, and written geology inscrutable, but the
authors simplify the science without being simplistic. The prose is consistent
and clean, as if produced by a single hand. Yes, a lay reader must stretch to
understand some concepts, but most are laid out plainly. The maps, photos,
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and diagrams are excellent, many worth lingering over. A good glossary and
substantial bibliography are appended.
Three pebble-sized quibbles: (1) An index would greatly help. (2) At 8.5 by
11 inches, the book is sized well, but is bound on the short axis, probably to
allow for the vivid, necessarily horizontal exhibits. This makes for a physically
inconvenient read and awkward notating, and the volume won’t happily
occupy a shelf. (For a more functional 8.5-by-11 format, see The Geologic Story
of Yosemite National Park by N. King Huber [U.S. Geological Survey, 1987].)
And (3), in expository writing, even a few exclamation points are too many,
especially when statements of extraordinary geological fact exclaim themselves
naturally. (Which they do!)
But please do not dwell on these granular matters. They are pulverized
to insignificance, disgorged in the glacial outwash, and shuffled seaward,
invisible on the yardstick.
	One who dips and strikes into The Geology of New Hampshire’s White
Mountains will see a grand range afresh and will experience, via expert guides,
a heightened understanding of beautiful landforms, which means a deepened
appreciation of profound time.
P.S. On your tour, picnic at inch 35.5 to watch the Presidentials shed a
kilometer of rock in an eye-blink of 50 million years.
—W. Kent Olson

Along the Appalachian Trail: New Jersey,
New York, and Connecticut
By Leonard M. Adkins and the
Appalachian Trail Conservancy
Charleston, South Carolina:
Arcadia Publishing, 2014
128 pages. ISBN: 978-1-4671-2151-4.
Price: $21.99 (paperback)
The photo album. We all have one . . .
somewhere. The bound pages are collections
of snapshots sleeved or glued onto pages. The
photos are chronologically ordered or haphazardly collected, in focus or fuzzy.
Group shots of known and forgotten family members and friends dominate.
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Mixed in are backlit mountain or ocean sunset scenes, and still-life images
of flowers, leaves, or the backyard tomato harvest. We love these albums. We
save them. We share them. They tell our story.
This book collects 222 photographs documenting “the establishment,
construction, maintenance, and protection” of the Appalachian Trail in New
Jersey, New York, and Connecticut. Unlike most family album-keepers,
Leonard Adkins knows each photograph’s who, what, where, and why.
The oldest image is an 1890 one-room schoolhouse in Browntown, New
Jersey. The most recent is smoke rising from the September 11, 2001, World
Trade Center as seen from Prospect Rock, New York, about 60 miles from
Lower Manhattan. Included in the book are seventeen hiking photographs,
three trail bridge photos, fourteen trail shelter images, seventeen shots of trail
maintenance and construction, six waterfall and stream photographs, five
camping shots, and much more. But more than 20 percent of the photos
in this book are individuals or groups of folks standing still looking into a
camera lens. Maybe you can you hear someone cooing, “Say cheese,” and
then a shutter clicking. These static and posed pictures aren’t breathtaking for
sure, but they are a tender way to look backward.
We see Emma “Grandma” Gatewood, who, at age 67, was the first woman
Appalachian Trail solo thru-hiker; a young Benton MacKaye, the “father”
of the AT; first thru-hiker Earl Shaffer; and Warren Doyle, one of the AT’s
first speed hikers (his 1973 66-day, 8-hour record has since been broken).
We notice hikers in hobnail boots and jodhpur pants and the evolution of
backpacks from rucksacks to external frame packs. We see the members of
the New York chapter of the Green Mountain Club wearing neckties atop
1,803-foot-high High Point, New Jersey. We see trail volunteers coaxing boulders into place as they wear catcher’s shin guards. We glance at a “chum” privy
(an outhouse without a cover) in Connecticut.
The book is a friendly page-turner and quick read. Most of these pictures
aren’t suitable for framing. But together they tell a passionate story. The people
pictured in this book may not rival the Corps of Discovery’s “undaunted
courage,” but their trailblazing foresight is notable, their perseverance
is enviable. Sadly, I saw no photographs of people of color in this album.
Nevertheless, in Adkins’s book, we see the faces of the people who conceived,
built, and nurtured more than 210 miles of the AT’s 2,181-mile footpath. We
surely owe them a heartfelt thanks. If the cliché that a single photograph is
worth a thousand words is true, then this small book speaks many thousands.
—Skip Weisenburger
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Denali’s Howl: The Deadliest Climbing
Disaster on America’s Wildest Peak
By Andy Hall (George Andrew Hall, Jr.)
New York: Dutton, June 2014
252 pages. ISBN 978-0-525-95406-4.
Price $27.95 (hardcover)
Author Andy Hall lived in Denali
National Park during the summer of 1967,
but he was only 5 years old and does not
remember much about the tragic deaths of
seven members of the Wilcox expedition
on Mount McKinley. But he has long felt
the push to study what happened, no
doubt intending to defend his father, George Andrew Hall, Sr., who was the
National Park Service administrator that year. The younger Hall has written a
detailed and apparently objective account of the twelve-member expedition,
assembling information not easily available elsewhere.
A long list of books and articles have examined the events and drawn
various conclusions about fault for the tragedy—some indicting the NPS for
failure to mount and effect a rescue.
The NPS and others probably had underestimated the dangers of
McKinley (Denali) because, although climbers first explored McKinley in
the early years of the twentieth century and climbed it by the Muldrow
Glacier route in 1913, only four mountaineering deaths had been recorded
by summer 1967. The limited number of deaths was partly the result of the
skill and hardihood of previous ascenders, but also reflected the relatively
rare trips to the remote mountain in the early years. By 1967, this was
changing rapidly—many more expeditions were attempting the mountain,
and the expedition members’ strengths were typically not up to those who’d
preceded them. George Hall, a professional park service administrator with
no mountaineering experience, had recently taken charge of the park. Some
of the park rangers were experienced mountaineers and could act for Hall
in mountaineering decisions, but apparently none of the 1967 rangers had
climbed extensively on McKinley—a situation very different from the present
Denali, where rangers and volunteers staff high camps and routinely carry
out rescues with the help of an on-call helicopter. In 1967, George Hall or his
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designee could request (usually through a third party) rescues or flyovers, but
NPS had neither qualified rescue staff nor direct control of aircraft.
Joe Wilcox started planning a climb by the Muldrow route in 1966.
(The Muldrow route was longer than the already popular West Buttress but
was cheaper, because it did not require the rental of small planes to fly in
expedition members and supplies.) Wilcox, who described himself as “not
gregarious,” had difficulty assembling a team. The older, more experienced
Jerry Clark became deputy leader and recruited a number of his friends.
Wilcox had written an ill-conceived letter to Bradford Washburn—who was
so experienced on the mountain that he was a sort of Mr. Mount McKinley—
causing Washburn to interpret the Wilcox expedition as primarily publicity
seeking. Washburn reacted angrily with a vitriolic letter that he copied to
George Hall, saying, “I am amazed that the National Park Service would
grant a permit of such a weird undertaking.” This letter made the park rangers
look critically at the relatively weak Wilcox group.
Howard Snyder of Colorado also started work on a Muldrow-route
climb in 1966, assembled a team of four (the minimum allowed by park
regulations), and made careful preparations, including climbs of high-altitude
peaks in Mexico. He later wrote one of the better accounts of the disaster:
The Hall of the Mountain King (Scribner, 1973). NPS rangers suggested that
the Snyder and Wilcox groups combine. Neither party felt much enthusiasm
for a linkup, until a member of Snyder’s expedition had an auto accident,
dropping the group size below the required four. So the groups joined, but
the three “Coloradans”— Snyder, Paul Schlichter, and Jerry Lewis—remained
a separate group within the larger one. The rest of the group, assembled in
“mail-order” fashion, was less integrated than the Coloradans. Decisions were
complex and slow.
The NPS rangers required the less experienced Wilcox members to train
in snow and ice mountaineering techniques at Mount Rainier. The rangers
also dictated equipment requirements intended to improve the expedition’s
chances of a safe climb. The rangers were happy to learn that an experienced
and well-equipped group from the Mountaineering Club of Alaska planned
to attempt the mountain by the Muldrow route. That group included several
climbers with extensive rescue experience, including the leader, Bill Babcock.
They agreed to act as “onsite backup” for the Wilcox expedition.
	NPS may also have taken comfort in the idea that for the first time its
rangers would have direct radio communication with an expedition while
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it was on the mountain. There was no parkwide landline telephone net,
and most “rapid” communication was by a voice radio system centered
at Eielson Visitor Center north of McKinley. The radio system worked
slowly and uncertainly, both within the park and for communication with
NPS authorities and others outside the park. Clark, an electrical engineer,
suggested using then-new citizens band (CB) radios, which were light, had
better battery life, and were relatively cheap.
The CB radios worked well, and the Eielson operators taped many
conversations, which Andy Hall listened to and transcribed in the book. The
value of these transmissions at important points was vitiated by shockingly
poor voice-radio procedure and discipline. (Full disclosure: I was a signal
corps officer for a couple of years and have strict views on the importance of
proper voice procedure when it is critical that messages be transmitted and
understood even in poor reception conditions.)
Hall also noted a serious miscommunication between Wilcox and
NPS staff. This was probably caused partly by poor voice radio protocol,
particularly Wilcox’s persistent use of the obsolete “roger” (left over from the
pre-1957 military voice alphabet where it meant only “message received”) for
all degrees of affirmation. The criticized communication was with Eielson
operators at 4:45 p.m. July 23, which, as shown later, was far too late to affect
the fate of those on the upper mountain, almost surely already dead or dying.
Andy Hall’s conclusion is tentative, and he does not express it clearly. It
might be paraphrased thus: A number of serious errors and oversights indeed
occurred, but a storm of unprecedented magnitude and high-altitude winds
of 100 mph or more lasting for a week prevented the survival of those who
died, despite human actions taken or not taken.
Among the serious errors identified: The Wilcox expedition did not
carry complete shovels and snow saws with them to high altitude, which
could have given them a chance to construct snow shelters when the storm
struck, “a staggering mistake” made to reduce the weight carried. None of the
members—including the better-prepared Coloradans—had ever practiced
building snow caves and igloos or embanking tents for protection against
storms. Babcock said, “You have to practice and practice to get good at
digging caves and building walls and igloos. You have to [practice] a lot . . .
[to] actually whip one out in an hour or so.” It is unlikely that the debilitated
second summit team could have made and maintained an adequate snow
shelter in the teeth of a growing storm even with better tools than ice axes and
mittened hands.
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And so now, with information from Hall’s and Snyder’s books, we can
construct the following narrative:
July 15: The first summit team, Wilcox and the three Coloradans,
climbed from the highest camp VII (17,900 feet) to the summit (20,320
feet) and returned. All twelve expedition members were in Camp VII
that evening.
July 16: The team remained in Camp VII.
July 17: The Coloradans, Wilcox, and Anshel Schiff left at noon,
descending to Camp VI. Six others—Jerry Clark, Walt Taylor, Dennis Luchterhand, Mark McLaughlin, Hank Janes, and (probably) John
Russell—left for the summit at 3 p.m. or later. (Steve Taylor was ill and
stayed at Camp VII.)
July 17–18: Late that night everyone on that second summit team,
except Russell who may have turned back, lost the track and had to
bivouac in the open with only sleeping bags as shelter.
July 18: Clark, Walt Taylor, Luchterhand, Janes, and McLaughlin
radioed from the summit at 11:30 a.m. They did not mention Russell.
Radio contact was lost after this. Three bodies were eventually found.
Steve Taylor’s body was found in the destroyed remnants of his tent
at Camp VII. Those of (probably) Luchterhand and Walt Taylor lay
frozen near Archdeacon’s Tower, well off the normal route of descent.
Those two apparently perished trying a shortcut to Camp VII. The five
who reached the summit, tired and slow from their cold bivouac, probably got caught in the storm that afternoon and died that night.
July 19: Steve Taylor, who besides not feeling well was a weaker
climber, may have tried to descend in a brief clearing. But he must have
returned to his tent and died when high winds destroyed it.
July 20: Wilcox, Snyder, and Schlichter made a short unsuccessful
try upward.
July 23: The Coloradans, Wilcox, and Schiff descended with
difficulty from Camp VI to Camp V at 12,100 feet.
	In assessing the inevitability of the seven deaths, one must review the
actions of the Wilcox group’s deputy leader, Jerry Clark, who led the second
summit team. He was 31 years old and the most experienced. He thought
his judgment and skills superior to those of the younger Wilcox and Snyder.
Actually, Clark was out of condition, a slow climber, and dilatory in decision
making and implementing his choices. Clark proved to be fatally inflexible.
For example, on the morning of July 15, Clark did not prepare to climb
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with the first ascent group although a joint rope of eight had been planned.
Several of the members were not yet at Camp VII and Luchterhand was ill; so
only Clark, Janes, McLaughlin, and Perry could have climbed with the first
summit group. Had Clark not delayed, the combined group would have been
slower, returned later on July 15, ahead of the bad weather on the 16th.
And when Clark delayed again on the morning of July 17—calling Eielson
twice in a fruitless attempt to get a weather forecast (thus further depleting
his battery pack)—the second summit team set out too late, at 3 p.m. (Snyder
points out in his 1973 book that had that second group left at noon, they
might have gotten back that night. Although they would have been exhausted
and forced to stay in camp on July 18, they could have helped to preserve the
tents in Camp VII against the storm.)
There’s more that a short review cannot detail. Andy Hall’s book adds
much to what we already knew about the 1967 disaster. It’s clear now that
Clark’s judgment and decisions were indeed disastrously poor, but the structure of the Wilcox expedition leadership was such that no one—not Wilcox,
not Snyder, nor any of Clark’s friends and companions—could gainsay his
bad decisions.
—Jeffery Parrette

Walden Warming: Climate Change
Comes to Thoreau’s Woods
By Richard B. Primack
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2014
253 pages. ISBN: 978-0-226-68268-6.
Price: $26.00 (hardcover)
One of the remarkable things about
Henry David Thoreau, so often mistaken for
a misanthrope and a hermit, is his ability to
connect us—his fellow human creatures—with
the wonders and vicissitudes of nature. “A lake is
the landscape’s most beautiful and expressive feature,” he wrote in his 1854 book, Walden. “It is earth’s eye, looking into which
the beholder measures the depth of his own nature.” Thoreau continues to be
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one of our strongest links to the life teeming around us and to amaze us with
his relevancy, 160 years after the publication of his most widely known work.
Author Richard B. Primack, a professor of biology at Boston University
and an accomplished naturalist, reads Thoreau well when he says that Walden
is “in the end . . . about exploring the human spirit and its place within the
natural world and human society.” Primack appeals to that human spirit in
this presentation of his research into climate change. Essentially, he is trying
to compel us to change by offering us an argument we can’t refuse, using data
collected from Thoreau’s time to the present.
When Primack began his field research in 2002, hoping to find early
evidence of seasonal phenomena that he and his graduate students could
compare with their own observations, he was unaware of Thoreau’s meticulous
charts documenting, among other observations, the annual flowering dates of
spring plants and the annual ice-out of Walden Pond, the day each year when
the pond broke free of winter’s grip. A colleague eventually led Primack to
Thoreau’s journals and charts, and that discovery shaped the work that became
this book. Using Concord (Massachusetts)’s native son as a key primary
resource, Primack decided to make Thoreau country his base of operations,
largely because it is a landscape protected by aggressive conservation measures
that have kept Concord rich with flora and fauna of the kind he wished to
study. Primack also used Thoreau’s words as inspirational backdrop to his
work, citing them at the start of each of the book’s fourteen chapters and as
insightful commentary throughout.
With the help of students, colleagues, and current Concordians over a
dozen years, Primack charted a variety of local indicators, including flowering
times, ice-outs, first spring bird sightings, bee activity, insect hatching, fish life
cycles, and leaf senescence, and measured them against earlier observations
collected by Thoreau as well as by several other citizen naturalists past and
present. Over time, Primack noted that several traditional harbingers of
spring were arriving in Concord earlier than they had in Thoreau’s time, three
to six weeks earlier in many cases, and Primack became ever more convinced
that our planet’s climate is shifting dramatically toward warmer temperatures.
Environmental science journalist Jennifer Weeks offers a comprehensive
summary of Primack’s findings in the Winter/Spring 2015 issue of Appalachia
(Research, "Thoreau Would Not Know Walden's Seasons Today, Scientist
Finds," pages 140-143). For an excellent overview of the details of the research,
I highly recommend reading her article.
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Many of Primack’s findings have been published in scientific journals,
which leads to some unnecessary redundancy from chapter to chapter. This
expanded treatment of his work in book form is geared toward the general
reader and ends up elucidating his process as much if not more than his
conclusions. At times, the book reads like a memoir or journal, complete with
personal anecdotes and tales of the lows as well as the highs of the research
experience. Primack tells us what went wrong as well as what went right,
and he is willing to include opinions from skeptics as he seeks to prove that
the differences in the natural behavior he is noting are actually caused by
climate change. For readers interested in understanding how much patience,
perseverance, resilience, and sense of purpose are needed to conduct reliable
scientific studies, this book can serve as a useful primer.
At times, the extensive personal anecdotes detract from the compelling
nature of the results he is putting forward, clouding their impact on the reader.
For example, it is difficult to equate the effects of climate change on Boston
Marathon runners with the dire health dangers associated with a rise in the
mosquito population. But one has the sense that Primack uses wide-ranging
examples of this sort to reach his readers where they are before leading them
to where he’d like them to be.
Despite his assertion that “the world is changing for the worse,” Primack
avoids apocalyptic language here, preferring to urge us, as Thoreau did in
Walden, to “live simply and wisely.” He ends the book with an afterword that
outlines practical ways we can chart climate change ourselves by becoming
“citizen scientists” like Thoreau and like-minded Concord residents through
the decades. This urge to action frames Primack’s work in hope rather than
despair. “Things do not change; we change,” wrote Thoreau in the conclusion
to Walden. Primack is asking us to accept that responsibility and to act on it.
—Lucille Stott
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The Land Breakers
By John Ehle; introduction by Linda Spalding
New York: New York Review Books, 2014
368 pages. ISBN: 978-1-59017-763-1.
Price: $17.95 (paperback)
It’s easy for those who love mountains
to feel a kinship with pioneers. But we are no
kin, really, unless we have planted corn through
high fields of bull nettle, made lye from log ash,
hammered groundhog leather into shoes, and
raised stock we drive back to the lowlands in the
brief window before raging winter. Without having done all this, we are not
kin at all.
We may approach as outliers, though, if we read The Land Breakers,
John Ehle’s magnificent 1964 novel, now republished. It’s the first in his cycle
of seven mountain novels, covering five years between 1779 and 1784, in one
of the original Appalachian wilderness settlements.
The taciturn hero appears in the first paragraph: a young man who seems
to be “eight feet tall when he’s leaning over.” He and his wife are reckoning
with their impulsive purchase of 640 acres of bottomland. They never meant
to do it, but now they’re climbing up and down and up again, six days from
the nearest North Carolina town, to a “world of mountain secrets, lost ways
and weasels,” with “not a clearing, not a house, not a shed.”
	In this unshorn place, “a man was no bigger than a gnat on the belly of a
horse.” But they dig in, laboriously and expectantly, day by day, and over the
next few years, other strangers arrive who fight and forgive because they must
coexist to survive. Slowly, wilderness is wrestled into settlement.
They had no time, not a minute, for frivolous satisfactions. Yet, in Ehle’s
almost Biblical plotting, they had time for ardor, deception, and violence. A
man courted a woman by leaving the hindquarters of a deer on her stoop. A
patriarch married his niece for convenience and ruled her with “a swayless
will.” This book includes births, too many deaths, and what could be the
most horrific reptilian scene in all of serious literature. Readers will bushwhack among these mountains with fearsome awe and love its settlers, even
though we can never be their true kin.
—Elissa Ely
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Hanging On: A Life Inside British
Climbing’s Golden Age
By Martin Boysen
Sheffield, United Kingdom:
Vertebrate Publishing, 2014
265 pages. ISBN 978-1-910240-00-7.
Price: £20 (hardcover)
British climbing has had several golden
ages, such as the 1860s in the Alps and the
Everest years of the past century. Martin Boysen
is nevertheless justified in his subtitle. The time
of his greatest activity, 1960 to 1976, saw many
triumphs as well as the inevitable fatalities.
Born in 1940, Boysen was a precocious rock climber and soon became
one of the “hard men” of the time. In a relatively brief expedition career, he
ventured to Cerro Torre, Latok, Ama Dablam, Changabang, and of course,
Mount Everest. He was a key member of Chris Bonington’s 1970 team on
the South Face of Annapurna; their climb changed everything in Himalayan climbing. It was the first time such a long technical route had been
attempted—and achieved—at altitude.
Perhaps the effort that Boysen most sharply remembered is his struggle for
the first ascent of Trango Tower, a daunting hunk of high-altitude granite in
the Karakoram. Boysen was leading what should have been one of the final
pitches when his knee became stuck in a crack—permanently, it appeared.
Several hours of panicky effort, including sharpening a piton into a knifeedge, set him free. The climb was over, but the story was not: Boysen returned
the next year and led the crack climbing, watching his knees carefully. This
was a triumph, but one of Boysen’s last in the big peaks. In the late 1970s, he
left the expedition world. The book is nearly over at this point.
Why did he stop? One reason was to spare his family the hazardous trips
and long absences. Note: Boysen devotes more time to his wife than do most
of his notoriously oblivious peers. Maggie appears in six photographs. Then
there are the casualties—a long list of prominent climbers, some of them close
friends. No amount of skill or caution can provide sure safety in mountains
where the temperature drops and the wind rises with altitude and avalanches
are an abiding, unpredictable threat.
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And then Boysen experienced a major rejection. Bonington told him,
“Martin, I’m afraid I haven’t picked you for K2.” K2, the second-highest
mountain in the world and one of the hardest, had seen few ascents, none
by a Briton. Boysen had every expectation of inclusion: he had performed
well with Bonington on Annapurna and Everest. He might have had a
foretaste of disappointment when he was effectively denied a summit attempt
on Annapurna: “I felt angry and abandoned.” But missing out on K2 felt
altogether worse. Boysen comments with uncharacteristic bitterness, “I was
no longer a member of Team Bonington. . . . I felt a deep disappointment and
the pain of a long friendship betrayed”.
Although he soon left the universe of expeditions, he did not stop climbing.
One of the happiest photos in the book shows him, in his 70s, on British
rock with his partner and contemporary, Rab Carrington. Many prominent
British mountaineers of the past century have produced memoirs. Boysen’s
is one of the best. It is written with humility and humor. The photographs,
color and otherwise, are excellent. There is no better place to gain a sense of
British climbing of the period.
—Steven Jervis

Outdoors with Kids: Maine,
New Hampshire, and Vermont
By Ethan Hipple and Yemaya St.Clair
Boston: Appalachian Mountain Club, 2014
244 pages. ISBN 978-1-62842-003-6.
Price: $18.95 (paperback)
Among all my hikes and paddles over the
decades, the best were with our son, Tom. They
included all 67 of the New England 4,000-footers, the Long Trail, Lake Champlain, the Erie
Canal, and countless outings closer to home starting when he was a toddler. I’m thrilled that Tom,
who now lives a couple thousand miles away, remains passionate about outdoor
adventure and that whenever we get together, a climb or kayak voyage is part of
the itinerary.
Ethan Hipple and Yemaya St.Clair admirably extol the benefits of
such parent-child bonding in their detailed, extensively researched and
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well-organized volume, part of the Appalachian Mountain Club’s series of
family-oriented guides.
Descriptions of the 75 trips include not just distances, degrees of difficulty,
dog-friendliness, and directions, but also special features such as picking
blueberries on the open summit of Foss Mountain in Eaton, New Hampshire;
wandering among giant glacial boulders among The Bubbles near Bar Harbor,
Maine; and enjoying spectacular waterfalls and swimming holes near Silver
Lake in Brandon, Vermont.
Like all AMC guidebooks, Outdoors With Kids: Maine, New Hampshire,
and Vermont contains helpful charts, detailed maps, and appealing
photographs.
Reading the various trips brought back many warm memories and a
few wistful reflections—“Gee, I wish Tom and I had gone there when he
was a tyke.” Of course, there’s nothing to stop me now from going on my
own, which raises the point that kid-friendly outings, with their gentle
grades and modest distances, also may be appropriate for active older hikers
and paddlers.
All books promising “the best” trips inspire debate. I would like to have
seen a few from our favorite stomping grounds in Western Maine, as well as
along other trails and rivers in southern Vermont and New Hampshire, but
I can’t fault the authors for any of their selections. With growing numbers
of young families enjoying outdoor activities, I’m sure there will be future
editions with additional recommendations.
—Steve Fagin
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No Limits But the Sky:
The Best Mountaineering Stories
from Appalachia Journal
Edited by Christine Woodside
Boston: Appalachian Mountain Club, 2014
288 pages. ISBN 978-1-62842-021-0.
Price: $18.95 (paperback)
Well-worn mountain trails remind hikers
that they are part of a centuries-old continuum,
literally following in the footsteps of countless
trekkers who embrace challenging adventure,
idyllic solitude, healthy exercise, or simply a
reverence for natural splendor.
We are fortunate that their vestiges have been left not just on footpaths but
also on paper and that institutions such as Appalachia (published since 1876)
have published and preserved them.
Editor Christine Woodside (working with former Appalachian Mountain
Club Publisher Peter Tyson and AMC archivist Becky Fullerton) mined
archives dating back to the nineteenth century for this anthology. The volume,
organized chronologically, covers a lot of ground, from the Appalachians
to the Rockies to the Alps to the Alaska Range to the Himalaya, and
ranges from white-knuckle narratives to tender reflections. It is a cairn
among mountaineering collections, guiding us through familiar and
unfamiliar territory.
Full disclosure: Woodside and I have long been friends and colleagues.
We worked for years in the same newspaper office and have hiked extensively
with our families and fellow adventurers, including one memorable, madcap
expedition I once organized called Summit New England, in which nine
of us scrambled to the high points of all six New England states (bouncing
along via motor home between trailheads) in a nonstop, 41-hour marathon.
Woodside also completed an Appalachian Trail thru-hike with her husband,
Nat Eddy, and another couple, so this experience shows in the selections
paying tribute to strong women.
	I especially enjoyed Jan Conn’s 1952 account, “Manless Ascent of Devils
Tower,” in which she and another female climber scaled the celebrated,
near-sheer monument after first accomplishing the daunting feat with her
husband, Herb:
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Curious tourists had gathered around us asking questions and staring at
our ropes and hardware. After looking at me with what I assumed were
awe and respect, a brawny Minnesotan turned to Herb and asked, ‘How
does it work. Do you climb up to a ledge somewhere and then haul
her up?’ Herb’s careful explanation was lost to me as I fumed inwardly
at the stupidity of the human race and the quirk of fate which made
me look like a pudgy schoolgirl instead of a tall, strapping Amazon.
At that moment I took a solemn vow that someday I would climb
Devils Tower with someone who couldn’t possibly ‘haul me up,’ someone who couldn’t get all the credit for my straining muscles. If I could
find another girl . . .
Likewise, Miriam Underhill’s 1967 story, “Climbing the Four Thousand Footers in Winter”; Ruth Dadourian’s 1976 account, “Lost on Mount Crescent”;
and Elizabeth McGowan’s 1993 chronicle, “Trailing Dreams: Magic Along
the Appalachian Trail” reinforce the role women have had in advancing the
adventure narrative.
	It may be tempting to speculate that this progression seems to have
followed women’s slow march toward modern-day independence, but
that approach overlooks the very first story in No Limits But the Sky, by a
writer identified only as M. F. Whitten and published in the third issue of
Appalachia in 1877.
Whitten’s account, “A Climb Through Tuckerman Ravine,” describes a
near-disastrous outing when two hikers got caught in a late-day storm and
decided to press on to Mount Washington’s summit and the Tip-Top Hotel
rather than retrace their steps.
Whitten, it turns out, was somewhat hampered by her rain-soaked skirt.
	I found it particularly entertaining to read accounts of nineteenthcentury mountaineering, when even such relatively modest tales as Samuel
H. Scudder’s 1884 “A Climb on Mount Adams in Winter” must have been
regarded with the same breathtaking awe as Jon Krakauer’s 1997 Everest epic,
Into Thin Air (Villard, 1997).
	Some of the syntax in these early essays seems stilted, and Woodside has
done an admirable job editing them for clarity and adding helpful footnotes.
Readers who read No Limits But the Sky from front to back (unlike
me, who tends to skip around) will quickly notice that the progression of
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increased sophistication of writing styles seems to parallel increased challenges in mountaineering itineraries. Not only are we better hikers today,
with better clothing, equipment and technology, we’re better writers.
With regard to mountaineering adventure and its attendant literature, the
sky truly is the limit.
—Steve Fagin

The Northern Forest Canoe Trail
Through-Paddler’s Companion
By Katina Daanen
Published by the author, 2014
260 pages. ISBN: 978-0-9960525-1-1.
Price: $23.99 (paperback)
The Northern Forest Canoe Trail is a
740-mile trail first conceived by Mike Krepner,
whose interest in the forgotten wilderness routes
of New England led to the idea of connecting
waterways stretching from the Adirondacks to
the northern tip of Maine. The Appalachian Mountain Club raised the initial
$10,000 grant in 1997. Years of persistent enthusiasm resulted in a nonprofit,
the NFCT, which earlier published a series of excellent maps and a guidebook.
The author of this new book paddled the whole route in 2011. It must be said
that the NFCT is not a wilderness experience. This may be an advantage
to some paddlers because the route passes by many services for all but the
northernmost 160 miles, where paddlers will have more trouble resupplying,
depending on water levels, season, and expectations.
	In many places, roads parallel the canoe trail. They provide an alternative
to carrying boats and gear the 56 total miles of portage necessary to complete
the entire route. Although the NFCT can be traveled in either direction (or
downstream as segments), the book describes landmarks from west to east,
following the flow of the greatest downstream mileage. A little bit of foreign travel is required also, including the 5.7-mile Grand Portage in Quebec.
Bonne chance.
—Malcolm Meldahl
Editor's note: An article about the Northern Forest Canoe Trail will appear in the
July/August issue of AMC Outdoors magazine.
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In Memoriam
Samuel F. Pryor, III
1928–2014
Sam Pryor, an avid outdoorsman who as an
Appalachian Mountain Club advisor and board
president from 1994 to 1996 played a major role
in the modernization of the club’s management
and governance, died October 17, 2014. He was
86 and lived in Bedford, New York.
Pryor, a lawyer, also was closely involved in the successful re-permitting
effort for the AMC’s high-country huts in the White Mountains in 1999. As
a commissioner of the Palisades Interstate Park Commission (PIPC), Pryor
rallied support and funding for the protection of Sterling Forest. He later
served as PIPC chairman and as a director of the Land Trust Alliance, Scenic
Hudson, Audubon New York, and the National Forest Foundation, among
many other organizations. In his decades of service to AMC, Pryor joined
conservation staff on visits to Capitol Hill, co-chaired the Board of Advisors,
co-founded the President’s Society, and was a member of the Campaign for
the Maine Woods committee. He received a Lifetime Achievement Award
from the AMC, among many honors. Most recently, Pryor assisted in the
AMC’s efforts to open an outdoor program center in Harriman State Park.
Pryor was survived by his wife of 60 years, Sally Reese Pryor, four sons, a
daughter, and nine grandchildren. A memorial service took place in Bedford
November 1, 2014.
Andy Falender, former executive director and president of AMC, paid
this tribute: “Sam was responsible for a real quantum leap for the AMC. He
got us face to face with key members of the House and Senate (especially
Republicans), made our first $25 million capital campaign more than
successful, succeeded in making our Mid-Atlantic region a conservation
priority, further strengthened the bridge with our chapters, played a critical
role in rebuilding Galehead [Hut] and re-permitting the huts, led the effort
to a new governance system (including hiring me!), and overall helped AMC
achieve greater influence in conservation. From a personal perspective,
I could not have asked for a more wonderful partner.”
—AMC
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Writing from the Mountains
A Weekend Workshop with Appalachia Journal
October 16–18, 2015 (Friday–Sunday)
Writers of all levels and interests, join the mountains with the
landscape of your writing ideas at rustic Cardigan Lodge, with
Appalachia journal Editor Christine Woodside and two of our best
writers, Sandy Stott and Sally Manikian.
Many writers already realize that their work is not merely an
indoor, sedentary pursuit but that the best ideas come in a flash
while we are doing other things that have nothing to do with writing. The mountains can deliver this flash. We will help you find it
and write it.
This workshop is for writers of all levels. Anyone who wants to
use the backcountry as a way to tell human stories will benefit.
Tentative Itinerary:
Friday night: Overview. Family-style dinner at 6 p.m., followed by
introductions and an overview of the weekend.
Saturday: Finding the Story. We will venture, together and solo, onto
the trails of Cardigan, opening our minds to what might come—
as Brenda Ueland wrote, walking not grimly as an exercise regimen, but “where your imagination is leading you to see how life can
be better.”
Sunday: Telling the Story. We will spend a bit more time in a workshop. Using our trail experiences, we will identify goals and hone
writing techniques.
Join us! Visit activities.outdoors.org and enter keyword “Writing
from the Mountains”. Or call AMC Reservations at 603-466-2727.
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A Peak Ahead

Commitment

E

ven when going out makes no rational sense, some force pulls explorers to their goals. The next issue of Appalachia looks at commitment—
one time, many times, over a lifetime.
	Sandy Stott, our Accidents editor, will examine the tragedy of 32-year-old
Kate Matrosova’s death, by freezing, between Mounts Madison and Adams
in mid-February 2015. Stott sympathizes with Matrosova’s drive but was
horrified at the danger she walked into that day.
	Sally Manikian will describe the day she reconnected with “a sense of suspended time, and the sense of longer time,” during a hike she took alone
through slot canyons and rock formations in New Mexico.
	Sara Day will introduce Harriet E. Freeman (1847–1930), a botanist,
geologist, and conservationist from Boston who quietly worked for land
conservation and trail building. Freeman remained practically unknown
for years, probably because of her illicit affair with the Unitarian minister
the Reverend Edward Everett Hale, after whom Mount Hale is named. Day
wrote the book about Hale and Freeman, Coded Letters, Concealed Love
(New Academia Press, 2014).
Also next time: Jan Conn, the noted mountaineer and caver, explores her
two passions in “Up Versus Down.” We print the winning essay (about gender) of the Waterman Fund contest. Appalachian Mountain Club staff scientist David Publicover evaluates the AMC’s Maine Woods Initiative. A man
carts his old equipment to the dump. A reporter fights illness on Aconcagua.
Elissa Ely encounters Appalachian Trail thru-hikers. Christopher Johnson
discovers a 250-year-old tree. Adventure writer Lisa Densmore Ballard and
botanist Richard LeBlond consider bears. Speaking of commitment, 2016
marks a decade I have edited Appalachia. Celebrate with me.
—Christine Woodside
chris@chriswoodside.com
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“I started reading Appalachia for the accident reports, but I kept
reading for the great features.” — Mohamed Ellozy, subscriber
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